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Greenup
Countian
honored

She_ credits fellow teachers,
especially Maxine Lewis with
cooperating to make the 'rair a
success each year.
"But I've got to credit the
whole school - the district _
because staff members have
ser_ved as judges. And Ohio
Um".ersity has always loaned
or given our students anything
the_y need to help out a
pro3ect."
.

.,

.Gets award in Ohio
for teaching methods
.By GEORGE WoLFFORD
..:.O_F_TH_E_D_A_I_LY_I_ND_E_P_EN_D_ENT-:----l
'·i

IRONTON - A Greenup
Countian who crosses the
Ohio River each morning .to·;
teach at Ironton Junior High
- School has been awarded
Ohio's Governor's Award for
.Excellence in Youth Science ,
Opportunities.
. . ·•. ;:,._l
·. Melanie Ccinley won the :
award, sponsored by the Ohio :
Academy of Science, the Ohio '.
Department of Education and '
the office of Gov. George Voinovich.
-. · _
. :: . d
T-he honor recogn1zesschools and teachers who stimulate scientific research.
-·'''l
Observers say Conley earned
the distinction by making sci. ence study interesting for her
. students.
.
·
: "I try to do a lot of hands-on
;I science with the students."
she
,
•.•
: said. "I like for them to be curious about the world around
: them, and to try to §_cl~\! prob-_

lemS."- -~ -- -

~,·-~r.5: :.:??,

Conley comes from a family
of Greenup County teachers.
Her uncles Tom, Steve and'
John Stephens. have made
their own marks in classrooms
and aaministrative offices.
''. She ariil her husband, Bob,
have two):hildren - Katie,
and Brian, 1. · .
··
·.
~,
She said she didn't intend to
apply In Ohio, but after a
teacher at Russell told her of
the possibility of an opening,
she went to IJHS, \Vhere the.
decision · to .hire had been
made oruy that day. ·
. ..'.j
."In the beginning, Ohio was·
like another country to me be:
cause I knew no one here.
Now, this comnilirtity Is like
family to me." She came tci
IJHS .13 years ago, after graduating from Morehead State
University with undergraduate
and master's degrees in biology. One of her first actions
was to· organize the school's
annual science fair.
"I love doing hands-on science:- The- more . you can do,
the more students remember.
Standing in front of them is
one thing, but let them see
what's happening.
,.,J;i;
.
.
. ~f-•
"They love the microscope;
and it still amazes me to put a
drop of. water on a slide and

4,:

. Ini!ially, student· participation m the fair was required
but that has now been elinii'.
nated, she said.
.
· "We have lower numbers of
stud~nts but it seeins that the
quality of the projects has imPr?ve~ ?Ver the years:" she:
s:11d. Kids are really innova- :
tive ~d the¥ come up with
some mterestmg projects."
;

IJHS students have competed a_t every level at the
01½0 Sc1e1_1ce Fair and won su,
perior ratmgs at the state contest.
_
,._ . '."-,,.
·~ :.,r
j
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U of L's new era
.
RESIDENT iohn Shu- mately destructive.
It. is clear that Dr. Shumaker
. maker's inaugural address set a. sure tone not only understands that· but is
for his university, and committed to doing things dif· · ..... ·.
.
for state higher education poli- ferently.
All the while, in his remarks,
cy. The University of Louisville,
just about to celebrate its bicen- he paid appropriate homage to
tennial, is mf urban school, with U ,_of L's_ !ieritage and_ the best
· •, :·...
an urban mission.·
··';\'"''<> : · elements of its past
Encouraging were his referAnd Dr.-.Shumaker was on the
mark when he called for in- ences to the university's internacreasing the links between u' of tional interests, which are many,
L and the other universities in and its need to build on them,
Kentucky. This is a vital stance, which is essential in this era.
And stimuparticularly
lating was his
because too
devotion to
many, inside
making Uof L
and
outside
a diverse cenLouisville,
ter.. of enjoyhold onto the
ment and enlimiting idea
richment for
that U of Lis
all citizens of
simply "a crethe region.
ation of this
: Most of all,
community."
While
. -.,.
we encourage
him to : payhistorically
that is true,
close attention
to the· climate
such an identiof 1earning on·
ty cannot con-his campus
tinue in the
and to direct
21st Century.
the energy of
UofListhe
his adminisprincipal public institution
''Preslclent John Shumaker
!ration toward
.
· the classroom.
of
higher
learning in Kentucky's largest
For as U of L's prowess grows
city. For 25 years - a long time academically, many of the probby any measure - it has been a lems that result in turf wars will
full member of the system of recede or evaporate. Everyone is
higher education in a state that drawn to excellence, everyone is
is increasingly urban, and in- enchanted by success.
What greater kind of leadercreasingly sophisticated.
What is more - and this must ship could U of L have as it bebe a key point in all discussions gins its third century than one
of higher education - Louisville that fosters the kind of exciteand Kentucky are the same ment for learning _that Dr. Shuthing; antagonism is counterpro'. maker's own classical education
ductive, small-minded and ulti- clearly fostered in him? ..
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Analyst shows gap betweellj
advances iri state, nation ·
·ey LUCY MAY
HERALD-LEADER EDliCATION WRIT~

A researcher with the Kentucky
School Boards Association has put
together a.snapshot of Kentucky's
academic progress since the passage of school reform .. ·
And it isn't the picture proponents of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act might have wanted.
Faurest Coogle, a retired
schools superintendent and parttime analyst with the association,
assembled Kentucky students' results on six different national tests.
He compared Kentucky's results
with the national averages on the
tests in an effort to show how
Kentucky students were stacking
up nationwide.
While Kentucky's own contra-·
versial state tests have shown students making big gains since 1990,
the infonnation Coogle compiled
showed that the national tests - at
best - failed to post similar gains.
In some cases, the scores decreased
and in others, the scores stayed the

same.
''As we attempt.. to evaluate
where we're going in this state, we
need to look at what we're do1ng
academically for all kids," Coogle
said.
Neal ·Kingston, an official with
the state Education Department
who oversees the state testing system; agreed that'the state needs to

up~~tt~~=:~C:!!~~:~;~~t
drawmg conclusions based 0:1
gle's analysis because t~stmg 1s
such a complicated sub1ect, and
gains and losses on test ~cores can
be the result of many things. .
.
For example, Coogle's figures
show that Kentucky students'
scores on the CAT 5 - a· national·
achievem~nt t~t that was given to
students m third, fifth and seventh
grades - dropped at every level
from 1990 to 1995.
But Kingston pointed out that
newspapers. have not publi~hed
school results of CAT 5 tests smce
the passage -of school reform. The
act of publishing those scores made
teachers push their students. to do
better on the tests, he· said. The
pressure is off when the scores
aren't published, and the scores can
drop by as much as 10 1/ercentage
points as a result, he said.
Coogle also examined Kentucky
results on · Advanced Placement
tests. Students can take those tests
at the end of an Advanced Placement course to· try- to· get college
credit before they leave high
school.°
·
·
The figures showed that Kentucky has shown gains in the
number of students taking the tests
and in the students' scores; But
those gains haven't kept up with
gains nationwide.
Kingston said that ·one is· a
matter of perspective. He thinks it's
a good sign that more. students are
taking the tough courses and tol!gh
tests and· that more are sconng
well.
Coogle's analysis· also includes
results from both the ACT and
SAT college entrance exams, the
PSAT exam - the precursor for
taking the, SAT - · .and _the'
National. Assessment of EducalionaLProgress, known as "the nation's
report cartl."
·
· -·,
,
Coogle's analysis is publish~ .
in the October issue. of the association's Kentucky School Advocate.
newsletter, and it offers only this
conclusion: ,"Failure by Kentucky
to close the gap with national

UJ?-

averages is, and would be, reason

for concern."

.

Kingston said stJ!te educatIOn
officials had already p\ann~d to
compile similar information 11_1 the
coming months and try ~o ,figure_
out what it all means. He 1sn t sure
the conclusion will be a bad one.
·"Let's put this whole picture
together " Kingston said, and look

at "what is it saying to us."

·
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The_ University of Kentucky
- should .not merge :with Leeis.:eo1,
lege unless UK'commits reven_ue .:
from the.Robinson Forest to'pay ,','
all operation and maintenance :
costs of the college; according to .
a· staff recommendation- by' ·the ·
Council'on. Higher Education,-, ,,,
'

·c ; /{,
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.UK should operate: Ires using. ·_ -·
forest ·revenue,; pailel'§ -staff sa~

•

MOREHEAD, KY 40361-1689

, ,;

The council's staff. has sent'.
council members ineriiofanclum
saying that they ~hould not support· the merger 1f the sta~e wtll
· be ·required to pay the estimated
$1:5 million needed to operate the
college eadi year; according· tp
documents obtained ·yesterday
by the·Herald-Leader:
·
' Doing.:so, the retomniendation says "could•: establish . an
expectatidn of a silllilar iespmi§e.
to -financiaLcrisis atcother·iri'\l_e,
pendent iristitufio~s :of Ji!i:hir
education:"
, •A,,,, . ,
The council will di~cus_s )n(
Lees-UK inerger -_ at a meetmg ·
next Monday.
· · There had been some -confu,,
sion over who was going to: pay '.
for Lees. Th'e .answer is_ ithportarit· because· some legi~J~fors;
and'councilffiembers·say:it goes''
to the heart· of: much -6toailer:
issue: Wlio should have,the'firuil· say·· -0\lerc whether"•11niversities>
accept gifts of.bilildin~:of'la_nd ·
that might end. up .. costin'i;::the. :
staie-millions of dolfru-s"'fateri .
Council members could not be
reached last night to comment on
the recommendation. But in earlier
interviews, they expressed concern
about how state universities have
treated gifts.
"A lot of times those decisions
are made rather myopically, from
the perspective of their campus,"
said J. David Porter, the council's
vice chairman said in all interview
earlier this week. "There needs to
be a more comprehensive statewide
approach on these projects."
Right now, the council, which is
supposed to oversee the eight state
universities, can't do anything to
stop universities from taking gifts.
That has some worried that the
schools citn do "end runs" around
the council and the legislature.

a

'A pretty face'
The Lees merger would involve
UK taking over operations at the
financially troubled two-year college. It would be run as a satellite
campus of Hazard Community College. Lees would give its campus
and assets to UK, possibly as soon
as January.
Council members say they
thought, based oit a July presentation, that UK planned to use the

'C

•

<,

money it receives from mining
Robinson Forest to finance the
costs of running Lees indefinitely.
But when the UK Board of
Trustees approved the merger in
August, they only approved paying
for the operating costs through the
1997-98 school year. .
:
"I don't think Charlie (Wethington) intentionally misled us, but I
suppose they were trying to put the
best face on it," said Jim Miller, the
council's chairman, referring to the
UK president. "And certainly that
was a pretty face, in terms of
getting the· council's informal approval."_
·
But Wethington said in an interview earlier this week that UK
approved only the next two year_s
of funding because 1t thought tt
shouldn't try to budget beyond the
state's two-year budget cycle. UK
is expecting at .least $900,000 a
year in royalties from the Robinson
Forest trust.
"1rVe're not expressing any commitment, nor are we expressing

any lack of commiiment," Wethington said.
That leaves some council members perplexed.
The Lees merger "had some
appeal because it had a unique
funding mechanism, rather than
having the state pick up the tab,"
Porter said. "I think it's very much
back on the table as far as the
rouncil is concerned."
Wethington said he didn't think
council members had been misledabout the Lees merger.
· ''What we ought not lost sight
of in this quibbling over whether
we're funding it. for one year or two
years or however many years, is
that we have a college in trouble
financially," he said, "We've got a
region of Kentucky that needs
higher education that is about to
lose that opportunity."
Even if the council questions
the merger, it has no authority to
stop the· deal under current law a fact that Miller said also concerned him. .
"Somebody needs to have the
authority to review these kinds of
deals in advance," he said,
Currently; the council and legislators must approve any state•
funded university building projects
or land purchases that cost more
than $400,000.
But if the building or land is a
gift - or -if a university uses
private donations to pay for it then council approval isn't required. State law might require
legislative approval. depending on
...whether tiie gift is interpreted as
an "acquisition."

. Examples of such projects include UK's new $58 million library,
the proposed .engineering pro~m
in Paducah and the recent donation
of $1.3 million to set up a community college satellite campus in
Muhlenberg County.
The trouble arises, some state
legislators and council members
say, when universities then ask the
state to pay the recurring costs of
running and maintaining the building.
·
.
State House budget chief Rep.
Harry Moberly, who has criticized
UK's plans to ask for state financ•
ing of the library, said the Lees
merger involves similar issues.
"Once a building, is operating
and there are students in it, it's
hard to say no to the maintenance
and operation," said Moberly, DRichmond. "It's kind of an end run
around legislative approval on the
front end."
State· Rep. Robert Damron,
chairman of the legislative Capital
Projects and Bond Oversight Committee, said he has asked his staff
to research whether the Lees merger m:ight.require legislative approval.
"Universities are going to have
to look very closely at their acquisitions and the gifts they accept to
make sure the end result won't be a
cash drain," said Damron, D-Nicho•
lasville.
Other states require review
Some other Southern states already require state approval of any
buildings or land given to universities.
·
For instanc_e, property gifts in
South Carolina must be approved
by the Commission on Higher Education there, said Margaret Hicks,
the commission's coordinator for
facilities. If the commission doesn't
approve, -the university can't seek
state funding for maintaining or
operating the building.
In North Carolina,. gifts of
buildings or land must be approved by the university board, by
a state board that oversees all
universities, by a state office that
oversees government ·property and by -the governor's cabinet, said
Henry Holmes, assistant vice president for finance at the University
of North Carolina.
The state has forced universities to turn down gifts that it
thought would be too costly,
Holmes said.
"We do make an attempt to
make sure we're not getting a
potential liability," Holmes said.
"We try to answer the question,
'Are we accepting a pig in a
poke?'"

Pidutiii·;;gif11:ering pruptJ$c1I lu~~ supptJrt:
Education board's staff urges dropping
plari; greater UK-Murray_ ties blleked
"ed bitterly over the program, manage to cooperate ahd offer the
programs jointly.
·
The Cmihcil on.Higher EducaThe
council
also
should
encourtion should not approve the U!!iver- ·
age UK, Paducah' a"!d Murray State
sity of Kentucky's controversial
University to work together to beef
engineering program in Paducah,
up other courses that Murray alits staff has recommended._
ready offers in Paducah, according
The recommendation does not . io a copy of"the recommendation
rule out the possibility of engineerobtained' by the Herald-Leader.
ing programs ever being offered in
If s;,ch a plan coul,:l be develPaducah. But it .says that would
happen only if UK and Murray oped, the , staff recomineridation
State University, which have feud- said, the counci_l should look favorBY ANGIE MUHS

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION ~RITER

comment on the staff recommendaably on providing mbney to maintiohs. The council'~ chainnan, Jim
tain and run an engineering buildM)ller, also declined to comment.
ing •that Paducah plans to build
:: The conflict between Paducah
with·$8 million in donations.
. ari~ Murray- ove_r_ the. issue of
. The council' is set to consider
enJlineering_ education has brought
the · staff recommendation at . a
th, issue of turf wai:s between
meeting on Monday in Frankfort.·
universities to the forefront.
UK had planned to offer the
t Last month, tpp . legislative
program jointly with its Paducah
le,j,ders· had warned that no con· Community College. __
·
stfuction projects in higher educa"The, precedent of community· tion could-be approved until the
colleges joining . with UK in the·
dispute was settled.
.
._
delivery-of-bachelor's ·level ·pro; Gubernatorial candidates Paul
gramming is troublesome," ,the recPatton and Larry -Forgy also said
ommendation said. _
d '·ng speeches last month that
The council's executive directhfgroup had to settle the matter.
tor, Gary Cox,_declined last night to
,. Th
. . ·1 taff .
( e coun□ s
s recommendations come after tlie group hired.
·,
·
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MG;I: o~..America,_ In~.; ·to study.
ergineenng educat1_on
far Westem Kentucky and. issue a report., .
The study, which was rel~sed •.
early last month, found tJ:tere w~s
demand_' for about 60 engmeers· 1)1
, the region
year - but that_
\ half of that demand could be met
by existing_ en_gineering pro~s. •
Those fand!ngs were one reas9n .
that. the council staff recommended·
agamst th e UK-Paducah "2+2".
plan. T~at called for students to
take the!r first two years at the
commumty- colUege. They then
wo~ld h_ave transferre~ to. a. UK•
engineenng program m Paducah ·
for the_, final two years.
The staff
m · d ti"
I
..
"
re~o m~n _a on a so
,cites , the possible dtl~llon _of _re.
sources from the· main, campus

m

eacq ·

I

Panel to urge .Murray role in engineering school
Seeks compromise
on Paducah plans
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. -In an effort to
foster a compromise in a simmering
controversy, the staff of the state
Council on Higher Education will recommend next week that any new eqgineering program offered in Paducah
include Murray State University.
The recommendation says that a
program involving only the University
of Kentucky and its Paducah Community College would dilute the resources.UK needs to continue improving engineering programs on the Lexington campus.
But that problem would be overcome if Murray participates in the

program, which Paducah leaders have for their city, and local engineering
contended is needed because of the educatioh · is seen as a key to their
.region's shortage of graduate engi- well-being. They also think that such
neers. a program would help Paducah atThe Courier-Journal obtained a tract the federal government's new
copy of the recommendation, which uranium-enrichment technology to
the council's executive director, Gary the McCracken County enrichment
Cox, will make at a council meeting plant, one of the region's largest emnext Monday. Cox declined to com- ployers.
last night.
The council.staffs recommendation
. ment
The council has the authority to urges the rejection of any proposal
propose any funding to support such solely by UK and its community cola proi:ram. It also is charged with de- lege to offer bachelor's degree provelopmg statewide plans for higher grams in chemical and mechanical
education.
·
engineering.
Instead, it says, the agency should
The issue has been simmering for
months because community leaders "seriously' consider" a possible
ih Murray fear that any proposal ex- posal by UK, the community col ege
cluding MSU is a back-door effort to and Murray that would strengthen
start a four-year college, which Padti- Murray's extended campus· center in
cah has long wanted.
Paducah, through which the proBut Paducah civic leaders, who grams would be offered.
have raised more than $8 million to
If such a proposal is made, the siaff
bring .a UK-communitr college pro- says, the council should recoinmend
f?t'am about, have a hiE!'h-ter.h vi~inn fnntiinO' fnr tho nrnn-r....... .. .. ...1 ,..........

r,ro-

ation cif a building, which is to lie between Murray and Paducah have
constructed with private funds.
made the delivery of higher-education
· The proposal coincides with an op- programs in Paducah ilifficult. "Any
tion in a recent consultant's report delivery of /joint) professional engithat said a "regional center' in Padu- neering education in the region
cah, including UK, the community should bring together, not further dicollege and Murray, could offer the vide, the two communities," it adds.
engineering pro~s and then be
Murrar has operated an extended
used later to · fill future education campus m Paducah since 1989, offerneeds in Western Kentucky's Jackson . ing 32 courses there last fall. But the
Purchase area.
.
offerings are on a space-available ba·
The staff recommendation notes · sis at the community college and local
that the Purchase area has limited high schools, the recommendation
higher-education opportunities and says.
that only 12.5 percent of its residents
In callinjl for a consolidation of
have bachelors' degrees, compared these offenngs, and those in engiwith the statewide average of 13.6 neering, the proposal says Murray
percent.
"also must commit to being even
"It is critical that these existing in- more aggressive in meeting PadusUtutions develop positive working re- cah's higher education needs." ..
lationships if the needs of students in
UK President Charles Wethington
the region are to be met and the edu- Jr. and Murray President Kern Alexcational attainment rate is to be im- ander have been trying to work out a
proved," It adds.
compromise on the engineering issue
J4.

_, __
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engineering program" as another.
reason not to approve the plan.
.
The consultants suggested four
options, one of which was the ,
1 creation of a regional.center Uiat-'/
I
• would call for cooperation be~een
PCC, UK, Murray and. potentially
others to· offer .. engineering and .'
I other programs.
, Len O'Hara, the president of
PCC, said last night that he .had not
seen the councirs recommend~·ti_ons. But v.:he~ te>ld of t~e_ provt•.:
s10ns, he .said 1t seemed stmtlar to
the regional center idea.
- ,,
. '.'It's vet"}'. interesting," 9'Hara .
said. "A regional center would be·
an excellent idea"
· ·
I · T W th
UK President_ Char es . e .· ·
ington Jr. declined to COll)ment last .
night, saying that he had not,
reviewed the recommendation.
Murray·State University Presi- ·:
dent Kern Alexander and Sid Eas,
ley, the chairman of the ·Murray,·
board, could not be reached.
Larry Hayes, a council member
from Louisville, said yesterday that·
he thought that most of the council
was ready to take aciion.
"Most of us are tired of reading
about this," Hayes said. "It's kind
of like the O.J. Simpson trial. What,
ever the decision, we just want it
over and done with."

I
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Lexington Comniunity College
celebrates 30th anniversary
BY LINDA VANHOOSE .
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

B
.

fire.

onnie Pagan's first semester
at Lexington Technical
Institute was a baptism by

.

. It was the fall of 1980 and she
was dealing with a new house in a
new city and with new schools.·
for her children when state budget
shortfalls forced then-Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. to slash spending in
many areas, including education.
· "So I ended up with 195 composition students, a killer schedule ·
at best," said Pagan, a professor
of communications at Lexington
Community College, the new
name given LT! in 1984.
Pagan is one of several people
who will be recognized Saturday
for service to the school, which is
celebrating its 30th year as an
a=edited college.
During her first months at the
school, Pagan recalled she didn't
realize how closely sh~ was keepmg her nose to the grindstone, but
she_ found out the followil)_g June
while headed to a technical writing conference iri Mississippi.
"I was seated next to a slender
silver-haired gentleman in plaid
golfing pants wlio expressed an
interest in my work," Pagan said.
"I found myself explaining that
the Lexington Technical Institute
was a two.year college · on the
campus of the University of Kentucky to my seatmate, who mercifully interrupted me _to shake my
hand and_ say: 'I'm Otis Singletary, president of the university.'
Now that's how hard your friendly community college faculty
work.
"Funny thing, Dr. Singletary
came over to the community coll~ge system's new-faculty orientation the following semester, so
~aybe our conversation made
hun more aware of LT! after all "
~ington Community Coll~ge
sometimes
seems
invisible
~ecause it shares a campus -with
its much larger sister institution.
. "We are kind of in UK's shadow in many' respects," said Dan ·
Holt, associate professor/of history and former business manager
of t~e college. He will also be recognized Saturday. "We are getting
to be better known. For a time we
were probably Le,dngton's bestkept secret. The word is getting
out."
Staff · members who have
stayed witli the school over the
years, through name changes and
expansion, have fond memories "1:h~ !hing that has kept ~e
here 1s 1t 1s a real lively, intellectual community," Pagan said. "The
faculty
are
capable, caring
funny, interest'.
ing
people.
They make it an
absolutely wonderful place to

·.>--l~i•the
,new~\t>~...:,.:·:·:~- ;.: }t~:~:-r~~:> ~- ·/\~;::_:/~;;:::,~.
:/:· _, ·.-T~~~~_. . ., "' - ;:.~, :.;;-.,':..- ,, -.-~ -·.t: ,--i_:.~::"/i;;;;~\t':~~--"__ ,. -;:,.-,_:;~::,:::r~:",/"·'"-~/)~•
/:.:~cm Coll11_IlililityCOljeg; ~~etiin~ ~~:nk iri;t1bi;0, .

.~use.it.shares a p~pus w1tl! t9ampc_h.~g_er-University9f;·:
ICentucky. However; LCC has becomemore V1s1blein thelast two
weeks_ becau~e of publicity surr9µnclipg' a racial discrimination, · , ~ :

lawsuit

"' . .~,.,-~,. -.,: .. " ,~,. •,::

1" -'

&!pi:

~·.,

• ~

'

Hi~h~t- ·

Jn_,the suit filea against LCG and UK'on
2Fu:cs
,i:ank_ing black administrator, Eunice 'A. Beatty, c~eil that the~ ·
.•pres1d,eJ!t !Jf LCC attempted to_prevent t3ea,tty from·becorning the· , ·
. ,college's permanent dea_n of academic affairs and then tried to .: ,. force lier_ out once she got the job:. : , ·• • , . "" · • •:, .. : " ,
suit claims~ Presidentjanice Nalira Friedel,who 'is ''" '.
•~white1 treated ~tty clifferently,because she is black:Beatty also _.,:
charges that ~nedel retaliated againstjiet and effectively"demoted
: -,h~ ~.~h~(i]¢cqr,nii)iili)~.witii'.the.univei\iiti cliarging.raciai ,
. ,,!fisCT1;11:lllll:t.10nc ~.9V~ the sll)te's 14 commWJity;coll ".· . :l;, ,;·
,, '·Tlie.smt, filed·m_ Fayette Circuit_·eo·
's'.pun1
. "ti"ve d~·· · ' ··. '
amages-,
. •.an, CO!?~satory ~esfoi;:ewqt\9\)fil,cliS!ress;character:'. '
,J

-.... :r~e

' 'a···•··

·,

·· . .. . . •""""
_urt·
"
.. · ' - - - . "

~~:;:;]t~;~i4!'f~::~fi;~~i~¥i~Jii l~i

-i~r1:13~o~ a~d•~:t;:· .•
dynamic."
Holt and
others like
.
Paul
Taylor,
dean of student services,
and
Anne Noffsinger, assistant to the
president and former· chairwoman
-of the school's nursing departinent
- have been with the school from
early on.
"I came here to work on a doctorate at UK, had a family to sup· port and found employment here
at LCC," Holt said. "I liked the
at1?osphere. I liked what we were
domg with students as a technical
school and felt it was making a
positive contribution to the community and I have stayed on."
LCC, on UK's campus near
Commonwealth Stadium was
founded as Lexington Te~hnical
Institute in 1965 with an enrollment of 232 students and about a
dozen professors, The school
offered a variety of technical programs ranging from accounting to
nursing. Now there are 5,225 students.
The school'~ name was
ci!l~nged and its purpose expanded m 1984 to include a comprehensive program for students who
planned to transfer to a four-year
college.
The change was made because
UK had begun to restrict admissions. For the first time UK's
main campus turned away some
Kentucky higlr school graduates
because their standardized test
scores and high school grades
were too low.
Any Kentucky high school
graduate or recipient of a General
Educational Development certificate is eligible for admission.
Some programs have specific
admission requirements.
. In 30 years, LCC has grown
mto a multi-campus with extended sites in several counties.
"We are eager to determine and
to m~t the education and lifelong
leammg needs for citizens of the
Bluegrass with a guided, compri°
hensive mission," said LCC's president,Janice Nahra Friedel.
•

nni:,

rnrnnnm:.nt nf tl,;c,

.....,;c-.,tnn

education in allied health. fields, nursing,
business
and
office
_administration, engineering and
related technologies. Graduates
who complete a prescriboo·'cur,
riculum receive associate· degrees.
lri the health and nursing progratJis1 which·· aie.• ·illl~ionally
accr~1ted, gra~uates cons1stent!Y
_exc~dt~~,.nat101;1al _averages m
certification exammatiollf. . .
• ,A_second part ofLGCs nnss10n
is_. to.,prepare pr~-baccalaureate
students who, plan to transfer
co~e-':".;irk to other colleges and .."
un1vers1tles t~ward a four-year
degree. T~e t~rrd com~nent is to
offer contmumg education courses, which fulfill the requirements
·otthose professions tha~ require
annual contmumg educat10n.
. LCC now stands for "Lexington's College of Choice" and no~
"Last ~hance C?!lege" as it has
been mckn31:11ed m the past.' . _
. Non,trad1tlonal student Adela
H_erriandez, who moved to Lexingtpn._from Lubbock, Texas, five
years ago, heard that comment·
during-her first semester at LOC
: :·. "On_e of my instructors said
When people come up to you and
say LCC has been known as Last
Cliiinc_e College, don't let that
bother you, at least you are going
to ·college,' -" said Hernandez, who
lllls. attended LCC for five semes, ters, and is majoring in clinical
psyclf?logy'. She will transfer to
UK this fall:•
'
"The instructors· that I have
had so far have been wonderful"
Irerriandez said. "They have t,ee'n
really great and willing -to-help
me. T~ey _are there to help you."
This kmd of nurturing environment has provided a special bond
among the school's staff, faculty
and students over the last three
deca_des. It's one that is sure to
contmue over the next three.
"The nex~ 30 years are going to
~e chall~ng1_ng," Noffsinger said.
We are gomg _to ,continue with
the goals and m1ss1ons of the college and. provide the education
a~thd _services needed for citizens
WI .. m the Blue,gra~ area.
• . I :eally beheve m what we are
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Colleges --.
may face
funding
report card
Plan awards cash
to high performers
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer

Part of the funding for state universities and community colleges would
be tied to their performance under a
proposal before Kentucky's highereducation planning board.
.
The schools would have to reach
goals in academic programs, enrollment, employment, public service and
collaboration under the draft elan,
which will go before the CouncII on
Higher Education's finance committee next week.
But the plan would leave the universities free to break down each of
those goals into more specific tasks.
That could turn out to be important in
winning the endorsement of university presidents, some of whom were
concerned that systemwide ~oals
might not take into account the different mission of each school;
The amount of the schools' funding
that would be tied to performance is
not addressed in the draft plan.
The draft plan provides for phased
progress toward a 100-point system of
measuring achievements. Each
school's score would determine its
state funding.
A score between 90 and 100 would
earn a school its maximum performance-funding amount; a score between 81 and 90 would earn 90 percent of that amount, and so on.
A copy of the performance-funding
plan, which was obtained from the
University of Kentucky, shows that it
builds on a separate statewide strategic plan for higher education that is
up for adoption by the Council on
Higher Education on Monday.
Both draft documents direct state
universities and colleges to foster
high-quality programs, an educated

citizenry, equal opportunities in hiring and enrollment, economic development and coordination among the
schools.
The performance-funding plan
would also make subcategories consistent with the strategic plan. For example, under the broad goal of educating Kentuckians, each school
would be expected to improve access
to its programs, support public
schools, help prepare college-bound
students and increase its use of instructional technology.
Below that level of detail, "there's
substantial flexibility" for schools to
define their own performance goals,
· which several. university presidents
said put to rest "the fears they had
early on" that issue, said Ken Walker,
the council's deputy executive director for finance.
University of Louisville spokeswoman Denise Fitzpatrick said
U of L's
performance
standards
should take into account its urban
mission and high proportions of older
and commuting students.
The performance-fundin~ plan reflects schools' differences m mission
and "it's not overly complex," said
Edward A Carter, UK's vice president
for management. But he said any objections by university presidents or
the council could still send it back to
the drawing boards.
The plan calls for performancebased funding to evolve in three
phases.
In the first phase, during the 1996
and 1997 fiscal years, each school
would develop specific goals and
means of measurement. The state
would help pay for that effort if the
school can show by April 1 that it is
seriously working to implement the
plan.
In the second phase, during the
1997 and 1998 fiscal years, performance funding would be linked to documentation of a school's efforts to
meet specific goals.
And from 1998 until 2000, the emphasis would shift to attaining goals
and measurement would become almost exclusively numerical.
The draft plans spells out .a parallel
evolution of measuring and rewarding
cooperative efforts among universities
and colleges. Schools could, for example, earn p~rformance money by
teammg up to improve college-going
rates, boosting enrollment in critical
career fields or making it easier for
students to transfer from school to
school.

The Council on Higher Education
and the Conference of University
Presidents are acting on orders from
the General Assembly. Since 1992 the
legislature has hinted repeatedly that
it wants university funding tied to
performance, and last year it said performance-funding principles must be
in use by the 1996-98 biennium.
Yesterday Aims McGuiMess Jr., an
expert on states' systems of higher
education governance, told a panel of
Kentucky legislators and education
officials that performance funding
· can bog down if it's too detailed. Performance funding should be tied to
what the governor and legislature
agree are "two or three major strategic problems facing the state," he
said.
McGuinness, of the National Center
for Higher Education Management
Systems in Boulder, Colo., told the
Kentucky Task Force on Higher Education that in most places where performance-based university funding
has been tried, "it's still more gameplaying than actual change in behav-

ior,,,

But McGuiMess said it's important
to document higher education's relevance to public well-being. Around
the nation, higher education typically
gets a steadily dwindling proportion
of state budgets, and only proof that it
is contributing to statewide goals is
ijkely to reverse that trend, he said.
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constructlve role. .: -~ awacl (9 Gorbach~.?:~':actuirlly_
.,iLOIBSVIL1E :...... Even·after tliel both in Russia and: across the globe.. · ·•'!l'• ~.- made m. the spnng of 1994, · but·9ne,_of-the.
end ·of. the ·Cold War,· the· world' ; '•'.'hvould like to see America iii'~ tinifyirilt.' requirements_ fpr' ' receiving · ihe'"$150,000.
lacks the cohes_ion arid unity n_eed·: 1role iii the ·world' instead of being· a police- award is · to make a s~h during the
.ed·,to · solve' its· problems, :former·; 1mah," Gorbachev said through an interpre\er.... , (!~d~mic year:···--··;s--•--....,- c·•:·.:··~: ......... .
Soviet. .president Mikhalt ··Gorba- . urhe'roleof a policeman is something you.do :; : •.· :,d'lje, Grawemeyer _stipend is usually paid
chev told ari:audience yesterday in · not'.'rieed and· somethhjg t!iat,thec''YorldO'\vill;'.' ·in'.iiive ·annual installments:'buLGorbachev
Louisville., • . , , ., · , ..+£·::,c1i;_,,,,;,, -,-.-.i: not accept.;:·,. ~;a. ,~;0°$?,.,;;" -'),:.: '.;o ;~,.:;~,:,,~0;1,; /negotiated a $100,000 cish·p_rµe.;Glirbachev,
. Speaking to' about 3,000 people
/';·'After!·ihe':faU.'·oV.'coininunism and· the\ ·who·<has· created· his· own-foundation in
at Louisville,. Gardens, .Gorbachev.' , brealrup ofthe Sovi~t IJ11ioi:1 in.199l;"radical: •·~ussia, receives a monthly, pension .of orily
wained that isolationist attitudes in ·· '·reformers'':'pushed .!!(:onomic, and political . ·$409;
,~,,,'.~·,,_; .. , ,, .,.: C, , •.. ', .
theUnitedStatesandRussiawould: changes iii R~iatoo fi:st, Gorba~hev sai~..
'·":"·fr·:., f. h
lead.to more crises....., •. .'.,....·..-,, He ·called Russian ·President Bons Yeltsm . . !-1 ience r:ier:i rs m up m ~nt o t e
"W. • f · · eai! · -da· ·"tln_,_., "reckless" for raising· the expectations of the.. 6,40().:seat Lomsv1lle Gardens for hours before
·
1
1·· e!e. acmbgl r Yd. un g: Russian .peo,·pie by ushering in change too the_ speech, ·"A:hich started-,aboitt:'4O'-ininutes.
cha
. engmgpro eµis,~ ,nocoun ... uickl' ; .. .'
. .. :.._..c._:-...
· ·. late:Commun1tyleadersandstudentsfrom·20
try-·:alon~ can _solve _th_ose prop- q -·" Y:.
··
.
, ·.. •
.' high schools had reserved seats 01i'the floor
Ie111s::_sa1d ~r.I:>acp_ey,:,whp,v;:a,s m; ....<foday, .1 am a me_mh,~ of the ~l?pos_i- of the theater. Five protesters- stood outside
_Kentucky to,, r~1ve --.!)le:, Gra~e-,,::i lion, Gorb1;1c~ev, 64, said,- · 1'1Y _opposition is · on·. the rain-drenched sidewalk with si s
meyer Award.fqr;J~easJinproying._, npt to Russi~, my.oppos11ion,,ts .!~:t!:e ~ent_ saying, "Get, US out of the U.N:•··'' . ., _gn
World Order.. .' ht;, . ~~,k. . -. :; :.,·......,;B,; gove~ent..; . •"·: .•.-,·i:..: , • · ·t . • ·:·• ,. •
•
•
-. ~.s~. ·· :t~?/.:
· Russia. "d.cie$'.'iiot:want foJiei, .::./\{fer'' his,c 30,minut~ · speech; .mempers, . :·:; cindy Chamberlai~-ch-~~fromji1k~th' pa_tted o!' the.'. back,"· Gorbachey ;, ; fyq_m the audience were mvtted to-'ask ques- . town •to . see Gorbachev, ~wlfoni: she has
•said, addmgJhat,he,,a!le8n'! ~ t · 11ions, ~e!' aske<:1 whether_ he.would~ for. :admired since 1985 when he'was.appointed
a. be~er wod_d order.. if i't_liiney._go, ·; . rhe Russian presidency, ~r~1;1che~ _sai~. h~ general secretary of the' Conuminist Party. ·
bad .m Russm.':.:That 1s why, lie., _.d.oes not rule out the poss1b1hty.
• : : ,. ..
.. ., . , .. _,--:· _ .. .:,.; • •,.
,
said, the United,Sta~ mus~.pJ\ly ,a.;. .·:,The Grawenieyer Award was established
"I've admired the fact thiit.'ii'e' fuid vision •
• · ·'
..... .. ..
.
by.):.ouisville induatrialist H. _CI=.les. G~"'.e- and at great,risk,to·his'own persori; stood up:
meyer. The_ endo_wme!'t, which· )S ~dmmis- and said · !hing,; that really shook .up the
tered by the Uruvers1ty of·Loutsvtlle,. also _status quoover.tliere"'Chamberlain a pi,ur
makes awards in music, education and r~li- . teacher·
V
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french._ ,_ ...,,.,,,,, ;~,,.,,....... -"~-.
.,;,;~,, ".i: . Irene Sulyevich; who.works in the
;
. "''
'
'
--:si!illffe was SO'OPIR•
... commercial loan.department at·Bank
. It-was a personal_ moment m a pub- :~·m':;~1'n'Ld..:.:.a,•·h·e·c·''h"·o·se'
· ''·' t"o''•:i
.Oite, caine to Kentucky five years ago
licplace:-The·mother of:a !~-year-old
with.her husband son and mother-inRuss!an immigrll!1t who speaks fluent .
a_._l_lY,,~ha_
l_l,enge
the _·_ law.. The move '. ·was difficult, but
English and· wms. awards at her
_
•
.
·"mcire·good than bad" 'she said:'llf·
American school e!llbrac~ the wo.~ld (old)'ways. • •. J"He 1s·the you'ciiinpaie rity situ,tion here with
. leader who.made.1t·poss1ble.
,. ·. · ._ .. ,, ,... ,... · · -'th' -· ·""t ·•· -,,.. tlie_ situation •I could be in in Russia
i -. Mikhail Gorbachev.was-in a huny,
person O1· 8 C8ft _Ury~ ofcourse my situation here is better.':
blown off sc~edule·by·Hunicane 01\al
J.!: ..•t· Jear{"Gaykhber ·
. .-.',"'Fred Joseph presiilent·of the Jew·and:mechamcal.p_roti/ems on the _air: Wil.'.lt· .. !0 , . . 9,•.,., ... '",. , ..·lsh .. Commuru,·' Federation of Louisplane·that
brought· him
to Louisville.
:;nJ.l.\J.SSI~ 1mmigr8!1t · , .,, , · -11 thank
G" bachev, saying,
,
· "B ~.. ·ed as,
h''l
· 1 :·.,,· ·•-~,,~-"
· ·. · . ·,, ·,a,,.vt e,
1 ."_ub,e.·paus
e, eft The· see. ~,,~,.... _,..,, • ,/'Y<iu.Iieeded
the orcalls".from
..Jews
. b~ch_;!jpl~l>to,,loo~,!r!,to t~e e:,:es,~f ,:,.,~-,,i '"'':hd · ·: \"'.\1s.:·,.;~~~! faround:the world to·'let'our people
Jearue.:,Goykbberg,,,.a·:Jewish nnnu- mun1grants who now !ive:m:Kentucky go·" ,, •
,,m ...... , .. ·
.gran.t'wlib:.left;R
. ussia 5½ years ago and.wanted. -to,thank:him,personally..... _-~"-d•z'- V' .. d',.,. -· -artist
withher,hustiand,"Joiieph, and daugh- . ,Since; I~, :the Jewish· Family &.,··w'."· • c ·. · mato LomWSV!o.~ll~~an, an -- aft
0
1991
te4~f~~~(rg wanted
tell •~':~ii~;;~~o1\:d'\i~:f;f~:' ~~~g1:.~?f•1tai'.ymciudgift~~J:
,Gorbachev·.~•,t,means so much that former·Sovtet Uruon resettle·m the. . ·
, .
'.
•ypu:are:~'illive and healthy."
Louisville, are& Those, immigrants present~d Gorbach"". .Wit~ a collage
·c:i Wlfen,• Gorbachev catapulted to now- make· up: close to· IO/percent of,:'. of Russian.and Amencan •m~ges that
po_!ler;',"he was so open-minded, he Louisvi!le'.s,Jewish population. ,,,;·--:-·represent her ~opes and delights.
' chose .to really challenge the ·(old)
Irina :Zgurzhnitsky who ·moved to ,· .Gorbachev kissed her gently on the
i ~ys;" s_he said. "It wasn't easy f~f Kentucky -in !989, s;id being Jewish cheek and then spoke through a
him, He IS the person of.the century. was .considered more· a: nationality translator..
"He opened the border for us and than. a religion.·in the: Soviet Union.
"She enugrated,. and I had to come
we became free," said Joseph Goykb- Still under Communism she said the here" to meet her- even though they
berg.
..
discrimination against_ Jews in 'em, come from the sall!e part of Ru~ia,
. Before ,speaking to thousands at pl0Yment, , .education and housing . the Nobel Peace Prize winner said.
L·ouisvill'e Gardens, Gorbachev ",was. tenible;.,As an example, my· He ended by saying: "Let us expaused for about -15 minutes to meet grandparents ...:...they -spoke Hebrew. press here a common wish. for good
with a small group of Jewish·leaders Bil! because they were afniid neigh- Juck,to.all-of us,-but·gOQd"luck_will·Jrpm Louisvill,e - and "'.ith Russ(an -bo~'S·,~o~d-1?.10"'.,}hen?/d mt:_it ~_as ne".',ef. :~me (.", th~se who do no~g."
i
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. awar,a·
Uses
cereplony_ .
to lash out.
at Yeltsin -.
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By MICHAEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
-Sounding a lot like a candidate on
the hustings fonner Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev attacked his old
rival Boris Yeltsin yesterday for pursuing "reckless" reforms and failing
to seek greater cooperation between
Russia and the _other fonner Soviet_
republics.
· ..., :- "-'
Calling himself a member of the
democratic opposition, Gorbachev
said in a speech in Louisville that he·
has not ruled out a run for the Russian presidency, which Yeltsin holds.
Parliamentaiy el~ol'.!5 late this year will be of marginal unportance,
but the presidential election next .
June will prove "decisive" for Rus·
'sia's future, Gorbachev said in a public lecture at Louisville Gardens, part
of his acceptance of a 1994 University of Louisville Grawemeyer Award.
"I have a lot to say" about .how
Russia's future should be molded,
said Gorbachev; who devoted much·
of his lecture to criticizing Russia
and the United States for squandering opporlu)!ities he had sought to,
open ~~~ding the Cold War. - · .,
Sp · through an interpreter,
Gorbachev stressed thaf change in:
Russia must remain democratic, and
he: said he-and most Russians have,
no symr,athy for the· aims of·reactionaiy 'hot heads" who want to re-_;
store the Soviet empire.
,,--'{!. A
, The committee that picks honor-,
ees for the awards endowed.by:the!
late Chai:les Grawemeyer, !' Louisville busmessman and philanthro-,
pis!, chose Gorbachev in the :spring;
of 1994 for an award honoring ideas;
for improving world order. But Gora,
bachev could not arrange · then to,
come to Louisville to deliver !be lec-i
ture, a condition of the- award, an~:
the choice was not announced until
. last month, when arrangements were.
finally worked out.
· 1,,, · · ' :o I!
Gorbachev spoke to a crowd of
, about 3,000, which haj!-f,ill~ the
. arena. The , lecture was onginally
, scheduled for the- U-of L.School-of
Music recital hall but was moved to
accommodate public demand. . , :,_
. In ·an address organizedd<iosely.
around his announced theme;,-"Rus--,
sia, Today and Tomorrow," Gorbachev, . 64, said th~·- United ,:,~!ates
should play a-llllllYllll? role ' ~~ad
of trying to be a -poilceman m<the
world." Political leaders "are-not.doing enough in order to move-toward
more dependable security," said
Gorbachev, who· now heads a.-think
tank in: Moscow.
.. . .:.it"~t~ •
Gorbachev said the breakup of the
fonner Soviet Union - which he
struggled in,vain to prevent before
he was forced ,to declare ·the ·union
defunct· and himself out of a job, in·
December 1991 ~-has contributed !o
disunity. "This has probably prpmpted some people in some countries to
play for political advantage," with
thewar in Bosnia one result, he said.
Yeltsin, who worked for .the demise of the Communist Party and the

Soviet Union when ·Gorbachev.. was
strugr""" t hold both together has
led R'tJ;fa ~own a path of "radical
experiment" resulting in · economic
decline; widespread unemploynient
and hunger, Gorbachev said. He said
he intended to support Yeltsin after
stepping aside as -Soviet ·president
but now considers·-him-reckless.
In answer-to a.question after his
lecture, Gorbachev said he believes
volwitaiy, gradual affilialj_on, among
the fonner Soviet republics is desirable for economic development and
/defense. But that "process should. re· strtct
· Iy democrati" cand preserve
main
·the fonner republics' iru!ependence,
he said.
· ,.,._,,,,;.-, "'"'' 1 ~:•..
"I do not accept the.goal of restoring the fonner Soviet:Union," 9orbachev said. "I believe that such· a goal
would be a provocation; and a. dangerous o!le." ;~ ·:~~~0 ; ...~:~~·-:~~~:~:::
, U of L. political, science chainnan
Paul Weber, who negotiated the conditions of the award with Gorbachev's
American· agent, said .Grawemeyer,
who died in 1993, wanted to see Gorbachev honored for the· ideas he
voiced in a December i988 address at
the United. Nations. · In that speech,
delivered while Gorbachev. was both
head of the Soviet state and general
secretaiy of the Communist Party, he
called for nations to~ cooperate
,_
---- ·~• .through:the.UN to
- - - - ~ - achieve; a~, new
·:: ·Eno-: wodd-order; . •1 •
"I do not' ' 'Gorbachev·, said
. - yesterday he want_;,ledhe:.l•
}tiU"s:!l~m~, · •J"-:r~~~L
mtcu~- 0:,li:t~.
·the;g~al to •take_ the'leid'in
-~·,:•
· -,promoting the- sta.
0
·-:, bility that new ·orrestoring
~er w,211_ld _req~e,
.•
•
•
• but ,somethmg
1
I .. the
wro!lg ~ now hap' perung m our relahi "
former, tio~,_P;,
•.,.
,,lU} tteflecting' oitipis
,
. .. ,,.,, ~!'forts,, beguuung
:.un· "1on·"
,-• ,!ll'.1~~5.
tgJn~ern■
JZe~ and ·democra. ·' ·- -•;-L :· ,_;~. · tize ': the.~_ Soviet
Former Soviet, Union, ;tprough
leader Mikhail--_ greater- ,-openness
Gorbachev 1n_ , .,;,_,,glas_nost·:,:- and
· a speech · restructuring _yesteroay in•·'"'. perestroika-~ dbr·Louisville.... ,, bachev said' that if
··
'
·"'~he could turn·back
..,. .... -. -~it-the cIOCKhe:would
make ·biisically·the
same choices.

. accen•

!'AHhe--same time, we did make
many mistakes," he said. _Tardi,:iess to.
react and failures of political ~ll P!"(l·
vided ,openings first to· reactionanes
and .then to radical refonners, and the
battle between. them .. ultimately destroyed his aims ~j:controlled refonn,
he said. . . ;•-:, r.,,-,.c-,icr: ·.,. - .' ·
, Gorbachev prompted applause_"'.ith
his answer about the ·role rehgion
played in the events in _the fonne~ So-_
viet Union. · "I think of !Dyself as. a
democrat," _and that entads recognizing.'reli~on's_ role in promoting bu-__
manitarian :aims·, and:· mutual toter-··
,,:...1-?1-:e:""-~ .. ~,.,;,. i 1
l81_1ce;··h\!-1sai'd . ; .,=..,:;1
'+---- ,-,·,:,, ,,
, _·And he drew laughter _when ~e ~as
offered something_to dri!lk- Dn_nking
water,-he-said; might dilute-his answers.
.
,
<i-L __
Weber said Gorbachev airlved in
Louisville behind si:hed~e yesterday
: afternoon ,after mecharucal -proble~s
with the p_riva!!l,_~cr!'fi he was us~g_
required him fo switch planes m;
Charlotte, N. c. He was due to leave
1

•

Louisville for New York last_night:
·-• .. ~ ·· · ·
•

•1.

--soviet
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-

4ampbeUsvii_ie
Coiieg~
is ._booming
.
--r
·'
. .
.
......
.

I 'For the eighth consecutive 'fall tenn, enrollment is up at Camp-bellsville College.. The school reports that 1,366 students enrolled,
a:n ·eight percent increase over last year.
,. ·, · ,· .
, · Dr: Kenneth -Winters, the school's president, said the student
body _has representatives from 2Tstates, 19 countries and 90 Kentucky counttes, --~"'
··•·
"'
•,_, --- .
~Toe school, which is affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist Convention, has experienced a rebirth during Winter_s' tenure.

I
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-Ex-WKU plumber's hearing delayed
A hearing before the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights
for a fonner Western Kentucky University plumber has been delayed, with no decision· on his case likely until after the first of the
year, the agency's executive director Beverly Watts said this week.
Alfred Cook Jr., who's also a Baptist mimster, has contended
that Western terminated him after he refused to work Sundays and
told university officials his religion forbids working that day. Western officials have contended that Cook, of Park City, 9uit and that
·they acted within the law in !tying to accommodate his beliefs.
The commission scheduled a hearing for last week after finding
probable cause that discrimination had occurred, but then contin11M it .. ttJ..,...,.,..,,_,..._.r,.,.p __
i_

•

.

-

\--•
\
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Taking a ~tand
· Staff recommendations. are sign
council may be ready to do its job
Well, well, well. There are expand into a new compositive signs that the state munity at a time when higliCouncil on Higher Education er education funding is so
may be on the verge of using tight. We're all for increasing
its teeth and actually doing access Ito higher education,
the· job it was cre_ated to do. but not at the expense of
Better late than never.
·weakening existing proRecommendations by the grams. ·
council's staff offer a reasonIn regards to the other
able, common sense approach great higher education conto controversies concerning troversy, the. council's staff
the University of Kentucky's has correctly recommended
proposed takeover of Lees that an engineering school
College and the prolonged for Paducah be approved only
war between Murray, State . if. UK and Murray Sta:te offer
University and UK over an the programs jointly.
engineering program for
"The precedent of comwestern Kentucky.
munity colleges joining with
Under the proposed Lees- UK in the delivery of bachUK merger, the financially elor's level programming is
troubied two-year college troublesome," the recomwould give UK its buildings,
said.
and the university would op- mendations
Troublesome
Offererate it as a satellite campus ing a four-yearis right.
degree
proof Hazard · Community Col- gram is not the proper role
lege.
community college.
The Council on Higher Ed- forIfaMurray,
UK and PCC can
ucation's staff has recomwork
together,
the council
mended that the council opshould
look
favorably
on propose the merger if the state
has to pay operation costs for viding funds to maintain and
the college. The staff rightly .operate an engineering facilrecognizes that while the gift ity that Paducah- plans to
of a small · college campus build with $8 million in donamight sound too good to tions, the staff recommendarefuse, there are many_ long- tion said. Sure, if ...
The Council on Higher Edterm costs to operating Lees'
ucation
was created to overbuildings and educational
see
the·
academic
programs at ·
programs.
Unfortunately, the council all of.Kentucky's community
has no · authority to stop a colleges and universities in.
university from accepting a hopes of reducing needless
gift• of buildings, but surely it duplication and· ending._,µu-f·
can prevent UK and ifs Haz- battles between schools. 'Unard Community College from fortunately, the council often
moving full force into a new has done little while universities battled each other for
community.
programs
and, in some cases,
Before accepting Lees'
offer, a thorough study of the added to the fray.
The council can take two
higher education needs of the
Jackson area should be done, giant steps to assuming a
along with a study of the more meaningful role in
long-term costs of operating a higher education by adhering
school in Jackson. It makes · t o t h e s o u n d r e c o mlittle sense for a university to mendaµons of its staff:

flan ties
funding to
performance
FRANKFORT. (AP) -

Ken-

tucky's universities and community colleges would have to
meet performance goals as
part of a funding plan that a
state higher-education planning board is considering.
The plan, which will go before the Council on Higher Educatioii;s· finance committee
next week, calls for performance-based funding to evolve
in three phases.
In the first phase, during the
1996 and 1997 fiscal years,
schools would develop goals
and means of measurement.
The state would help pay for
that -effort if the school can
show by April 1 an attempt to
implement the plan.
In the second phase, during
the 1997 and 1998 fiscal years,
performance funding would be
linked to documentation of efforts to meet specific goals.
And from 1998 until 2000; the
' emphasis would shift to goals:Under the draft plan, the
schools would have to reach
goals in academic programs,
enrollment, employment, public service and collaboration.
The amount of the-schools'
funding that would be tied to
performance is not addressed
in the draft plan.
The plan provides for a 100·
point system of measuring
achievements.
A -score between 90 and 100
would earn maximum performance-funding; 81 to 90 would
earn 90 percent of that
amount, and so on.
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knew about .violence against
women until she attended the
World Conference on Womeh
.lastmonthinBeljing.
. She was shocked by stories
she heard from women from
ThirdWorldcountries.
There were women whose
genitals .had been mutilated.
O_thers_ha(beenraped by sol·
d1ers m war-ravaged Rwanda
and Bosnia. ,
·
·
Even worse to hear was that
authorities In those countries
cared little. about such atroci-.
\ties.
·.
.
.
. ."We do ,have a justice sys-.
;temtoadegreetoprp~ectus,''
'Overly said. "But over there;
it's an everyday thing to them.
1No one Pl'Otects t4em. w_omen
are muqlered 'here, 1/ut In
'. som~. couhtrles It's no big
deal.
.
Overly, Sonata-Bohen and·
her 9-year-old-daughter, Anna,
Plage, attended the conference
.Aug. 28.-Sept. 11 with Brenda
Gregory .of Clearfield and
Mary Greeley, a 15-year-old

pr~iir;e~~~:i~!trd1ti~~1~
.11•,areas
.ot:concern. ,Those~,
1

·olut!oris ·have. since_ -,b. e_ ep/.

· __.
l di .,
... "jai ~- ·i... · tr . .;tdopted by the Uipted.Natlonsl'l
student at Rowan County Se- c u n~ a, /lffllf' .. P!Oiµ~ ~r: 1. Bohen said she •:W1¥1 iJl.~!llje~,
nlor High school.
young, gfr~t such. as l!oiien,s . that resolutlllllll.}Yere stro~y;
Despite negative.news ai;- daughter,,._ • . ,.. , .. \ .·:,,worded in support p(scliil·:
counts ·or how the Chinese · ''Th.it .was ..-really wbnde~,- dren's ricl!.ts an_d oppo_ sltioff#ii
mistreated the thousands of ful,'.' ..BC!.!J.!l_n
...: sat~.;, '.'Sh~. vJas •~.o., India's do Wry: ·.~yste_ ml/ii(
women who attended tlie con, 0Vf!J:'.Whe1111ed eac!J.. day )1.fter_. which •all..a.'wo•·a ji~~-"
ference, both, Overly ,and mhee~g · peo.}lle.1/li<lm,,:i!U ,/j~!lr ~ slons .become
huslii:lliii'li..
· J3ohen said they were treated t e '\'l'O!'."!d' .arid,;nearuig auo_ut II when they
withrespect.
,
, , , lssu~s~d·.sttugi:le~,''., ·:,.
.•,: ,... , ,.,,·. · .·, . ·... _:t ,.:.''
"Ithoughtlwastreate".bet0
·Anna.:P•~ge:;,said .s,he•'.was·\ B t· h. th. 'ght. · · ·'-'·s·ter there than in this co~try_ sufrprjse il,(~hL_iiiod:-_ind''~JJ.·Y.i¼,w,s~, ,o_lu~~ifii~--~~e;~w~;~ii•l~i
as a black.woman," said Over- o. p~op1e a,'!i'n. e ,..Jpe con-. 'nomu;,ch_;mge for: more·.eqtiiijly, minority student recruiter fe~?nce,,.;_:;- •.•,·: : ... ; ,.
.
ltyamohg,tliesexes." . i:,;r,;
at Morehead state University..:
I : U1oug1'L}herce woul_d. . one. of' t!J«i most .!p.t!)reslli;it
. Overly and Boheh agree that mainly be cmµ1Jrles,ftom ~ear\ ·parts. of the cbnference fo.i:
niost_tJ.S.reporterstocusedmi Chjna, .. ~µt,so~e,p!!!9Ple .. w!lre Bohen_and Ovei:ly:wafi.)v~ei'i.
a fe~; jsolated problems lh-· iro_m, ;;furyher: away ~~ we
r~ral .wom!)n. from other cotn,i:
stejl.d' of on -the conference it- were, sh!! s~d., · .. • . . .
tr1es·were honored. · . ., .•·"j·.
self · · . . .,·
.
, . . . She added slie made many
"It fook it (women's.issues'
, "Only aft~i: we got baclt- ditf friends from ·around 1:?e world
out of. the ,Nor:th ~ei:ic~
we:· realli:~ how negative;' the•; and plaµs to . keep Ill touch (ocus of ·Issues. siicli as: 11!Pi-O:,
pres§ J;tad be(;ln; and that was with them... ·
ductlve righ_ts,i'.,,Bo_hen ,$!rlq.i
contrary to our exll!lrl,!lnce;",. Some topics di,d. ,cause frlc- 1 '.'There, are_ 1;women -ouLt!tll~:
!said•,J3ohen,,a _nurse at-St. .. tion among diff~rent cultures
'l'.l'h~ are Just fighting for;
Cla~ ¥edlcal center., . , . , ., , ii_nd betweeq conservative and
water,".. . . . . : .., :"( .:·'":<',
Tlie travelers covered the lhberi:i,l women,. Overly · and
•· The next World .Conferencer
cost'''.of. the. trip •Otit· of tl).eh:l B~h_en_ sa_l~. Delegates from,Ismi ·~omeri .. :""ill. be,ln :fj.y_~.
.0wn/iici.ckets . ang with·. lielp l~c countries, for exaI!!Ple, y_ears.· The site has not been·
froni° their friends. The $1,600 did not •like· how resolutions . selected.
.
.
price tag covered roup.d-trip ,J:!A, SO!!Je fiuriily issues were
But the memories frolh the
plarte,tlcket,theconferencefee ,w~!'"ded. ·.
.. •. ·
China conference will last
anc\thecostofaroom.
··., .They thought anything OverlyandBohenallfetlme..
More than 35,000, women'and a~out families was lµfflnging
"I never felt so beautiful
children from around the on their culture,'' Bohen. said.
woman as I did for thbse
world attended the qonference. ·. · But' O_ver_ly and B_oh.en said days,''. Bohen s!!id. "I. rate It
They had more than 5,000 · com~roimses :were reached to
up there with child birth."
workshops to choose 'from, in- t~~- satisfaction of most people

marry.her ·•

·, . . '\

I

a

as.~
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AmeriCorps .-volunteers will 'fill gaps in community'
BY LEON STAFFORD
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

At first, Kathleen Green was
attracted to the Community Action
Council's AmeriCorps project, Lexington Works, because it would
help .her pay off a stud.ent loan and
allow her to go back to school.
But once Green,. 28, found out
she would be a tutor, mentor anq
confidence-builder for Lexington
children, her motivation became
more altruistic. Now, she is not
only looking forward to the work,
but also wants to get a degree in
education.
·

''Knowing that I can directly .
help these children to get the support they don't get at home is
exciting to me," said the mother of
three, originally from Buffalo, N.Y.
"It's made me rethink what I want .
to do with the rest of my life."
Mary· Twitty, director for the
office for family deveiopment at
Community Action · Council, said
Lexington Works will place Green
and 17 others in volunteer roles
■ God's Pantry
■ The Family Care Center
■ Life Adventure Camp
■ Big Brothers/Big Sisters

at:

"This Is an opportunity to come together ~Ith
pieces and make puzzle}'

a

all of' our
. ·

MARY 'lWrrIY
director for the office for farnily development at Community Action Couocil

■ The Community : A~tio~ . agency that ov~rsees President
Clinton's AmeriCorps service proCouncil
gram. Volunteers will serve for one
■ Tates Creek and Cardinal
year..
Valley elementary schools
■ Crawford
and Leestown
"The value in this program is
middle schools..
· its ability· to fill gaps in the comFunding for the program comes munity," Twitty said. "This is an
from a $238,000 grant from the opportunity to come .together with
National Service Commission, the all of our pieces and make

a

puzzle." ..
The U.S. Senate last inonth
passed · a bill that would end the
AmeriCorj,s program. Republicans
. said the measure is necessary to
reduce the federal deficit. Demo. crats, however, argue that the savings would only help to. finance
GOP . tax reductions .for the
wealthy.
Eac~ . AmeriCorps member receives . a $7,945 stipend and an
educational grant of almost $5,000.
upon completing the service contract, Twitty said.
Robyn Brookshire, program di-

rector. at Life Adventure Camp,
said Lexington Works volunteers
will help the organization create
year-round activities for children.
Currently, the camp, which helps
children with emotional, behavioral ·
and economic problems, _. takes
place only during the summer.
Brooksliire's excitement about
working with Lexington Works is
heightened, she said, by the fact
she was a vocal advocate of AmeriCorps. As a student-at .Transylvania University, she
. wrote letters to
state represental!ves encouragmg
. them to fund the program.
Lexington Works volunteer
Kimberly Morton will not only
work with children at Crawford
Middle, but also with their parents.
Her str~ngth, she said, is her ability
to empathize with parents, especially low-income parents.
"I've been where a lot of people
are going," said Morton,· 3o, who·
has three children at Crawford Athina, Adrian and China.
She knows what it's like to
want to improve a financial situation, she said. She is slowly making
her way_ off the welfare rolls toward self-sufficiency.
"I never knew the types of
resources available out there until I
got involved in this program," she
said. "Now I know where to look
and can teach others."

.
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Jones earmarks,
$5. 5 million for
new ACC building
Says project is 'good investment'
- - - - - - - - - - - ' son Center. The building, at
By ROGER ALFORD
14th Street and Winchester
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
Ave., is the former corporate
ASHLAND _ Gov. Brereton headquarters of Ashland Oil
Jones said Thursday that he's Inc.
,
leaving $5.5 million earmarked . Johnson, a former president
for ·a new building at Ashland of 'First American Bank and
Community College when he outgoing chairman of the
leaves office at the end of the FIVCO board of directors, was
year.
.
.
instrumental in the developThe. Jame-duck governor, in ment of the center.
Ashland for the dedication of
"I'm a -little embarrassed,
the G.B. Johnson Jr. Educa- but I appreciate the FIVCO
tion and Economic Develop- board naming' the building
ment Center, said he had done after me," he said.
all in his power to see that the
The $3 million renovation of
project was funded.
the building will be completed
State Senate leaders, in a by November, said FIVCO Exwave of fiscal conservatism, ecutive Director David Salistr'
d th b ild' f
bury. The renovation has been
s ippe
e u mg rom the completed in . phases as state
state budget last year, saying
Jean finances made it unafford- grants become available. ·
able. The project never made it .-John Hall; chairman and
back into the budget after that. chief executive officer of AshJones, prodding the !egisla- land Inc., said 455 students are
ture to provide funding for the taking classes in the building
building in the 1996 General this semester through an exAssembly, said the money is tended-campus program of
on hand now, thanks to a near- Morehead State University.
ly ·$300 million budget surplus
MSU has offices and classthat he is leaving for the next rooms on the second and third
governor.
, floors 0f the building.
"It seems to me that putting
Elite Catering, a bookstore
$5.5 million in the Ashland and government _offices occupy
Community College project is the,first floor. -~ _ ·_.; •.:.._,< :'
a. good investment," he told
A business incubator, which
about 150 Northeastern Ken- provides advice· and ·1ow rent
tucky political and business ta companies just. starting .up,
leaders at the FIVCO Area De- is· on·. the · fciurth· and· fifth
velopment District's annual floors. Various offices will go ·
meeting Thursday evening.- into the sixtli. and seventh
"The money is there and I'm floors.
'
.
going to leave it earm:arked for • Hall said the center had
Ashland."
been a boon to the Ashland
Improvements .at Yatesville economy and.had provided edLake, which include develop- ucational opportunities to the
ment of a camp ground, need entire area. He gave Johnson
about $4 million in state funds. credit for seeing the project
Jones said he planned to ear- · through.
mark money for that, too.
"His efforts in originating
"We're going to leave the this project and overcoming
cash money for that project every obstacle that came up
sitting right there," he said.
brought us to the point where
Sen. John David Preston R- we are today," Hall said.
Paintsville, said Jones c~•t
actually earmark the money as
an outgoing governor. But Bill
Vice, dean of administration at
ACC, said Jones' statement
was a good challenge for the
1996 General Assembly to fund
the projects.
Lawrence County JudgeExecutive Roger Jordan said
he hopes the challenge works.
"We're ready," he said.
"We're just waiting for them
to send the money."
_Preston said the legislature
will have to appropriate the,
money, and that he, as a mem<
~er of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee
will support the projects. ·
'
Jones made his remarks
during dedication of the·Johri-
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In Morehead: The Kentucky
Folk Art_. Center presents "Daughter ~f Cam," ~ exhibition of new works by
Lexmgt_on artist Robert Morgan. Morgan's
shrme-hke assemblages are composed of a.
hodg~podge of found objects (dolls, Christma~ hghts, buttons) piled onto an old
radio. According to the Kentucky Folk Art
~nter, these sc;ulptures "are autobiographical an~ portray the artist's childhood
refuge mto the safety of the [radio] airwaves."

The ~how, sponsored by Fin,t National
Bank m Jackson, continues through Dec
22. The ~entucky Folk Art Center, at 119
"."est Umvers1ty Boulevard in Morehead,
1s open 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Satur,
days. For more information, call
(606) 783-2204.

,
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State panel endorses UK <10 t
By RICHARD WILSON
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. -The University of Kentucky won state endorsement yesterday for the acquisition of
financially troubled Lees College, but
it will have to find private money to
pay for the school's upkeep after
mid-1998 if Lees becomes part of
UK's community-college system.
The state Council on Higher Education's endorsement came after a
lengthy discussion, with some members expressing reservations about
taking the private Breathitt Countr.
school into the state system. Council
Chairman James Miller of Owensboro noted that schools already in
the state university system have major financial_needs that aren't being
met.
The council cannot prevent the
merger, and its approval was not
needed, but UK President Charles
Wethington asked the council to review the proposal.
Wethington said that while UK's
trustees have authorized his continued negotiations with Lees officials,

the university has not finalized the
takeover. Under current plans, Lees
would become a branch campus of
UK's Hazard Community College.
UK has sought no state money to
operate Lees for the next two years.
It has committed about $4 million
from royalties of coal mined in its
Robinson Forest to underwrite Lees
through mid-1998.
Gary Cox, the agency's executive
director, said the issue was whether
the UK takeover would necessitate
state funding later, or whether UK
could continue to undel"n'l'ite the
school through the Robinson Forest
coal royalties or from the E.O. Robinson Mountain Fund.
Wethington said that UK cannot
budget more than two years ahead,
so he couldn't say what it would do
after 1998. But he said UK has made

a commitment to Lees.
"We would not be having this discussion if it weren't for the Robinson
Forest money," Wethington said. But
he added that the money could not
be used "forever" to finance Lees,
whose students would eventually be
attending a UK community college.
UK expects to realize millions of dollars in coal royalties froni mining in
the forest, which was given to the
university years ago. But the money
must be used for the benefit of Eastern Kentuckians.
Lyman Ginger of Lexington told
the council that the Robinson Mountain Fund board, which he heads,
could not fund the college.
Under the council's action, UK can
seek state funding to underwrite instructional programs at Lees beginning in mid-1998, but it will have to
use either Robinson Forest coal royalties or other private funds to maintain the campus in Jackson.
Cox later estimated the price tag
for instructional programs would be
$1 million a year for 500 students.
The council estimates that annual
maintenance of the Jackson campus
would cost UK $1.5 million.
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PK urged to not

rely on state help
with Lees.takeover
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EouCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - The University of Kentucky can
go ahead with its plan to take over financially-troubled
Lees College - but it shouldn't plan on getting any
state money to run the new campus.
That's the message that was delivered yesterday by·
members of the Council on Higher Education. The
council voted on the issue - even though it has no real
authority over gifts to universities - because UK had
sought its opinion.
•
Council members did yote to support UK in seeking
state money to support instructional programs at Lees,
a private two-year college in Jackson that would become.
part of UK's Hazard Community College. Under the
state's current funding formulas, that would work out to
about $1 million a year.
But the council also said that UK should plan .on
using the money it receives from mining the Robinson.
Forest to pay the estimated $500,000 a year it takes to
run the buildings and maintain Lees' campus.
Lees is giving UK its buildings but it is unclear

what th'1t means •for the faculty.
Gary Cox. the council's executive director, told the board that its
recommendations had far broader
implications than Lees.
"From a statewide perspective,
it's not a matter of whether YO\J.
support serving students in that
area," Cox said.
_
Some council members said
they are worried about expanding
higher education's financial respon•
sibilities at a time when money is
tight.
Council chairman Jiin Miller
noted th,., even Hazard, which
would o,·~rsac the Lees campus, is
one oi ,~umerou~ :.. , •11eges with
"crying needs" · t:,at haven't been
met.
"With ths backc;rop, it is very
difficult for me to agree with the
notion of adding any facility into
the higher education system until
we get funding to take care of what
we've got," Miller said.
UK President Charles T. Wethington Jr. told the council that the
university plans to pay for as much
of Lees' operation as ·it can with
revenue from the Robinson Forest.
But he said he cciuldn't make longterm commitments because he
couldn't guarantee that the col-·
lege's
circumstances
wouldn't
change.

UK has already committed to
spending a total of $4-.1 million
' over the next three years to pay for
- taking over and running Lees,
which has been plagued with se- ·
vere financial problems that threat-_
ened its accreditation. ·
UK is guaranteed at least
$900,000 annually from mining the
Robinson Forest, which it owns.
But UK also has committed itself to
an ambitious plan to offer college
scholarships to Eastern Kentucky
students with that money.
Wethington said UK thought
keeping Lees operi was critical in
providing higher education to
Breathitt County and surrounding
areas. About 40 percent of Lees'
j "500 students are older, non-traditional students who need a college
close to home, said Lees College
president Charles Derrickson.
Nathan Smith, the only .:ouncil
member to vote against OK'ing the
deal, said he didn't dispute that
Lees College served an important

mission.
'II just don't see how the state
can take on this," Smith said. "I
feel like we'll be back here in two
years, with them asking for full
funding to run it."

-

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Monday, October 9, 1995
"We'll use it (the home) for
another purpose if there's not
enough interest for the club,"
Kappes said.
Faculty Senate President
Brian Reeder said he thought
most professors did not mind
that university funds were
being use to pay the lease.
· ·
·
"If the university had
bought the property outright,
.11
then I think faculty would
have been fairly upset," Reeder-said. "At this time of budget
constraillts _we certainly _j_gn't

Msu•

Seek Ing

.
memb ers

.,:,:or. club

Organizational_
meeting set for
·Thursday
By GREG COUARD
OFTHE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University is soliciting
faculty and staff to join a uni·versity club that would be subsidized by taxpayers.
·An organizational meeting is
scheduled for '!'hursday at 4
p.m. in a building recently
purchased as a clubhouse at
209 Elizabeth Ave.
"We're hopeful that there
might be a couple dozen people
out there, and then we'll see if
there's enough interest to join
the club,"- said Keith Kappes,
vice president for university
advancement. ,
The Morehead State University Foundation -=- MSU's
private, nonprofit fund-raising
arm operated by university
employees - purchased a
house for $172,000 in June as a
prospective home for the club.
'MSU in turn has agreed to
lease the. home fi:om the foundation for $17,500 a year for 20
years. Operating costs are expected ·to· be about $10,000 annually..
·
University officials hope the
club eventually will be able to
pay the lease through membership dues.
Club membership would be
open to all current and retired
faculty and staff, as well . as
their spouses. Annual dues
will cost $150 for one_ nerson
and $225 for two people, according to a brochure produced by MSU promoting the
club.
..
The purpose of the club, according to the brochure, is to
provide current and retired
.faculty and staff a "comfortable environment to relax,
read, converse with one another, and to host formal and
informal social functions related to their individual and
collective interests."
The club would also rent the
house for visiting lecturers or
for cominunity functions.
Some faculty members have
complained that university
funds could be put to better
uses, such as raising salaries
or increasing department budgets to pay for classroom supplies.
But university officials have
said the home also was purchased because it is included
in MSU's Campus Master ,Plan
- nearby property identified
in 1990 to purchase as it becomes available.

want something to come out
that Morehead (State University) is wasting money, but
I don't think $20,000 is going to
throw us in the hole."
So far it appears -that older
faculty members are more interested iii. ioining the proposed club than younger ones
Reeder said. ·
'
"I'm not sure how· much interest there is among our
younger faculty," he said. "It
appears there's not much of a
mood for it. The faculty basically will vote on this with
their wallets."
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Colleges
to rework
Paducah
proposal
Engineering plan
may be widened
By RICHARD WIISON
Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The presidents of the University of Kentucky
and Murray State University were
sent back to the drawing board yesterday to keep working on a compromise to begin an engineering program
in Paducah.
While they're at it, they should devise a broader plan to provide highereducation courses beyond engineering in the area, the state Council on
Higher Education told UK President
Charles Wethington and Murray
President Kern Alexander. The two
have been meeting privately to try to
iron out the divisive en~ering issue
that has pitted Paducah and Murray
interests against each other for
months.
.The two presidents were directed to
have their plan ready for the council
to consider at its Nov. 13 meeting.
The council had no specific engineering proposal on the table yesterday. But it did adopt a staff recommendation, based on a recent consultant's report, that apparently nudges
the issue forward.
That action was a rejection of the
original Paducah "2-plus-2" proposal,
In which students could earn fouryear engineering degrees In Paducah
through courses offered by faculty
from UK's engineering school and
from Paducah Community College.
The vote was a victory for Murray
supporters, who vehemently opposed
the proposal because they considered
it a forerunner to a competing fouryear university in nearby Paducah.
Wethington said later yesterday
that he considered the action "a non-

issue.''

"It has always been my assumption
that the delivery of engineering education in Paducah would involve
(Murray) and Paducah Community

College," he said.
During testimony before the council yesterday, Wethington and Alexander supported the staff proposal to offer more courses in Paducah through
Murray's existing program. But their
testimony also revealed at least one
issue that remains unresolved.
It surfaced when Alexander said a
survey he had made showed that

"free-standing" accredited engineering schools were extremely costly.
UK's insistence on that approach and
on full accreditation for a separate
Paducah school would cost an estimated $10 million a year, he said.
"I'm saying a free-standing facility
is not fiscally feasible for the taxpayers of Kentucky when we have limited

resources," Alexander said.
·Wethington said accreditation was
"extremely serious" to UK, but he
added later that any Paducah program might be accredited as part of.
the accreditation already held by programs on the Lexington campus.
· Wethington also said that PCC and
local leaders in Paducah should not
be shut out of any planning for broadened higher-education offerings. He
reminded the council that Paducah
leaders had raised $8 million in private money for a new building that
presumably would house an engineering program or other expanded
course work.
The council's broadened directive
to, the two presidents came after
council member Larry Hayes said the
issue was larger than just engineering
education.
Rather than just solve that problem,
he said, the council should find a way
to provide more educational opportunities in Paducah. Hayes and others
noted that Paducah, unlike other urban areas of Kentucky, has only a
community college and Murray to
serve it.
"The issue I see," Hayes said, "is

unmet need."
Wethington and Alexander said lat-

er that they believed the engineering

issue was resolvable. "It's too important to the state not to be," Wethington said. .
"We certainly can work together,,
and we are going to work together on
this issue," Alexander said.
.
Hayes also said he thought the
problem was surmountable.
"If any good has come out of the
engineering issue, it was moving
(Murray and Paducah) together to
meet the needs of higher education in
McCracken County," Hayes said.
Council Chairman James ·Miller of
Owensboro said he expected the
Wethington-Alexander proposal to
cover more than just programs in mechanical and chemical engineering.
But "what the mix is, is up to the
parties to propose," Miller said.
The council w~uld have to approve
any UK-Murray engineering agreement by Nov. 15, the date the council
must send its higher-education spending recommendations to the governor.
But even if a program is approved
Nov. 13, Wethington said he did not
think a full-blown program could get
under way for two years.
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Paducah
engineering
plan vetoed
Council tells UK, Murray Stat~
to develop educational center
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EouCATION WRITER

FRANKFORT - The Council on Higher Education
yesterday rejected the University of Kentucky's ~roPCll>ed Paduca~ engineering program m hopes of endmg
a bitter feud m far Westem Kentucky.
.
.
The board told UK and Murray Sta~e Umvers1ty !o
work together on a plan for a regional center m
Paducah that would offer some bachelor's degree
programs_- inc!udin_g the possibility
of a few m engmeermg.
The two universities' presidents
said they agreed with the idea of a.
regional center, but they appeared
deeply divided over details.
.
All but one of the 15 council
members present voted against UK's
proposal, which would have allow~d
students to get bach~l~r•s <lei,-~ m
_
chemical or mechamcal engineenng .
. .
at UK's Paducah Communil:i'. College. Shirley Menen~~
of Paducah, was the lone dissenter. .
.
UK's preliminary plans had e~l!ma_ted that the
program might produce 60 to 80 engineenng graduates
ea~h year.
·

Performance
standards set

· .. FRANKFORT · The
' state's universities: this year
. still" have money riding on
how ·weU: they meet certain
goals, but they'll have more
"There is no need for the numflexibility in what they have
ber of engineers that they proposed•
. to do to earn that cash.
to produce," said Jim Miller, the
Tlie Council on · Higher
council's chairman. "If they come
·. Education yesterday apback with a proposal that will
proved a new set..of .stand,
enlarge the educational opportuniards
,performance fund-·.
ties in Paducah, with an engineer';jng;.a' state-required :process:..
ing piece to it, then· that's a differ'. ,that forces 'universities to.,
ent deal entirely."
~'ineet certain goals to·get their .
The council meets again Nov.
'. entire budget allocation.
. ;
13, and UK and Murray must agree
.';,\:·Toe,amount at stake in ·
on a plan by then if they want to · ,{the.J996-9r budget is relaask for any state money to run the·
,:Jively small :-,::,.:about. 1.4,.:
program.
·-percent of the·sta:te appropri-:
\~;aticin for higher· education Miller and several council mem'. but university presidents
bers also said they didn't see engi,_,said that the process still sent
neering courses as a major part of
any regional center in Paducah.
{iart.important·niessage.. ·
:," · - ''There's · an; ·expectation·
13ut that stance seemed to be at
odds with the views of UK Presi· that we be accotintablei' said
dent Charles T. Wethington Jr. and
University of Kentucky President Charles T ..:Wethington·
Murray President Kern Alexander.
Jr.
. ·.:.-. . ·,
To further complicate matters,
The new standards allow
Wethington and Alexander in sepa':universities to set from five
rate interviews disagreed over who
-:· to- 15 ·goals for themselves
would control the engineering pro:- ,ihat are related to their misgram, whether it would be viewed
.. _sion. ,
,
as an extension of UK's engineer:
Fcir. the. 1995-96 year, all·
ing school, and whether it would be
-',:of':the ,:universities' .. budget .
able to win national accreditation.
;,'increases .were linked.to their,Wethington said he didn't see
·,:';j)erformance. -Eastern Ken'
the council's vote as a defeat for
•· 'tiicky Universify was the
UK.
· oilly school not to get-its full
"It 'has always been my asliiidget allocation, losing -out
sumption that the delivery of engion about $230,000 because it
neering education programs in PaJell
short of some goals.
ducah would involve Murray State
-ANGIE MUHS
University and Paducah Community College," he said. "I don't put
any particular significance to ,heir
more than- $8 million in private
vetoing any particular arrangedonations for an engineering buildment."
ing - viewed the proposal differWethington and . Alexander
ently, They argued that an engisaid they are sure they can ham- .
neering program was crucial for
mer out an agreement.
economic development, including
The council's executive direc- the possibility of attracting a $1
tor, Gary Cox, cautioned that the billion federal uranium processing
decision to ask for a proposal for a plant.
regional educational center didn't
Construction of the engineering
necessarily mean it would automatbuilding has been put on hold
ically be approved.
"They (council members) hope while the issue is being resolved,
nobody got a message that they Wethington said.
were supporting one side," Cox
As tensions increased, the two
said. "They're a little frustrated cities - which are 40 miles apart
with. both sides right now."
- embarked on a nasty feud that
The engineering dispute has many say severely hurt the entire
·deep roots. Many Murray support- higher education system. Last
ers saw UK's plan as a back-door month, for instance, key legislators
effort to establish a four-year warned the council that the battle
school in Paducah. They contended was holding up other higher educathat the plan amounted to wasteful tion building projects.
.
duplication.
Chairman Miller said the counMurray, which already offers cil approved the idea of asking UK
five bachelor's degrees and three and Murray to come up with a joint
master's degrees in Paducah, also effort in part because it wanted to
has stressed that it should have a end the fight once and for all.
large degree of involvement in any
"For this to work, there's gciing
center because of its mission as to have to be an end to the
that region's university.
venomous rhetoric we've heard," he
Paducah leaders - who raised said.
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Researcher at energy center sues UK, charging sex discrimination
BY ANGIE MUHS

· Jar jobs at roughly the same time
as Houpt got to do such research
and publish their findings, Roberts
A researcher has sued the Unisaid.
.
versity of Kentucky for sex dis"Doing
your
own
research ·
crimination, saying that she wasn't
means
being
published,".
Roberts
given the same opportunities that
said. "And when you're a Ph.D. or
men received.
·
. a scientist, publications are the
In a suit filed in Fayette Circuit lifeblood for you."
Court, Deborah Hciupt also charges
Houpt is still employed at the
that the directors of the Center for
center,
which . focuses on energy
Applied Energy Research knew of
and environmental research, Robher concerns but retaliated against
erts said.
her because she filed an internal
UK generally does not comsex discrimination complaint.
ment
on pending lawsuits. SpokesH. Wayne Roberts, Houpt's atman
Bernie
Vonderheide could not
torney, said that his client was not
given the chance to conduct her be reached.
own experiments, even though she
Houpt was hired at the center
held a doctorate degree and had · in August 1991 as a scientist asreceived good evaluations.'
sistant. In November 1992;she took
Six men who had entered simi- a position as a post-doctoral schol-.
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

ar, which could be renewed on a
yearly. basis.
In May, Houpt complained to
Frank Derbyshire, the center's director, and Burt Davis, its associate
director, that she was being treated
differently from male scientists,
according to the suit. Derbyshire
then. assigned Houpt to· an experiment that had been contracted by
the U.S. Department of Energy.
But Davis then placed Houpt
under specific guidelines and time
schedules that male scientists did
not receive, the suit charges. The
suit also accuses Davis of refusing
to talk to Houpt, give her advice or
critique her reports· fa· retaliation.
The lawsuit is the second filed
against UK in recent months for
sex discrimination.
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Baptist college
might take over

social~work school
By LESLIE SCANLON
Staff Writer
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary confirmed yesterday that it now
is discussing with Campbellsville College the possibility of Campbellsville
taking . over the Carver School of
Church Social Work and continuing
to operate it in Louisville.
Details of the discussions are not
known, and no agreement between
the two schools has been reached, officials at- Southern ·said._
"
And Southern's president, the Rev.
R. Albert Mohler Jr., said on Tuesday
that there had been "no formal
breach" in negotiations Southern has
been conducting with Samford University in Birmingham, Ala,, about
moving the Carver School there, although Samford and Southern have
been unable to agree on details of the
deal.
An· agreement with Campbellsville
College, however, might circumvent
some of the apparent sticking points
that arose in negotiations between
Southern and Samford: what would
happen to endowments related to the
Carver School; to the riame of the
school itself; and to property or other
resources historically attached to the
<::arver School.
·
On Tuesday, Mohler said he envisioned transferring to Samford only
the accredited master's in social work
program that was established at
Southern in 1984. That implies Southern may want to hold on to some assets of the h\storic Carver School -

which was established in 1907 as· part
of the Woman's Missionary Union
Training School, was 'renamed the
Carver School of Missions and Social
Work in 1957, and was taken over by
Southern in 1963.
·
In a statement yesterday, Mohler
said he is -"impressed with itie- possibility that the Carver School of
Church Social Work could continue in
Louisville.''
Southern -officials indicated yesterday that Campbellsville first contact,
ed Southern several weeks a110 but .·
that "active conversations" did ·not.
begin until after Southern's board of
trustees adjourned its fall meeting in. ·
Louisville on Tuesday.
·
Southern already has an academic
connection with Campbellsville, a private school in Central Kentucky that
is. affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist
Convention. Some courses that students take in the Boyce Bible School
at Southern also can be counted for
credit toward a bachelor's degree at ·
Campbellsville, and Campbellsville
teaches some courses on Southern's
campus in Louisville.
"We're just frustrated and confused
and angry," said Stacey Jaudon,
president of the Organization of Student Social Workers at Carver, after
learning that yet another proposal is
on the table.
1"It's just beginning to feel like every day, every week it will be somethmg 'else.... We are tired. We are
tired of being tired. Our education has
. been compromised by the upheaval"
that began last spring, when Mohler
' forced Diana Garland to step down as
dean of the Carver School.

The Carver School stopped admitting students, and a committee of
Southern trustees later concluded that
it no longer is feasible for Southern to
operate a master's in social work program because of differences in what
Mohler has calledthe "world view" of
the social work profession and the
conservative evangelical leadership of
Southern seminary. The Carver
School now has 63 students and only
two full-tiine professors.
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Padu~-deJisi~n ;hows

councij taking s.teps_
toward assertiveness
. BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The Council op Higher Education's decision last ·
w~k to scrap a controversial _engineering proposalmtght have done more . than just start healing the
months-long feud that the idea sparked.
··
,
lt-mig~t have also been the first step in helping the·
council with some self-preservation.
Several influential state_ legislators said last week
t~at the com:icil's_ actio~ to settle the Paducah-Murray
nft ovei: engmeenng might lessen talk of abolishing or
"I think
rev311;pmg the council - which is supposed to· - there's been
coordmate all ?f the state•~ public higher education: - .' some fear of
. ::As ~art of 1ts,recomm_endation, the coun_cil'told'the___ stepping on
Umverstty .of Kentucky__and. ]\'.lurray State University . ·
to com_e up with a· cooperative, plan for a regio_nal
"( - ' soml e
q!nter m Paducah.
· _: .
--·
-0 • ._ . • C!)Unc I
; "Wliai they did, I thought, sent the right:message}F' '.' m~mbers)
said Rep .. Harry -Moberly, . D-Richmond the House . · .W!l!ltlng to •
budget chief:'· - . -- - -' · . · - -. · :"inake
· But -Ieipslators -said th~y also planned :to keep -~
everyone
~I~e scrutiny on ~e counol to make sure it continues _;__ ' happy."
m tts newly assertive·roJe:.... ··: :-· ·.- _ ·. __ __ __
"They've just taken a tentatf;;e'step at this p.~int'; ' · . • REP, HARRY
sa.1d s tat
• ' · __- :._,-· ;House
-MOBERLY
_ e Sen. Wal
_ ~er Bak-er, R-Glasgow,
whii:.told·
budget
counci1members dunng a speech last month that the : ·•,._., chief
council was useless if it qidn't settle tough.issues. ''But ,-- · · '. _·· · ·
they've demonstrated some movement; ·ancl?fhafos ,a,:-- · . ; : ·.

toes

\

; -~cxef~!:~on with the counci;a:· 17-member board whose mem: hers are appointed by the governor
~..,:.. had become an increasingly
~ common theme in recent months
: from state lawmakers and the two
gubernatorial candidates.
The council has broad over,: sight responsibility for the eight
• state universities and 14 communi; ty colleges. It approves budget
: requests to the state legislature and
·: has some' control ·over university
.; expansions. But some have voiced
_: concerns that universities can· find .
- loopholes. to bypass · cowicil _ap: proval.
_
_
_
- When House Speaker Jody
'Rkhards in April called- for a task
-: force to study higher education, he
cited a Jack of·satisfaction with the
council's record as one reason.

! -_:

, th::~~:·· :;h~'.-engineenng dispute
"could have been handled a little
bit more quickly."
·
Patton, in an. interview Friday,
also said he wanted to see more
: decisive action from the council.
"I want somebody in charge,"
· Patton said. "I think the Council on
. ;:t~r Education is the body to do
Much of the debate over _the
'COUncil's role had stemmed from
:the ·engineering.dispute, an.ai:rimo:nious battle that had dragged on
:for. more than a year. The counci\ : :
_came under criticism for'_not:_set;tling the matter sooner, Historically, many say, the
:council has always been somewhat
-hobbled because. of the power of .
-individual institutions and ,because_
.its members are political appoin-

LaS! month, at the group's ant~•i think there's been some fear
nual conference, Baker and a panel
of other legislative leaders told the .of stepping on toes, some wanting
'. council to settle the engineering :to make everyone happy," Moberly
- : dispute _ or else. Gubernatorial ,said:· "I ·think sometimes- they
: candidates Larry- Forgy and Paul
- --..--.. --.,,.
"'
; Patton also urged· council .members
; ti{ take a decisive stanc!. : , ..·
;
Forgy, a fornier council ihem• ber himself, said Thursday night
that he thought the counciYs action
sent a message that-it was becom- .
irig-.stronger:
said ,,he
.. . . •---·-But he also
......

-~-

MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

606-783-2030

"They've Just
taken a
tentative step
at this point. But they've
demons~rated
some
movement,
and that's a
good sign."
SrATE SEN. WALTER BAKER

haven't wanted to use a stick."
But council chairman Jim Miller
defended the council's actions, saying that it didn't get -involved at·
first because Gov. Brereton Jones
had touted an engineering school in
Paducah as an economic develop- men! plan.
Miller, an Owensboro- lawyer,
also said he thinks the council
made -a better decision because it
decided to hire MGT of America
an outsicle consultant, ·to study th~
engineering issue, even though that
added a few months to the process.
"If ·we · had acted in '94, we·
would have done so without the
foggiest notion of the facts that
were found in the MGT report,"
Miller said.
- Miller also said • the council
won't be .leery of taking action on
other issues if it's allowed to make
tough decisions and have them
stick.
·
- .: - ..
''My position_ has always been__
that we'll accept as much responsibility as they're willing to give us
the authority to have," ·he said. ·
Senate· President · John "Eck"
Rose ackriowledged that political
pressures can influence the council.
But it still has to be the group that
can stand up to· universities and
tell them "enough is enough" if
need be, he said.
._
Rose said he was happy to see •
the council take a stand Monday_.
But he said ·he still would like-to
. see the council's role examined,
along with .the pros and cons of
other states' plans to coordinate
higher education.
· .
'.'They need to settle cases like
the Western Kentucky (engineer. irig) issue before it gets fo the point
where it did," Rose said, referring
to-the council. "Their role. is to take
a stand."
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Intl.1e face of't"o.se'
risin.'g ,'. addre·ss' t"fs-'·growin,g
pr_ob•
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+'
OF THE uAILY INDEPENDENf i
. ~ costs, the Kentucky· General · ,:' !em. The trust is a safe, easy,
, , ! . ,: :.' Assembly created .the Ken: · '. affordable way to help famlF:Jl,ANKFORT - Young-;' tucky ·Educational' Savings • lies save for future highersters who' enter first 'grade . Plan Trust in 1988 to help .. education expenses." ·
·this year will have to pay families save·, for a child's ·. She said parents can enter
· $50,000 _for: a college 'educa- -. higher education. . .
the plan with investments as
tion •by the time they get , _ The· trust Is· administered •low as $25. ·
, there,• the Kent1;1cky, 'Hi~her . by _the assistance ,authority, i' · Investment i!lcome is free
Education Assistance Au-, which, also administers. stu, of Kentucky·taices as·.long as
1
thoritf estimates.
. , . dent ·aid programs - grants, . ·the money. dtJes get used to
That's for a· public college, · teacher scholarships, .-work- :_ pay for educational expenses.
, like Morehead- or" Eastern' study and Federal Family Ed-The savings also are ex:state urtiversities or the Uni- · ucation Loans :.._ to'. assist , eluded· from calculation of a
versity of Kentucky.
. ., with costs of· higher educa- .. · student's eligibility for' state
· That figure increases to. tiori. : ·
·. '. ' · '·
. ' student aid .. •
·
$105;000 if that 'student goes . "Student ai<\ funding .'. The trust guarantees a
. to a private· college like Cen- hasn't' kept' pace with' rising : minimum rate. of interest re; tre · or 'Transylvania· Uni- , college costs·· and more stu- '... turn ·and· no man::igement
. versity.
.
· , dents and parents are: being ··" fees are charged.
·· · '
, . Childrenwhoarebomthls .forced·to.'borr'ow heavlly·to -.:.'. Information· and applicayear cai:i expect that'figurelo pay for school,'' said Jo Car- f· tions•for openmg·an account
increase to between $75,000 .,ole Ellis, assistant' program >are available.from: K,:entucky
and $157,000 by ·the thne they administrator. · "
. ' ' Savings' Plan Trust, 1050 U.S.
. graduate from high school,
"The Savings Plan Trust·" 127 South, Frankfort, Ky;
·
·
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FROM PAGE 46 .
fringed on a ·patented investment technique it uses to ·
guarantee investors' savings
will keep up with rising tuition costs. College Savings
Bank wants a· 0.25 percent an,
nual royalty;
.u .."",
e . ' .
The Ohio program currently
sells prepaid tuition "units"

•· Politics drives up ·
the expense of ·
.b.igher-·
education
- ....
.

.. ·•,~ .

.

for $37.50 each, although administrators on Thursday approved a $2-per-unit. increase
to take effect Oct. 1. The cost
of one year's tuition at the average state-run public .university is covered by about 100
units, depending on the school.
The agency also offers zerocoupon municipal bonds designated as college savings ·bonds.
While prepaid tuition units
are exempted only from ·state.
taxes, there are no federal,
state or local taxes due oli the
bonds' earnings at maturity.
"There are a wide range of
income groups ·and demographics·in the program, from
doctors and lawyers to· struggling single moms," said Mau-:
reen O'Brien, OTTA marketing manager. "It· seems to be
attracting a lot of middleincome families .who do .not
qualify for grant money and
can't pay for tuition out of
their current income," _ _ ..
0
The Eskers Iiave· ·enrolled one of their three children, 7Year-old Emily, in the· tuition
program. They chose diffierent
investment methods for the
other two: co=on stock for 4-·
year:Old Madeline, and a $5,000
college savings bond for Christopher, 1. They· m~r enroll
Madeline in .the tuition' program later this year. · • :,;:.:--·
''I'm still very pleased with
it :overall," Esker, 34;. an.,assistant Summit County prosecutor. "I think it's ·a fine system and a good-goal."
.· ·
·David· sweet of Columbus,
th
another participant, ·likes e
plan's hands-off regulations.
The ·state prohibits early with- ·
drawal of tuition funds.
· ·
"We look at it as buying tuition now and having it infla,
tio_n-proofed for 15 years," said
i·
Sweet, 34.- "It was a way: .or us
to put mimey 3:way sy11tem_a_t!.cally and painlessly·"
• : ,..:,:"~-

.'The financial . plight of Kentuckfs
·colleges have been created by politics.
Politics brought_ the University of Louisville into the state system. Politics created
. a third law school. Local bQoster politics
created more community .colleges..Politics
led .to the failure·· to keep colleges adequately. :financecL:. Politics created the
Council on Higher Education · to shield
legislators from the .. effective lobbying of
people ·sucli as Bob .
and Adron
Doran. Politics gives· higljer priority to ..
prisons nitlier than higher education. ,
. PQ!ltl~. -harps . on •: QQJ)licati>ce . programs, yet politics keeps frightfully expensive schools of medicine-and dentistry'at
the ·University of• Kentuclcy and U of L.
Politics keeps 30 UK and nirie U of 1. Ph.D
programs,,though the nation cranks out a
surplus of· Ph.Ds. Suah programs are
expensive ·compared .'with ·undergraduate ·
· programs, and a recenf:study iridicates
,few_in_ tqe state are above: average.

Martin
0

vest about $40 per month- for
each of their two children,
· p·a,,an
ul 5
d ·s·arah, 18 man.
ths
Both children were ·enrolled at
birth.
·
. The OTTA's literature touts.
. the tuition program '.as., "The
smart Start for •College."· But
some ,financial planners say
it's not the smartest start.
· Peggy Ruhlin, a .certified fi:
nancial· planner in Columbus,
said parents can get a greater
return on their investment. ·
. . ..· _.·c ..
· ··. .
• •.
· :rile average stock-based mu- ·
tual fund has earned '10.2 per- cent interest per year for the
past 69 years, she.said. At.that
; , rate, the $3,750 'it now costs for
acyear's worth of tuition· cred•
its: in.· Ohio would grow to
$2l,543 in 18 years.
· · ·· ·Under the tuition program,
that. $3,750 .would earn only 6 ·
. •,pf;!rcent interest a year -,--the
· most state universities in Ohici
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■ COLUMBIA

College marks best-ever fund-raiser:

Lindsey Wilson College is celebrating ,the most ·
successful fund-raising drive in the .college's his! -. .to_ry._The Cqlumbia college has raised more tlian
I . $W !If~ion, boa,rd ~ - Cal' ,Turner Jr.
~
· 11ounu:u at tli~ trustees' meeting Thursday. Tlie· _-_
,.
campaign goal ·had been $16.8 million. During !lie
. campaign, the college's eiidowmeni:'
fiol)l $1.9 · _·
million to $8.9 million, thecSchool said Money .:· ..
from the fund-raising driveatso·was used fo · . ',!}J
· complete campus dining hall and student apart- _.·..
inents . ·•~•s1~~ •-1~ n: ~4:"~·•·t~1..'~;~-.:... i ., •.. t,;,-,o,,~.,.·,.tt, 1

an- . .

rose

{I

a

·\1 ;·· --· ·: - .it.~,':{?~ltrt,:~~J}1Jkt:;/~}~-~--:·/-f,~~r4,~

·!

ct~\; .•

'

. - One day legislators wiff°'leam that
accessibility has less to do with having a
community college every 50 feet and more
to do with cost When parents and students realize that the rising cost of a
college education is . a ·direct result of
politicians playing games, decreasing the
percent of formula. funding that was
created to . take politics out of higher
education, the culprits will find their
constituents are steamed. Parents will also
learn· that more than a decade of lean
years has taken a toll on· quality. Y~t•
gubernatorial candidates l.arry Forgy and
Paul Patton have done little more than
. mouth platitudes.
·
STIJART SEELY SPRAGUE

--

..

CLEARFIELD
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If, smug in our comfortable belief that
we all deserve to be above average,-we
dumb down course content so that even
, the weakest achieve- a measure ot success,
: we deny students an honest evaluation of
· their work. And if we award degrees for
attendance and little else, we cheat our
· students out of an education.
As Lees prepares for its transition
from a church-related college to a public
institution, it's worth pausing to consider
· 1 what this Presbyterian college has meant
and continues to mean to the mountains. I,
for one, believe its special ministry is in its
message to generations of students: We
respect you enough to expect _nothing less
from you .than your best I hope that.
message is never abandoned.

Pampering
students isn't
the legacy of
~es· College

I

BY ART MIELKE

eaching has l)lways struck me as ·a
vocation, as a job with a religious
dimension. But it took a creative
Presbyterian to show me how _to fit school
and religion together. He accomplished
this by rearranging a familiar dinner prayer so that it read: Lord, keep us needful of
the minds of others.
Compassion °for others has always
been the heart of Christian living, Christians have acknowledged a moral obligation to bring comfort to the afflicted.
But Christians also have minds, and
many Christian educators have recognized
a duty to nurture that part of us so that
we do not become intellectually complacent - comfortable and satisfied with the
limitations of our understanding.
Lees College, long associated with the
Presbyterian Church, has pad a unique
educational ministry in Eastern Kentucky,
In the best tradition of church-related
colleges everywhere, it has provided generations of Appalachian students with
robust blend of- intellectual challenge and
caring, personal attention.
But its education ministry has at times
been misunderstood. Historically, Lees has
been a college related to a mainline Protestant denomination, not a church school
providing religious education.
There is a difference. One looks in
vain in the Lees catalog for a course on
the turative powers of faith in Jesus or
interpretations on the book of Revelation
for the present age. That is how it should
be.
A second, and more critical misunderstanding has to do with the mistaken
notion that because we are church-related,
we will be thick with compassion "easy" is the word for it - and sparing
with that hard intellectual stuff. After all,.,
if we really cherish our students, why ...
would we want to make their academic
1 lives so challenging for them?
It is common knowledge that life in
Appalachia is hard and that many who
come from these hills have done without.
They will find college to be quite a .
challenge. Lees has worked diligently to
· make a college education available to
students whose preparation for college has
been minimal or non-existent Most of us
who work here - faculty, staff and administrators - are genuinely, compassionately interested in our students and
want to see them succeed.
But if we coddle where we ·should
challenge, we comfort too quickly - and
deny students the tough love they should
expect from those who have professed an
interest in their intellectual development.
If our hearts rule our heads and we excuse
a Jack of accountability, fudge a grade or
· downplay violations of academic honesty,
we-fail our students. If we say "yes"
where we should say "no" - to protect
athletic eligibility .or an academic scholarship or because we like.some students
better than others, or worse; feel sorry for
them - we fail!li~..,_ ..;;.;r;.,,,, .. ,_ ::

T

a

■ Art Mielke lives in Breathitt County
and teaches at Lees College.
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Smart thinking
Entrepreneurs find
colleges,
------·
~~iversities have answers
- -·

I

By CYNTHIA WILSON
Business Writer

-

Kentucky-area sites, nine are based on col. lege campuses. The centers offer one-on-one
consulting for Antrepreneurs as well as trainWhen H & W Plastics Inc. needed help ing programs.
conyerting ~ W?oden model_ of a ·child proIn many cases the services offered
tective deVJce mto a plastic prototype, it through the centers are free. So are· most
turned to the ~nte~ for Manufacturing Sys- college job-placement services, which are
terns at the Umversity of Kenl!Jck.v. .
I used frequently by entrepreneurs looking for
. Befon: Andrea ~hapman deCJded to mvest , employees or interns. Continuing-education
I
m a cabmet-refacmg franchise, she weighed courses seminars and training programs are
the pro_s an~ cons wi~ ~usiness advisers at generally offered for a fee.
the Umvers1ty ?f Louisville.
.
i Ken Blandford, director of the developApd when Bill Zoeller needed to write a , ment center at U of L, said the centers are
bus1!1ess plan he w~uld feel comfortable pre- open to anyone looking for business guidsenting to pro~ctive lenders, he called on ance.
.
,
-the -Smf!U Busmess Development Center at . "If you're in business, ·we can look at othBellarmine College.
,
er. opportunities ... tell you if your business
Entrepreneurs often have turned to such
·
agencies as their local Chamber. of Commerce, U.S. Small Business Administration
and Office of Economic Development when
Here are the telephone numbers at area
they need help or guidance. More are discovcolleges where small businesses can get
ering, however, that help is available at colassistance. The number is the Small Busileges and universities.
ness Development Center unless noted:
Still, most entrepreneurs don't look to
Ballarmlne College
academia for answers to business problems
452-8282
because some aren't aware of the services
Eastern
Kentucky University
.- !)ffered, while o~ers may be uncomfortable
(606) 622-.1384
-, m a college setting, saJd Janet Holloway,
lndlena University Southeast
' state director of the Kentucky Small BusiRegional Economic Development
ness Development Center.
Resource Center, ·(812) 941·24114
. Other entrepreneurs, she said, don't believe academic advisers can provide them
Morehead State University
--with real-world experience.
(606) 783-2895
,ji "I think mostly they think the faculty are
Murray State University
· ·removed from real life," she said. "In some
(502) 762-2856
, ,;ceases that may be true. I think faculty today
Northern Kentucky University
". has made a real effort to be grounded in the
(606) 672-6524
4
,-· real world."
•
;,
Southeast Community Colleg•
. . Experts say colleges can -help entrepre(606) 242-4514
neurs in ways some organizations can't.
University of Kentucky
They say colleges can provide market reSmall Business Development Center,
search on industries and businesses
(606) 257-7666
throughout the world, _particularly those professions unfamiliar to some area business
Business Environmental Assistance
Program, (606) 257-1131
organizations because they may not be a staJ)_le in their communities. Some colleges
Center for Manufacturing Systems,
even provide specific business services, such
(606) 257-6262
as transcript interpretation to entrepreneurs · University of Loulsvlll•
who do business \yith foreign companies.
852-7854
· One popular college-based resource for I Western Kentucky University
.,-entrepreneurs is the SBA-sponsored Small I (502) 745-1905
·
·
/ · _Business Development Center. Of the 15 ·

I

l

·

·1

is .in good shape," he said. ''We can look at
your financial statement and tell you if

ri~~fra:1;l~r b".'.~~~~-l~w-too °'.~ch

'

· CoV'¢'•

Swartz said the center recently
helped two area companies obtain
$600,000 federal grants to design
products that will help the federal
government function better.
Academic-based business advisers
say limited resources make it difficult
to advertise their services, and some
admit that advertising could. overwhelm their limited staff.
Still,, they encourage entrepreneurs
to: includ~ colleges and universities
among their resources. "There are a
lot of small companies who should be
· taking advantage of these services
and are not," UK's Walker said.

weuer, president ·of Zoeller's Sales and
Services Inc. in La Grange, said advisers at
Bellarmine not only helped him write a busi•
ness plan, but also coached him for his
meeting with lenders,
Chapman, of Fisherville, said advisers
with the U ofL center showed her bow to 1·
cut overhead before she bought a Kitchen \
Solvers cabinet-refacing franchise and pro- ·1
vided her with a five-y~ ~~dal :~ec- .

tion that showed how the business
would do if she adopted certain prac•
· !ices.
''When you get excited about an
idea, you need to have someone to
give you all the details," Chapman
said. "We discussed · things that
hadn't crossed my mind, like gas
mileage."
,
Tom Daley, director of Bellarmine's
small-business center; said the cen•
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ters generally work on,,short-term
projects, but entrepreneurs who need
long-term consulting can turn to fac•
.NEWS
ulty members, who will act as consul•
tants for a fee.
·- ".;!;. .
·
-~I.fi1'(jli} ··_.
. !_
.In some .instances,.':entrepreneurs
have been able to get long-term consulting by all9wing their business to
be used as a case !;!Udy for students
and faculty, Holloway said. , ·
. Lloyd Beard, who volunteered his
photo-processing business as a case
,--.·.·-.>;,.~(·'.;,-,p.,,,;:1/;..;_·:·: , ' .
-T
study for UK students, said•the effort
BYANGIEMUHS
· .
·•··-.. --~.,..,c••·. --, •.,:- ---'·"Ifs a real double whammy"
left liim free to tend to his business
· H~ER EouCATloN W~rrER · _· .:~. ~~Prop058i:l ..~~!1 ':~~:Blimtori~~d..~.~e'd be tbokingJt
and amfirmed his idea that the store needelll · to . be modernized. He has ·i
Despite winning some battles ·:" changes· ,i';:-'•{'.t"•:,,..t' . more and more, .3?d. more (fees)
since moved to ail 8,000:square-foot •
in t~f: last few months, coll~e ; ·!;,:;:£ff ,..._ ..
\e~-~-:~ \"\· 1_.' _ .~ '. -· <f
admimstf:i~.rs and students are .- :-::- ere are.som.e:o ~Pf?:'.::. ·:.,.:.::-:::Warreri-_said he a1so.iear.i thet
building.
• .·
Bean!, who co-owns' Stone Photogstill mob1hzmg t? fight proposed ,.-,"'-""'1 ~3~i!;,,~s ·... colleges might have_to ~t back_qn
federal student-aid changes they
~~~.A ';,:.._ .. ,-.. · . ·;; :-the amount of institutional finapraphy in Lexington, said the students
a
if thy'
~
say WI·11· saddl e coIIeges WI'th big • ,.z,'
has. ....=fe'.:•ammuttee£•
i,d 'chliigiii , . t-'f,: 'cial..
.- ai'd'they ouer.
e re f""=
also provided him with a 20-page
bills and ~ibly make education,
,:_,!<>_pay: lJie_tax. Qr, he said, the tjx ·
business analysis with, recommendamore expensive for students. .
. ,:--~--. .: · ·r- · ,a'!.:,:;·.:.~~~ .... ,,nught tndirectlY pressure sch091s
tions on image, pricing, ·competitiveNational education grriups ·pre- · .~!:WountCeUt. ::'fee;f
;~~utu~f• ·'\ti) adniitfewer low-income students
ness and personnel.
,
· 'ficant Iobbymg
· cuort.
_a
-,am '--'O- •;~>">";~A,:'!~~..
•=.,_·=·,s "'• •·" to.. try,to 'art down on Ioan voIuqie.
as ,c,'den
diet a s1gru
"They told us some things we
Congress prepares to study $10.9 ~~. ,ts 114ve-.:..;.~J'"'~,;.1. ~r;~ · :••~y, ..
1(,-.·r.,~,,r. • ._ ,.
.
,.o
I
d
-::
~·ia-Toe~House·is~llllg~·
. ,:.J.~.-..:'!n. ',,_,, ... , .. I .. ·J
didn't agree with, but they affirmed
stu
billi
0
. on m cuts ( •=era
<:"t ,\·rci'.the e!iiiimatlat:'~·oiiecr'.,! .::Assiiuit on. direct lending
some \'hings," Beard said of the study
aid. Students - mcludmg a contin· =_,.,. :...:ding e, • , , ,,,_.~
, , • .,..
gent from the University of Ken,s, ;u:n
,~a!..~;~'- . . ; ~ -:1,'~e H~use·3!1d Sena~e. plans
done three years ago. "I'd say their
tucky- will lobby legislatoi:s 1n· ;;:bythe-c!mP;"!''!!'?!ms§lion-~ . also~ !11.e ~rrect-lendmg_prt>observations were over 50 percent acWashington today
, . ·,,that .allows_tlle:govenun~r.., , : gram; ,an initiative of .the Clinton
curate, which is good, -considering
·
,
:
·" · . ,:,:pqirovide1foamiililedly,'to-;- · :•Administration. ··;·.c•·:
'2
they didn't know my business."
The groups opposed to cuts c.;students'thraugm,lheit ji,i~ ,_,;;.;;.;, ..;;,,- .... ,..~·--:--, ·.· ·''\,
admowledge that the current' pro- ,.;legi,,.:l'be·~:rn?ci!Ils';;' .· --Tpe _ _ which allows ,;tll·
Colleges are also rising to the·cbalposals are· far less severe than
••~·the' · · •· -- · lo' · . ~ ··~dents \!\' bormw, ;money diredjy
,_
,~·;?;,:'~!:·"·• ---.___ _ · som_e
id~ that had been floated .~~IQ.,!only:~f>"'-"i,lrj', °:'r'#<im'thegovemmen_t \!1rough th~ir
lenge for entrepreneurs whir need
earber this summer. But they .say c ~ t 16arufana-Io,c~3J ;.-,l!Chools, ~ ~ u nma~ undbeer
the fight isn't over..
· ·- .~.':~·D)Ueges tttt.~sai:rniif'CVtii:&:,;i;i\ .. ~;t!ie.··H~.. •...1t :,vouJd ·,,
more product-specific advice _and
"W ha . · d
I .f.... . . ,'.:',"""■•Bo1hf """1=•d ·cilll;;! · ·' llinited to 20 pera,nt of all student
services. ·
,
,. e. ve !113 e a at o prog- •~.,. .·
:P~r~~- : ...... ·;r;· . ,.Joans under tJie. Senate proposai·
U of L's Center for Entrepreneur•
ress.' satdDavidWarren.president i.J9!~!D~b!'-~-. ~ _:•.-; . · :.!!.~ .-.,•n,• .t... .
.
ship and Technology assists inventors
of the National Association of Inde- ,-';on., stiident!loans':~•--~ ':.c".'.' JJK__s)µ!lf!lt Ahson .Crablr!e,
penden~ ~lieges and Universities. · :,Iie\;siui!~=-!e\i'#'j]'cli/<Jl;:)7 ,;who ~ ~vi>lved with the Natiollfll
and patent holders with research and_
..But this is Just the first year of a ;t~t!i~~;~~~~oritti~.i! :: ~ A:~Q01! of.,Sti.!dents for H1ghrr
product-marketability studies.
.
seven-year effort. If we don't pre- ·•.•~penili:l;?,:;~,:~,j~ • \Education. &nd sfie thmks mO{!t
UK's Center . for Manufactunng
serve and protect now, we'll be .. i-~-•-~~t§,rl'a~
.::.stu~~~tr.·~ve_-~~d· good:·expen~
Systems designs and manufactures
viewed as an easy mark for the ,::m,_ugloans,:.a;,~ · ·ci,. ,.enc:es.\vi!K,the ,direct-lendmg Pir.
product parts and prototypes at ~ost,
next six y~" · · :· ·:::::-~:,~-~-,~~~mts:·mmts,;Woilld;µf·;·~: .·_ -~-~7_--:.;,~;;;,.-1~;;-;-;:-:;~'.: tsaid John Walker, the center's.direC·
Republicans have defended the , c'".,i,ca,i ~~bil),~':'MiU ,-.,;;:,_;r,lt's inuch, mucli quicker' tlian
tor
·
-:,-,.,.
·proposed cuts, saying that they are :'·. .. 0,~l!'itJ ., '.-1' .,;_,. P1:1{1, . :t,lie new forms,• said Crabtree, "'.ho
.Robin Hun,t, owner of H !l< w.Plas·
needed fo help balance the federal · :?
",y..;,
,s,t~l}1.a:J>:c-~~~~ _; ·. . was_.-~ .o! a st_udent delegabQn
tics in Bow1ing Green, said. the 18·
budget To;y a1so_'S3y the propos-_ ~'.~t1:l~f·•,;r.;?-~~~]l~)l~~'. .' :~t -?}~.with Chnton last month
month-old custom -injection-molding
als wouldn t restnct students' ac- .. ;..:,:'}{\ :· . . . ; , .... -~,;;..c:;;::.t..,:·•,\.:. : and 15. one of four UK_. studeiw,
. company has used the center numer-c:esstocollegebecauseloanswould
' ·
·-~-·-·~ "•.~ ·'.····: ·,.;-10bbying; l~lators today. '.:)t
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ous times to design and manufl\Ctllre
prototypi,S.
, '· > -,,, •
"They have-acted like an engm~ring department for us," ·Hunt. smd. .
"We wouldn't have been ableto work
on some of these projects without

thcir assistance~"

.

_\.::.:.,,.:-~- -~~r.,._

.

Hunt said ,the ·company recently
turned 10 the center to produce a
plastic prototype of the · Bodyguard
Child Protector, a plastic.chest protector: for cliildren who ?aye _outgro~
·child car seats. The· item.is ~old '!'
Wal-Marts
Kmarts and children
s
.
'
-·
stores.
Walker said the -center also can
-~~~i

_.---·~

help companies by redesigning plant
floor plans to improve production.
Indiana University Southeast specializes' in helping entrepreneurs market their prpducts abroad.-:IUS .also
helps companies find· federal grant
money to design products, said BrendaOSwartz, director of the,Regional .
Economic · Development Resource
Center at rus: . , .· ___ 1L:\_~ : -

still be available.
But college leaders say

that·

$450 000 at the University of Kell- · hasn't had. time to work or to qpt

tuck)'.

:--···:--·•· . . _,__: -- ·:: ...~-~~7-/ ~ ~0-'~~'~;.;_~<.. :·"4·

legislators should look elsewhere. ·
·Jack Blanton; UK's vice .chan-. __ But_ ,David Samford. pre51dent
"We think there are things you cello~ for admi"!51"'ti011, said UK. of, UK'5:_Q,>llege_ Reppbli"!"':', ~d
could cu't out of the budget that and 1ts_commuruty a:,Ueges ~o~d" .;he-supportsth~1~eaofelun~~~-g
would have less negative impacts also face $125,000· m additional· _the_~-len~g_program. . ·.,•
on the country than student aid," fees, under a_separate fed~ Pf<?"· •- •. ~:.:~Y-.biggest point is, does the
said Centre College President Mi- ~ to cut the .am<?unt umvers1- . ~ t need to as&Dlle tlfat
cha.el Adams.
ties get for handling student 1<?3f1S. . kind of role in sru.dent financial
· Those ~o changes might force.· : ai~- said Samford, a junior who
UK - which oversees roughly $52 "does· not have· a student loan. ,,.1
Proposed college tax
million worth of student loans - · think the system· before was workOne of the ideas coming under . to seek help from the state legisla-' able." . .
· :
. .
•s
the most criticism is a U.S. Senate ture or pass a tuition increase,
Samford wants to niaintain aCproposal that would impose a 0.85 Blanton said.
cessibility to higher education, but
percent tax on colleges, based on
UK also is concerned because thinks balancing the budget should
the total amount of loans their the amount of student loans has be a priority.
students borrow.
he-en rising ~readily for !several
"It would be better to be:ir
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/Kentuckians giveaffirmatiVC
reaction to affirmative action
By CYNTHIA EAGLES
Staff Writer
A majority of Kentuckians ravor affinnative-action programs for blacks
and women, a recent Bluegrass State
Poll found.
,
According to the poll, more than 50
percent of the 803 adults interviewed
said they approved of such programs.
Although support was widespread,
it may have diminished since the survey was taken, Sept. 26 to Oct. 2.
That's because the polling ended a
day before a Los Angeles jury found
OJ. Simpson not guilty of double
murder. Backlash from the divisive
verdict could influence opinion about
affirmative action and oth_er_ matters

it.' .•• I ilon't want to be somebody
sitting here that somebody says, 'She
only got it.because she is female.' I

wanted to be where I was the most
qualified." . ,.~.,-. ·

·-:-:..,,-

r·-..

. Howthe-pollwasco.nducted

..The BLUEGRASS STA.TE POLL®, di•

rected bv Mark Sdlnelder, researeh man:;.ager of The Courier-Journal, ls based on
~~~=~:~;~th803Kentucklans1sveanot

."'Although Neutz said she opposed
ll .~• -Trained and supervised Interviewers,
•contin..
d um..g affirmative action, there·
.,calllne from Loulsvllle, contac:ted house.LOtm _vJomen--were more likely
holds with telepnone numbers randomly
men to favor such programs.for wom- · selected
bv a comPUter: One adult In eaet1
household then wos. randomly selected,
en, 65 pt;!rcent to 53 percent. Women
ellmlnatlng Interviewers' choices In selectalso we.. "'.more
fikel,y than men to
lno
people lo be Interviewed.
· ,
.. ..._
, The results have been weighted 10,pn,p.
support affirmative ·actio~· for blaCks,
erlv balance the sample bv age, sex and
61 perceiltto 47 percent. And among
r,~/'ie~I.~ ~·.., ~';;;ii'~u..;;;..
working women,•-two-thirds favored _ •Pie are subled to a margin of error of 3.5 '
-=~·tt·•= action •'or
womeIL· ·.•--~=
..,.,.,~.,,.•""""
...1 ...."'reported,
percentagePercentages
POints above or below what was
a.i1uW4 .......
1
baSed on subsam, ·African.-Americins favored affiima--:::. ;{,pies are subfect.ta a hl;her POfentlal mar•
..__
. bla cks and ·Women,. by :-.: J..'::..tn
,aln ofaddition
error. to ttrese sampling errors, tt1e
uv111;: a ction •,or
more than 10 to 1•
...- :practical difficulties of conducting any sur•
---- vev can also Influence the results,
Adults 18 to 34 were more m.favor-·
ReP<Jl>llshlno ,••. BLUEGRASS S.TATE
·of
affirmative
acti"on
than.
older
POLL® wllhOUt credit to 111• courier•
•
Journal and L.culsvllle Tlmes Co. Is prohlb. adults.
,~'. ,:,;,• 1tect.
...• , ..
.. .,•. · forms
>ThO BLUEGRASS
STATE POLL® coninvolving race. The poll, ·conducted by 1 · HO~ever,· Kentuc kians with • more
to the standards ot. the Natlanal
The Courier-Journal, has a margin of I education· and more money were , eouncll on Publlc Polls. .:;_¥:"':. -~.,~·~;
!IIOie liltely to oppose affirmative ac• .,_•,...·-·--,-----=----_;;_--=-l
error of 3.5 percentage points.
1
Affirmative action was a hot issue ' tioil tllliii •those less educated and less · ·· ,•'"'i,. \_ , ' ;1 , . '· · ·• , .,is·,·•~· n. .
affluent. 'For instance, among those · iioll results would differ by no m~re
l!ationally earlier this summer, with
who.ha.d attended college, 40 percent •·than 3.5 percentage·points from the
attacks on it emerging from several
fronts, including Congress and the ' opposed affirmative action for blacks .· results that.would have been obtained
U.S. Supreme Court. California· has ' anlfother minorities, compared with!:.:by:,questioning ·alJ.;Kentucky adults
·2s percent. of those with no more than with telephones:-The Bluegrass State
two campaigns under way to try to
a high school education.
· Poll asked the following:
get initiatives on the ballot that would
Opposition
to
affirmative
action
As YOU mayt<now, afflrmatl...«<Ion programs
scale back affirmative actioIL
alsc? wasbstronger ,in the state's five
t;:.~Yd~'c::e~~=e~:r:~ ·
President Clinton said affirmative
~ o r ur an counties - Boone, Ken- tlonal oppartunltles to blatks. other minority
action needs to be reformed, not retollt 'CclJ!lpbell, Fayett~ and Jefferson 9
a~~K~:say 1rs time to stOP
pealed. He said programs that help
than m rural counties. In the rural aff1rmat1ve-actlon programs that set aside state
women and minorities in jobs; conarf:w;; ,nore people. said they' had no rrJ ~:':n:r:~m~r:f;.'~~1:~~~ct!":
tracts and education are fair and nec0plill0n on the subJect.
•
· . at stote universities. However, other s»eOPle sov
essary.
In Jefferson County, 50 percent ra- -1t1ot these
ore s1111 needed to a1ve
•
cti'
norltles a fair chance, Do you favor or· OPPOS8
In Kentucky, Larry Forgy, ·the Re..
VOred state affirma liVe-a on pro- such programs?
publican candidate for gove?l~~.!18:':.
grams and programs in general for
All In au, do ,ou favor or OPPOSe offlrmotlveblacks, And 57 percent favored Pl!>~ •-1~,
othOr ."'lnorilY
said he thinks some affirmative-action grams .for womeIL
-,z'•>."-''All ln 011; do YOU f1MM" or"""""' afflnnottveprograms are no longer needed; and
.The poll's margin of error means:·"'Cldlon programs ~ women?
. ., .
favors abolishing state pry>!ll"l!"15 th~
in theory, in_19 of 20 cases the -,read
m,e
order
In whldl
the lost two questions were
was
rotated
from
Interview
to
Interview,)
that,
set aside contracts for nunonty busi• •t•,-:• ~lftl• .fJ"--:- '•-~_J-:-:,
,\:,~- •• _\•;:,-.~. • ~. u~;~;•' ....•';-j
nesses or slots at state universities for
minority students. Democratic candidate Paul Patton bas said that he supports affirmative-action goals but not
quotas, and that one of his goals is to
THE COURIER-JOURNfili SATURDAY, OCTOBER14 19,. .
have his administrati~n reflect the de. ·'"----"'
·
, 95
mographics of society.
..
1
And this week, state SeIL John Da0
vid Preston, R-Paintsville, said he
plans to introduce a bill that would
ban· race- and gender-based preferences in education, housing, ,;hiring
--Employe;'s'iooking.fo.'rblack-coi=-?,'; '
and contracting..Preston has also prefiled bills that would.end minority set·:1ege grailliates can 1tJr!1 fo the _25th-··"
asides in a scholarship program for
.anniversary'edition .J?f;the African.;·;;-;;
;A!nerican:Graduates of Kentu~k1...~".:;
aspiring. teacbers.imil take-away t11e--:·Directory.··
·r."Wn1«n ..v,- ' ~otrt:1,~·
,f., --~:power of the state Council on J:figher
}. -,,-·,~·;
~~.The,directoiy,publisliedrecent@;;,~
.
Education to deny: new academe pro- ·
'byth'e·Kentucky Commission oil~~ ·
I all; ·do you f
grams for univefl!i~es that d_on't !"~et
:Human·Rights, contains brief re- :
affirmative-ac
goals for recrwtmg · and• retallllng
'suin~s of African Americans who-black students and professors.. · ·
:graduated'from Ken14cky's uni,v!~·..,,,
But people identified as likely vot'sities and'.four-ye.!lf.college~ during_
ers·iI(the Nov. 7 election were closer.
. ·the 1994-951schoo).,Y,w:;
.,.., " '
to Patton's position, with 50 percent
'· The directory js s_ent,!o more .
saying they favored programs tha:t set
'than-800 school ilistricts,·state -aside state road contracts for nunor. agencies, ,tµliversities and·compaity-0wned businesses and ensure en- '
,nies throughout Kentucky and to
rollment of minorities at state univer:selected employers in ne1ghboringM ..
sities. Thirty-seven percent .were opstates.! · ,
•
: ~. •~~~ 2. :
posed;. the rest had no opinion. .
·
-Nearlyl00
graduates
are
listed"'':: ;
.
,:re
STAFF
C~T
BY
WES
KENDALL
Among those surveyed was Ch":51er
in· the current directory. To get a . ,. -· ,
·,a ...
,copy; .call the commissio/1 at (502),~;, .
Harris ·63 .:a retired maintenance
' ,.,, '
-·~" .
595 • 4024• !•.• ..
, .. ~..,.:;
,\:,.;~
worke~ who lives '1n 'Lexingto_n. He
said·he firmly beli!l'{eS affiimali".e:ac- .
lion programs· s!il/!!ld be ·continued
''because white peoi>le· are·not"gonne
hire black people unless they hav_e to,.
I've seen this ~f!~-?~i/!1::,~
in a lot of cases...~"'·· · .,{t',,_·,..r.-r.
Harris an African' ·Amencan who
1
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Few schools
~KU students start food· fight _in Ky. run
against cafeteria prices
own. food
semces
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER. LEXINGTON; KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1995

BY CHAD WILLIAMSON
AND JODIE VALADE

BY JODIE VALADE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

RICHMOND- Like any school
day, hundreds of Eastern Kentucky
University students ate at Powell
Cafeteria yesterday. But they didn't
eat the cafeteria food.
One fraternity had pizza delivered to their table. Another group
brought in bags irom McDonald's.
Others ate lunches irom home.
The cold shoulder· to the university-nm food service was a protest organized against the lunch
prices, which students say average
$5 for women and $7 for men, who
usually eat more.
·
· "The prices are way too high,"
said student Martin Cobb. "We go
here between classes because it's
convenient and they take advantage of us."
Three EKU students organized
the boycott by sending letters tocampus organizations last week.
"We wanted to know if we
could get support and backing
from the students," said junior
Molly Neuroth, one of the organizers. "Now we know that if we don't
get the results we want, we can
just do this again."
Neuroth and the other- organizers, Kristi Hester and Natalie Husband - all student government
association senators - called the

meal cost $5.50' or 'My meal cost
this much,'" Hester said. "We just
got tired of people complaining."
Neuroth said she hopes the
university's food services will recognize that students are unhappy
wi_th prices and work with them.
But Greg Hopkins, director of food
services, said he will not take
action until he has been contacted
by students.
"No one has come to me specifically," Hopkins said. "I'm not exactly sure what the· complaints

are."

HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITERS

RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky, along with the University of
Kentucky and Murray State University, runs its own food services.
The other five public universities
contract with outside vendors to
prepare and serve the food.
Nationally, though, the trend is
toward self operation, said Joan
Johnson, former president of the
National Association of College and
University Food Services.
Northern Kentucky University's cafeteria was converted to a
food court this fall that serves
McDonald's, Pizza Hut and Taco
Bell.
The University of Louisville
was •. one of the first Kentucky
schools to privatize its food services more than 15 years ago, and
now has a contract with the
national company, Aramark. Randel Clay, district manager of Aramark, said he has been trying to
get Eastern Kentucky to switch
over to a privatized food system.
Murray State's director of food
services, Bill Benriter, said the
school has been "holding our own"
with its self-operated service.
Greg Hopkins, director of Eastern Kentucky University's food
service, said he is very much
against outside companies running
food services at public universities.
"My feeling is that if a private
company could make money, then
a university could make money"
he said.
•
'

·

Hopkins said the increased
prices this year are the result of
larger portions and higher-quality
food, adding that the prices are fair
for the quantity and quality. As an
example, he said last year he
served a four-ounce portion of
baked cod for $3.25. This year he is
serving a five-ounce portion for
$3.57.
Hopkins added that if students
want to save money, they should
invest in a meal plan which- can
cost as little as $3.04 ~ meal with
more than 800 items to choose
irom.

protest a success.
Between noon and· 1 p.m., fewer
than 1~ s~dents _went through .the
cafetena lme, which Hester said is
usual!y 25 feet long at that time.
The students had the idea for
the boycott last spring when they
became fed up with the high prices
they paid for lunch · every day.
When prices increased again by 6
percent this fall, they agreed it was
time for action.
Hester and others who do not
have meal plans pay for items at
the cafeteria a la carte. She said she
pa!d $4.75 for her lunch of grilled
chicken, two vegetables and ice
water Monday.
"Every time we went to lunch
the first thing we heard was,

CAFETERIA PRICES
How much some food
items cost at Kentucky
public universities
School

,

Hamburger Holda

Soda

Carton
·

'My
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idorehead professor wins
grant· for drug abuse study
BY LINDA VANHOOSE
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

B

of the Rowan County Academic
Boosters Club and the Rowan
County Learning for Life Foundation.
This is the first National Institutes of Health research grant
received by an MSU faculty member, according to MSU officials.

ruce Mattingly, professor of
psychology at Morehead
State
University,
has
received a three-year federal grant
totaling $101,237.
The grant, known as an Academic Research
Enhancement
Award,
was CENTRE
funded by the
National InstiAn urban biography by a Centutes of Health tre College Soviet ·scholar has
through its divi- · received an award from the
sion of the Antonovych Foundation in WashNational Insti- ington, D.C.
tute on Drµg
Kiev: a Portrait, 1800-1917
Abuse. Matting- (Princeton University Press, 1993),
ly's grant pro- by Michael Hamm won the OrneMattingly
ject, which runs Ian and . Tatiana Antonovych
through
July Foundation Prize for "exceptional
1998, is titled "Receptor-Depen- work on the history of Ukraine."
dent Sensitization to Cocaine."
Hamm is the Boles Professor of
Mattingly has been a faculty
history at Cenmember since 1980 and has spetre,
where he
cialized in behavioral stimulants
has taught since
research for more than a decade.
1970. His porHe has received more than 25
trait
of Kiev is
grants for his work in this field.
in its second
MSU's 1987 Distinguished
hardcover print. Researcher, Mattingly has pubing
and will
lished more than 30 articles in
come out in
national and international jourpaperback in
nals. He was named the 1993 OutDecember.
standing
College/University Hamm
Teacher of the Year bi the KenNow the captucky Academy of Science. He ital of independent Ukraine, Kiev .
involves students in his research became a major metropolis during
and, as a result, many of his the 19th century. Hamm's study
papers have been co-authored by · looks at how Kiev's distinctive
his undergraduate and graduate mix of Ukrainians, Russians,
students.
·
Poles and Jews shaped the city
Also,active in the community, during a period of enormous
Mattingly has served on the board growth.

UK
University of Kentucky graduate student Jennifer Thompson
was recently selected one of 80
women to receive a P E.O. scholarship award for the 1995-96 academic year.
Thompson was nominated by
the P E.O. Chapter R of Lexington
and is the only Kentucky recipient
of the $6,000 award ..
In addition to her graduate
studies iry geology; Thompson is
program manager . for Kentucky
Natural Resources Leadership
, Institute.
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( U~~fessor honored for ~arch: A

\
Um_vers1ty of Kentucky professor has received a
national award for research he did on rural
schools. The National Rural Education Associati?n recognized Alan DeYoung for his book The

Life and D~ath of a Rural American High School:
Farewell L~tt/e Karllfwha. DeYoung, a professor in
the educational pohcy studies and evaluation
d~partment, spent three years studying a countywide rural school consolidation effort in Braxton
County, W._Va. His next research project will be in
the Repubhc of Kazakhstan, where he will study
school reform m the former Soviet republic.
C9MPILED Bv JIM NIEMI FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

-.--------
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'Pair worth keeping
Mother, daughter ·who kept college shining retire together
.

· After all the years, the Croleys
said it is hard to stop working at
jobs they loved.
·
BARBOURVILLE Emma
"I start to get up at 5:30 a.m.,
and Lenora Croley do practically
but then I realize I don't have to,"
everything together. The mother
Etnma
said.
and daughter live together. They
It wasn't even Emma's idea to
share the same friends, watch TV
retire - if it hadn't been for her
together and go to church together.
failing
eyesight, she would still be
So it was natural that the duo
polishing furniture in Centennial
should retire together.
Hall and. Weeks/Townsend MemoEnuna, 81, and Lenora, 63, offirial Library. But when .Emma had
cially retired yesterday from their
jobs as housekeepers at Umon · to have cataract surgery in May to
College. Emma had worked at the correct what doctors told her was
school 52 years and Lenora more almost complete blindness, Lenora
agreed to retire with her mother.
than 40.
_
"They're always working together,'' said Vivian_ Smith, . w~o . They stopped working i~ August.
has worked' at Umon Colleges
"She'd go back now if I would
maintenance department for 46 go back," Lenora said. "That's why
years. "Any time you see one, you I ·decided to go ahead and stay
home, too."
·
·
see the other."
-~- Enima said. ~he ha~ •. had a·
tough time adiustino: to life after
BY JODIE VALADE

HERALOlEAOER STAFF WRITER

.

•

I

work. The job though, was· something she got out of necessity when
her husband left her with four
children to support.
Lenora started going to work
with her mother as a child to help
clean and was hired When she was
a teen-ager, although she is not
sure of the exact year.
Despite all the time the duo has
spent together in their more than
90 years of service to Union, they ·
said they can't recall ever having a
fight at work or even much of a
disagreement.
"Me and my mother, are very

close," Lenora said .. "We're just like
friends; she's like another sister."

1995

UNION:

Co.---t-.

"This is one of my children who never gave me a
minute's trouble," Emma said. with a smile. "She's the
only one."
The pair's housekeeping skills have been missed.
"I've talked with a few people who have said that
the buildings just aren't as clean as they used to be,"
Ed Black, vice president for internal affairs, said at a
retirement reception yesterday.
The two said they have fond memories of their
time at Union College. They used to give advice to
srudents and wake them for early classes.
The two have no particular plans for retirement
other than spending even· more time together.
"l guess we'll watch TV and wash and iron and try
to clean our own dirty house," Lenora said.
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reaching,
learning
•
seminar
slated
ACC-sponsored
.
program 1n
3rd year
ily GEORGE WOLFFORD
JF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND - A pair of nationally known educators will
,erve as keynote speakers at
Ashland Community College's
third-annual Teaching/Learning Conference this weekend.
The two-day conference at
the Ashland Plaza Hotel is designed to showcase successful
projects and techniques in college teaching. Forty-seven
workshops in a variety of disciplines will focus on this
year's theme: "Innovations in
reaching and Technology Opening Doors: Opening
Minds."

Dr. John Roueche, professor
and director of the Community
College Leadership Program at
the University of Texas at Austin, will speak at 1:30 p.m. Friday on the topic "Between a
Rock and a Hard Place: The
At-Risk Student in the OpenDoor College."
He co-authored a book on
the same subject.
· Dr. Kamala Anandam, associate dean of educational

Thursday, October 12 1995,
1

technologies at Miami-Dade
Community College, will discuss "Project Synergy: Linking
Teaching, Learning_ and Technology" at 10:30 a.m. Saturday.
She directs a project by that
same name at the school.
The workshops will be delivered in four sets of concurrent
sessions at the hotel and at the
G.B. Johnson Education and
Economic Development Center
next door, said Dr. Charles
. Dassance, president of ACC.
Most of the educators who
attend the conferences are collegiate, said ACC spokeswoman Gayle Fritz.
"But we do have some high
school teachers, and this year,
the Tech Prep and school-towork people have shown an interest," she said.
Registration for the two-day
event costs $50 and covers a
Friday night banquet with entertainment, Fritz said.
"Registrants can come at

any time, either day, to the
hotel lobby," she said. "There
are also preconference workshops from 10 a.m. to noon on
Friday, for people who might
not have an opportunity to attend the entire conference.
Registration fee for that period
is $20."
Other educators involved in
the workshops will be:
►Sheila Krumm Bieszczad,
ass is tan t professor of accountancy and business administration, Adrian (Mich.)
College.
►Dr. Robert Grossman, faculty member in the department of psychology and clinical supervisor of the counseling program at Kalamazoo
(Mich.) College.
►Tom Hall, multimedia consultant to the North Carolina
Biology Curriculum Improvement Project and chemistry instructor at Pitt Community
College at Greenville, N.C.
►Greg Lackey, anatomy and
physiology coordinator at Pitt
Community College.
►Dr. Mike McHargue, provocateur of professional development, Institute for Instructional Improvement and Innovation and staff developer of
t'+Foothills College in California.
_ ...
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Small blast hits
UK chemical lab
LEXINGTON -A small chemical explosion in a lab yesterday
fo~ced evacuation of the Chemistry
~d Physics Building at the University of Kentucky, officials said
Ffrefighters, emergency medical
officrals and hazardous-material
crews were summoned about 10:SO
a.m.
pi~re were no injuries, and the
bmldmg was reopened for classes
ab,~ut an hour later, officials said.
f!,. professor heard what sound~d hke an explosion, went to investigate and used a fire extinguisher
to put out the fire," said UK spokesman Carl Nathe. "There was no
damage of monetary significance "
The chemicals were non-hazardous, officials said.
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ewish, Alliant to run U of L Hospital
5-yeaf pact gives .
)fOfitS tO UiliVefSity
f PATRICK HOWINGTON

1d MICHAEL JENNINGS
aff Writers
Early this year, the presidents of
not-for-profit Louisville health.re firms vowed that if they could
n University of Louisville Hospital,
ey would give the university eveiy
,nny of the profits.
Yesterday U of L's trustees took
10.

rejected by a committee reviewing the
bids. Since then the committee has
been negotiating with Columbia and
with the Jewish-Alliant partnership
called University Medical Center Inc'.
There were many reasons the partnership's bid was chosen, but the
pledge to keep no profits was a major
one. Under its existing contract with
U of L, Columbia keeps 80 percent of
the hospital's profits.
In bidding for the new contract, Columbia proposed ·splitting the hospital's profits 50-50 with U of L. But it
wasn't enough.
·
The selection committee concluded
that the Jewish-Alliant partnership

em up on the offer - voting unaniously to award a 15-year contract would deliver $83.5 million to U of L
r the hospital's management to Jew- over the next five years, compared
h Hospital HealthCare Services and· with $46 million from Columbia.
:liant Health System.
Over those five years, the partnerIn doing so, the trustees showed ship is expected to pay U of L a total
.e door to the hospital's current op- of $241.9 million, which the university
11tor, Columbia/HCA HealthCare can use for its health-care education
orp., which moved its headquarters programs. Jewish and Alliant guaranom Louisville to Tennessee early, tee payments of $172 million but esti,is year. That act voided Columbia's , mate that the figure will be much
dsting contract, opening the hospi- higher, based on the hospital's clirl's management to new bidders.
rent profits.
Four groups submitted bids by
Much of that money - $102.3 milme 30. Two by out-of-town firms, lion - would be paid next year. That
.K. Ching and Associates and Uni- includes $35 million for capital proj,rsal Health Services, were quickly . eels, including expanding the emer- - - - gency room, and $20 million to buy

-------THE U OF L
HOSPITAL
CONTRACT

Who: University Medical
Center Inc., a new entity
formed by Jewish Hospital
HealthCare Seivices and
Alliant Health System to
lease and manage the
hospital - replacing
Columbia/HCA Healthcare
Corp.
How long: 15 years, with
extensions possible.
How much money: U of L
to get at least $172 million
over the first five years, and
probably much more; actual
payments to total $241.9
million, based on current
earnings.
What It will buy:
)=xpanded emergency room,
improvements at the James
Graham Brown Cancer
Center and more money for
U of L's teaching programs.
New academic and research
specialties, to be decided
later, will be housed at
hospital.
Where profits go: Jewish
and Alliant to turn over all
profits to U of L and not
even keep a management
fee.
Indigent care: Louisvillearea indigent patients to
continue being treated. Local
and state governments to still
provide a fixed amount for
the care, and the new
corporation to cover any
amount above that. Also, at
least $1 million in outpatient
indigent care to be given at
Ambulatory Care Center
across from hospital.
Who's In charge: U of L
to appoint six of the new
corporation's 12 directors,
including Its first chairman.

..
education and unify the downtown
medical center, ending decades of
competition among hospital firms.
Ending the competition was a major objective of Alliant and Jewish in
bidding for the contract. By unseating
Columbia, the two not-for-profit firms
removed their local for-profit competitor from downtown. Columbia will
still have three hospitals in Jefferson
County -:- Audubon, Suburban and
Southwest.
In addition to that short-term gain,
Jewish and Alliant hope their marriage with U of L will create Kentucky's "best medical address," Alliant President Stephen Williams said.
Once ·1he fine print is worked out,
the new corporation will start running
the hospitaf in Februaiy.
Columbia's Kentucky division issued a statement expressing disappointment with the decision, saying
its proposal presented "a unique opportunity for the university to join
with us to develop a truly outstanding
medical center and equally share the

reward."

-

I, outTheColumbia.
.
two corporations plan to raise

the first-year money through a bon~
issue, said Heniy C. Wagner, president of Jewish Hospital HealthCare
Services. The bonds would be backed
by Jewish and Alliant, not by any government. Payments to U of L in later
· years would largely come from profits
from running University, which is a
regional trauma center.
U of L President John Shumaker
called the new contract "an extraordinaiy opportunity'' to improve medical

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER INC.
~e ~ew not-for-profit corporation chosen to mana e
University of Louisville Hospital is a partnershi
f g
not-for-prom corporations: Jewish Hospital HeflthoCatwreo Slarge,
and Alliant Health s t · Th
.
.
.
· eiv1ces
new corporation's 1fd?r~ctors~ university will appoint six of the

JEWISH HOSPITAL
HEALTHCARE
SERVICES
,.,,, More than 8,000
employees.
,.,,, !'.)wns or manages 12
hospitals and several
outpatient centers in
Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, including Jewish
Hospital in downtown
Louisville.
V:- Operates SkyCare,
wh!ch moves patients on
helicopters and airplanes.
.
,.,,, Manages Frazier Rehab
Center in Louisville and
Frazier's five outpatient
centers.
,.,,, Specialties at Jewish
Hospital Include
neuroscience, organ
transplants, heart and Jung
surgery, and hand surgery
and microsurgery.

ALLIANT

HEALTH
SYSTEM,.,,, More than 4,400
employees.
,.,,, Owns three hospitals in
downtown Louisville _
No:ton ~ospital, Kosair
Children s Hospital and
Alliant Medical Pavilion.
Operate~ several outpatient
centers in the Louisville area
and manages 23 rural
hospitals in Kentucky.
,.,,, Operates Norton ·
Psychiatric Clinic. ·
,.,,, Specialties include
oncology, psychiatric care
women's surgery, heart '
surgery, pediatric care
neuroscience and spinal
surgery.

..
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standing on each other's shoulders to .see the speakers, "and
you know how tiresome, that
gets."

"But we got to see some of
the top leaders of the black
community, all together, even
those who denounce the Nation of Islam. Knowing how
important it is for black people
to come together, they put
away their own peripheral endeavors and got together."
Marchers took care to cooperate and be mannerly, even
In the crowding, he said.
The march was a time for
atonement, said Chris Barr,
president of the Boyd County
Chapter of the NAACP.
The NAACP did not recognize or sanction the march because of Farrakhan's remarks
about Jews and whites, but left
it up to individual members
about whether to participate.
Barr, who did not go, said he
was skeptical about the event
initially, but thought it did
some good.
He. said the message that
black men should take responsibi!ity for themselves was
needed.
"You cannot over-emphasize
it," he said. "We knew that already, but it's always good to
know it again."
Barr credited Farrakhan
with coming up with the concept of the march.
"No one else came up with
the idea," he said. "If they did,
nobody did anything about it."
"The march itself was OK,
but I didn't like the leader, because he preaches hate among·
the Jewish and white people,
arid maybe others, too," said
Donald Nuckolls, treasurer of
the Boyd chapter of the
NAACP.
He said he was surprised by

the turnout, but admitted "the
man had a lot of good ideas,
telling people to go home, take
care of their families and
make sure the kids go to
school and stay away from
drugs. But as a whole he
preaches hate, even though
he's more lenient than he was
years ago."
Nuckolls said he believed
the march would have impact
on those who attended, •:many
of whom have problems and
have neglected their: families

L
and children."
A female MSU administrator
said the march had a message
for women even though .they
were not invited to participate.
"It was time for family people to come together with
unity in mind," said Peggy
Overly, minority student recruiter.
"For the first time in a long
time, the consensus that
there's got to be a change was
made for the positive.
"These men who came together, doing positive things,
have got to carry that back to
their communities, not let it
stop here."
She said males have put
their feelings aside while
women "have ways of talking
to each other, getting a lot of
issues taken care of. It's harder for men who can't say
'Ouch!' when it hurts."
Marty Weill, a Jewish businessman from Ironton, discounted Farrakhan's involvement in the march as insignificant.
"Everybody keeps talking
Farrakhan, · Farrakhan, Farrakhan, but basically it took
more than one person or one
small group to do this," he
said. "I think what happened
will be good.
"I, was impressed with it. I
don't think it was Farrakhan's
doing - he was Just a catylyst." .
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candi-.
!elates for Kentucky governor i
!said. Wednesday they ·want to
!see_ private developers build a
\lodge 'at Cave .Run Lake to j
!draw more tourists to the
iarea.
. i _
.i.
j "I.do believe. that it needs to.
[be private _devJJlopment," Dein>1
[ocraf Paul Patton _said. "And I.
jdo believe-that ,when that de,/
:Ve!oper,coiries, ::i!ong; ;the state:·LJ
'.will ;have some responsibility:.
!to provide basic infrastruc,:
:ture. It would be'·my ·goal to'·'l
;provide that infrastructure ....
1/'.
~ .. , , t ·,~•·· -~:
: i'Obviously, it's just a matter
;of time," said, R~pub!ican .
;Larry Forgy. ''Clearly,_., Cave
:Run Lake is an enormous ·
.~sset and a ,lodge. 'there would !
be an enornious' draw. I-would '
'rather see us work· with pri- ·:
vate enterprise to develop that ,
'kind of, facility . that , would
bring. tourism revenue to this ..
.
''
.
~rea., ~~:-: \ ''f1.· t·:!.":~~- ,- .
~-~ .':.....
; The ··two\'mim debated at
.Morehead ..S1:ate University be-)
fore·a crowd of about ·400 p·eo-~
ple. The .joint appearimce_, was· ·
·one-·of about 30 they will make ·
-in the' most. hotly contest, gu-·
•bernator/al J~JUp~igI\ in i11ear;~1
jy 30 years ..,...., ... , ••.. .,.,,....... ,..
i fo,gy says)t's the most Im-,.
:portant'; gubJJrnatorial race'·'
ever because the. winner will .
be ~ble.: to :succeec!' himself _for_
:the first., time. under .a. state ·.
'coiisfitutiona,I ilimeiidment•'ap'Proved
by
.the',voters ::""
two, years~
i!"
,
._,..,,., ___,_ V
~

,ago. .,., 1 ,.

}:,,.~,t..,,' •\T - ,

1

~

.1

,..

. "It's about wliethei-'. th~ sable·
group: of people,_gathered·· in:
Frankfort will coµtinue, to run
'the affairs' of this"state' to· tax'
and spend as· they have.for ·the
past 24 .years; .The state ·doesn't
.have. to·. have,a ,continuation of
the spectacle that ·we have .
s~en in ;F'rallkfqrt.: (offer, my;
self to you as the agent of that,\
Cha)lge." .
·

. "

~

iP~tton ,sa/d,~e _1i~, ~e most,,
I was.
.,
. ,. .,.
experienced of the two, creat! ·
President· Bi!L Clinton had '
. 'ing a successful. business that ,
proposed allowing. the Fooci
made him a millionaireJiefor~;.'
. and· Drug Administration to'
turning to politics.
· :!. >· -.' ·'
· regulate tobacco, but has since
_" I've prepared myself to not:
backed down from that idea.
only, w1n'~he"ciirice~of·goyernor·:•
Forgy contended he was the
but::to,do,'the', offiqe,,of goveh;i,
. true tobacco advocate of the
Iior," Patt'on said.. ,f ,
. ·'
_:, two. ,.. , ,··
..
11
Like Cave· Ruri·''Lake, many ·
·, "If you truly.·, want to help
, of the topics ·Wednesday night
,','bur!ey,tobai:co,"; he said, "you
'.' dealt 'with economic develop::. will elect me and defeat· Bill
. ment and jobs. ·. ;.,,/,. .
. Clinton's candidate ·and send
, :. Forgy· continuedfportraying
him back to Pike County,
··'Patton as part of an old system
· . thereby sending a message to
I that'hasn't worked and,touting·•
·: Bill Clinton.. ' ·, ' '
f, himself as,-an agent)lf,change. .
:•·•. While th~ 'candidates often,
,: Patton touted'his'work:as lieu-.
; agreed, they were not always
temin.(governo_r..imd.at°secre_-,
\'agreeable. Fcirgy accused Pat.tary of the economic develop- .
. ·ton of running a truck through
. ment. cabinet,, He. ·said he!:
: a .union .picket line in Pike
h 1 d t 0 tart th u t k
··county and almost hitting ·a .
, e pe .Economic
· -.s
· Development
e »en uc Y,.
coal . miner.· Patton· .retorted
:Rural
:-Authority, whi'ch -provides
·that Forgy, as a Lexington !awstate assistance, ,t<;>,.;_economi,J
· yer -representing coal firms,
l. cally-depressed areas -in trying
•· cheated coal.-,minei:s .. out..of ·
/ to recruit industries.•..-, ..
Z,!CJ_r~ets compensatio!1:,i. .. .
•. The debate showed: the can~THE,COURIE}i.JOURNAL
i didates" werilih., agreement :on,:
.•
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: many issues, froin the need .for ·
:the state's universities to help·
; with ,economic, development to'
: the :importan~efc of trying; toi
I
; promote the wood 'industry in:
LEXINGTON - Lexington arts
; Northeastern Kentucky .. :.,.;, ;
patron Lucille C. Little has made
., They !'greed that:• developing/
the largest ipft in Kentucky Educational TeleVIsion history, giving
and maintaining- a . four-lane,
$1 million to the new Common- ·
_;U.S .. 23 in Northeastern Ken-;
wealth Endowment for KET, offi· .tuc~y is vital,_to ,the ,eqonomy, i
cials announced yesterday.. , .
as 1s the proposed· Interstate',·
"We are facing a time when ·
,66, which· would run · through
most of our activity is beini: quesSoutheastern,Kentui:ky.{ .. ,, ·. ;
_' tioned (and) doing away with pro-.
'l)l'eHher·., commitrea 'ho j
grams," said Little, who made the :
' gift through the W, Paul and Lu. :straightening out 'Rock Crush- i
cille Caudill Little Arts Endowment.
,'er Curve on U.S. _60 near Olive./
"Sometimes I wonder where that
Hill,. although both agreed the '·
might lead us. Back to the three Rs?
· secti_(m of rciaci. i_s .dangerous '
Heavens no.
.
and needs at~eqtiori · from. the
"But if we don't get up and say
, Kentucky Transportation Cab!- ·
something and do something, that's
going to fiapP.en,'' she said.
.
,net...• . ,. . . . : ,.. , 1 •
The gift WIii be matched in pri- ,
· .:They agreed. that able,bodied
vale donations and used to buy and
i'i~_elfare ·. recipients : should be
produce programming for Ken•:given jabs. to· earn,.their
tucky schools.
·
. checks,. and .,that the. welfare
~;Jk~t~k~ d~caY,e,~.~8:,~~~!l:s .:_LEXJNGTON HERALO-LEA!J,E~. j.EXINGTON, !Sv, I! Ff!IDAY, Oqqs_ER 2Q,j
- . The ·candiilate'gl&al~Q : t~~~a
■ LOUISVILLE ·: ·
,
.. on the issue. of prq~~cting,bur-,
·
·' ·
· ·
· ·
' '
· .,
~e~i~b~~;h :o:~ntucky'siNo_:

.
I

l.:ittle gives· KET
gift,ofi$l'milliQn

,--

/Teacher. at: lJ· of L- is,._ :

',,.,.,.'~L~t.,me_make,it.,very;clear,,
rthere .. 1s.: ,no alternative ,.to , to:;
t[iaccb,'1 Patton said; '.'As 'gov~r,!
/_nor,, I- will fight_ i;inybody, any-)
;~here, to preserve_.tobacco, as if.
11s:,..We1,still, have·,the:threat .of
.tre~ating l(as•,a drug'. .and I.
,have. adamantly opposed thet. :
:I have _told my presidenfface.:;
to face over the telephone,.. that '
....... __..J

,-:_·_,·-.pr·:0:JJ·e····s··s'0·r··•. .··of .1Yi·e.a·r··.

Ky.

·-P._

,.. · · ·
" ·
' ·
· ·
.'.. A University of Louisville faculty member has
been selected as t~e 1995 Kentucky Professor of
the J'.'ear by a natmnal group, Elaine Wise, an
English professor, was honored-by the Carnegie Foundation for: the Ad_vapc~ment•of Teaching. '
Shfl was one of 15 nominees from Kentucky. Wisehas taughtat_U ?f_L since.1966'in, the English_ .
?eP~!;nt. a1!d in the freshman symposium, an ,
m_t91:d1s~plmary program. She received the U of L'
D1stingwshedTeaching
Award for Undergradu;:it,:i, Tnch-,,,..f--t,....,.. :- 1nn,.
·
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Lack .of :access·-at :U of •.L· angers
disabled_ wo;tnan .who sought job
'
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By·MJCHAEL JENNINGS · ·..
Staff Writer
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· decided during a telephone conversa•
lion that she couldn't take the job be'
of
L
needs
''to
'do
cause of th~ location. Another .student
. .. , . .
. . .
has been hired,
·, .. better job of Informing
. Harvey Johnson, u of L's director
;. ; •
· . ''of affirmative action and employee re,, ' ' our students and ' ' lations, said he i:ould not coniment on

u

'

Nancy Widner was angry even before she 'applied for a part-time clerical job with the women's·studies profil::m at the University of Louisville.

a

~!:iieh~:~Ei~~:it:.:~ ''p~bllc''
t ·

beer{

t~~~ ~~·

ye:..:.~~
cf what's
'a
she ~hares Widner's
disabled people face on campus. ,
',,d ·
vld ·
frustration at U of L's attitude toward,
· Widner, a•44-year-old senior, was a
One Opro e access, the disabled. She said she sent a
lot angrier after learning from the
,,
,
memo to six university officials in
women's studies prograin chairwom- , . . ·, ,: Cathy'Patus, director· , . , .
, which she asked when Patterson Hall
•an last month that her disability stood
· of the disability resource center..
would comply with the Americans
in the way of her getting the job. Arwith Disabilities Act, liut she has got-.
thritis confines Widner to an electric
._ .
'ten no response.
. . .
cart, and Patterson Hall, where wom•
. .
· . .
.
f
Depending on the situation, the law
en's studies moved into third-floor of- Thenot Just the 1atest m ·a string o can require electronically_ controlled
fices this fall has no elevator
. obstacles and insults involving access· doors, elevators; information in
Two items' that came in the mail,, for disabled people.
.. ·,. . ,. Braille,:·einergency telephones with
made Widner angrier still, One was ' '· _Last year, she ~as stranded on the adaptive devices for the hearing-iman invitation to an open liouse in the third floor of Strickler H~ll :,vhen an paired and toilet stalls accessible to
women's studies offices - an event, alarm went off and the bmldmg's.ele- . wheelchairs, together .with signs
Widner would like to have attended . vat~rs were grolll!ded under fire.drill pointing to those features.
but couldn't because of its location.
policy, Widner ~d. ,
.
· Cathy Patus, director of the disabilThe other was a memo in which the
"I complain about' Grawemeyer ity resource cen,ter, . s~d yesterday
chairwoman, Nancy Theriot, con- (Hall) every•time I go into that stupid that U'of L "has made tremendous
fessed that she had given little building," she said. She said she has progress" in providing access but
thoui:ht to problems of· access. After to open a pair of. doors to get in via . needs "to do a better job of informing
readmg that,· Widner said, she decid- the building's handicapped-accessible our students and public" of what's
ed on a protest that she and other dis- entrance and can't do that alone.
been done.
·
a~led . stud en~ flaged Wednesday,
Widner said ~he hl!5 filed a .giiei.:Kenneth Dietz, director ·of planpicketing Thenot s open house. . , ance ab~ut the Jo_b with the umvers1- , hing, design and construction, said a
Widner called her quarrel with _ ty. Thenot says 11 was Widner who I survey about i:wo years ago of the
.

.

_'___ !

-·
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U of L professor
wins state honor
·

University of Louisville English
professor Elaine Wise, a specialist
m medieval culture and medieval
literature, has been named the 1995
Kentucky Professor of the Year by
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of. Teacr.L'lg.
A U of L faculty member since
1966, Wise received' the university's
distinguished teaching award for
undergraduate instruction in 1991.
She was one of 15 teachers at 11
Kentucky colleges who were n01ninated for the Carnegie award. ·

·

more than 4, million squcire feeC of

floor space at U of L revealed it would
cost·more than $8 million to make all
· buildings accessible to the disabled.
So far, the state has allotted $3 million for meeting those needs, he said,
$1.8 million of it earmarked for classroom buildings, includi.ng Patterson.
That work should start early next
summer, Dietz said.
·
·
U ofL. routinely relocates classes
when an interested student's disability warrants it, Dietz said. And he said
his staff is preparing a map showing
the locations of building features that
accommodate the disabled.
"I think we're doing. a good job,"
Dietz said. "It's not perfect.".
. Not by a long shot, agrees Judi Jennings, director of the U of L women's
center; She said that, since her center
opened. 3½ years ago on the ground
fioor of Gardiner Hall, she has repeatedly l'flPOi:ted problems with :access.
... Nothing ·ha$ been done; Jennings
said. The university!s indifference to
, the disabled reflects its "priorities on
:;both_, disabled. people arid women's
studies,'' she· said. .
.
. Widner •said she' was incensed that .
Theriot, who. !'tries to ·get p;uity for
women•~ rights, women's pay and ev'erything, else,. discriminated. against
' ine" by. denying her the chance .at a
job:· .
·.
· .
·· ·. ·
... "I:ilon't'·,~lame' hir for;wanting to
·. keep a nice facility,'' Widner said. But
· if it's inacc<issible to the handicapped,
doesn't 11:\at "discriminate against a
: part of the students she's trying to
help?" .
.
,
: Theri~t'saici it's'fair to e"l'ect facul'.
ty members in women's studies and
Pan-African studies "to be . most
aware and most sensitive" to students
with special needs. "ilut I don't think
I h!\ve-been'-insensitive," slie·said:.0 ,;;..~,- don't have any power or any money
to put an elevator into this building."

fl A ). /')__
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25 y;;;iifut;UK~tu~entF-D r
finally
.

.

-

'graduate'"'

today'' to l~k like a'. college student in 1970. .
·
· .
They came .from as far. as.·
, Lexington architect Slop Alex,
Colorado, Connecticut and Florida ander was bothered by something
to close a ·door left open 25 years else when he addressed the class.
·
, The ceremony w.as .at Pence·
ago.
A dozen men att~ded a gradu-. Hall, the home of the College of1
ation ceremony yesterday at· the Architecture; in.,a room that is
University of Kentucky College of · being renovated. Alexander noted
. Architecture that should have been. that the chairs where students sit
in .1970. ·
. ,
.
now •face a different wall than in·
. But the Vietnam-War and the· '1970.. ·: · ..._ ... -· · · .. '
. U.S. invasion of Cambodia led to . · " ~ room is ._nice, but t_his- ·
violent student protests tlia:t · r<J?m JS. ~~st ~ng. I. slep~ facmg
prompted then-Gov:: Louie B. -Nunn. thi~. way; he.said, as he pomted to
to call the National Guard to .the. a side wall
'· ·· ,,,.,,.
UK campus; which· led _cancellation .
.
.
of graduation.
· .,· - :· '_, .. '._.. · : Tiie Vietnam War and the U;S.
_: __Grai:lgates ggt
degr~ ·_25 ·· lnyaslon of.Cambodia• led to ..
years ago, but no pomp and cir-.. .violent student protests that •
cumstance.,
:· · __:_ .- ___ •--. prompted then-Gov. Louie B.
The UK College of Law hon- ··• Nunn to call the National ·
ored its class of 1970 in Ap;il with
Guard to.tits UK-camjllis, ·
a_ comme_ncement at Memoria,I Hall. · .which led to the cancellation
•:Lowe· Nunn. · sends his:. re•.·:
.
·
.
gards," Lexington architect Charles .
_ ... of graduation. _. ___.:_:_
P. Graves, who· was dean of the . - - - - - - - - - - College of''Architecture iri · 1970;
-'-"•'~,:.-c;;_'"'::'·""t'Y..::~'r .,,,,r.• ..
duates·yco==Y·
· -- ...;._,a.. ·· · '""·- -.,
... ,.,..,,.,,,as-no., ...vmg,a com,
toId.th
e
gra
...
_..,
-· "···- ·" ·' ,. · -·:c:cs1mo·•· •.
. ...
..
. -... · , menceinent_.ceremony
_111. ·'"'. , .one
: :, .His·comment set the.tone for.a.· mefuber·of the class said it·wasn•f
light-hearted cerell,lony.that.sa'l'l 12:, : a big-deal, considering .theattitud~
of the 29. members of the ·c_lass of . · of students 25 years ago.: · .
.;
1970 receive mock degrees. _ : ·'·"' ·, ;:,;!,ij probably wouldn't liave gone,
''We tried to get•the •National:, to•the ceremony even· if they had
Guru:d to _come over. to tnake yo~ : had. cine. back then," .said Mike
fee) Just like _when you· left here,·.. Osbol'!le, :a·:·UK . capital. projects
qmpped · David _Mohney,_ ~e col-: . manager.· "It ·was a time when
lege's
. _...._, ..... '- n'tuals
·
rtance."-··
. present'dean.
. . . . . . .', ...
. . held·littl
.
~· unpo
=· ,
Mohney _said. he_ ~elt a: .. !ittle .."/Albi class project,. the aiclii-·
strange to be presiding l!t tl)e·· tects plan to raise $25,000 over ·four·
ceremony.
· years·to endow a series of lectures
"Twenty-five years ago, I was· at. the college. The series' will be·
in· the 11th grade,'' he explained. ' •riamed iri honor of two deceased
"Someone· suggested I get ·some classmates, John Henry Scherrer
fake
sideburns
and wear ••.••
them•·. 31\.---'~k
cU>.ini~..l::.A. . •-_Sul!'
.,... · •··
' •
. \l ... }~-- --··-~·-/?{,'.;~
BY JIM JORDAN
,HERALD-lEADER STAFF WRITER
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,.)79j~g:,p~opl~.,. ao··have-Futures

! ., Flitures~ an'updatecfguide io life
after high school, is now· available

· at ptiblic and school libraries

around Kentucky, and from coun,
selors at middle schools and.high·•.
schools.
·
· ·' -: , ..
The sixth edition of the guide,
_which _is prod11ced by the state
Council on Higher Education,contains information for teen-agers on.
.college choices, career exploration i
an!f Qi~ militaiy. It includes.mformation on Kentucky colleges and
soun:es
o.f.
. . of" financial
- -aid.
- :
- . ,-..,'.~'~

'

fl~
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:s_~<;J.ents get
gfacluation
ce:r~moliy- .

2s·yea~s ,:Jate
. --~-

.

.

.

..

A5l!oclated Press_ .
LEXINGTON, Ky. __::.'.They came
back. to .the University•of.l(entucky
for• the· graduation ceremony they
missed -25"years ago because of campus unrest over !tie Vietnam War.
The 12 men - some from California;Connecticut and Florida - were
reunited at the O>llege,of Architecture for a. program originally sched, uled for 1970:·
_.
But the Vietnam War and the U.S.
invasion of Cambodia led to violent
-stw.ident- protests that pl'OrnF.fed tl,eu..
Gov.· Louie B. Nunn to cau the National Guard to UK,· and that led to
cancellation ofgraduation.
·
Graduates got _their degrees, but
none of -the pomp and circumstance.
-"Louie Nunn sends ·his" regards "
:Lexington .. an:hitect .' Cliilrles P.
Graves, who was dean of the College
of 1' Architecture in --1970, · told tile
graduates··saiurday.
·," _,.. ·. . ,
His comment set, the ·tone for a
lighthearted ceremony, iii which 12 of
!tie 29 members of the school's Class
of 1970 received ·mock d ~ .
•~e tried to get the National Guard
to ·come over to ·make you 'feel just
like when you left here,' quipped David . Mohney, _the college's present
dean. · · -··· · ·
.. ·
· .
Mohney said .he felt strange to be
' presiding over the ceremony, held in
I Pence Hall, home of the College of
. Architecture.
..
1 "Twenty-five •years ago, I was in
the-11th grade," he saic[ ·
As far as not having a ceremony in
1970, one class member said it wasn't
.a big.deal; considering.students' attitudes.25'years ago. - - , · ,' '· - ·.
· · •;:·probably wouldn't·have gone to
· the, ceremony, even if they bad had
one.back then,'' said.Mike Osborne, a
UK, manager of capital -projects.- "It
was a liine when rituals held little int- .
portance." . ·
·
_
The· UK College of Law honored its
Class of 1970 in April with a commencement at Memorial Hall

I

,;.,
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QK finds attracting ten~ts
to Coldstream a slow process
l3y ANGIE

MUHS

HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Ed Carter sees more than just
roaming cows when he looks at the
University of Kentucky's sprawlmg
Coldstream Research Campus - at
least in his mind's eye.
"But five years after the' first
tenant a division of Hughes Aircraft, ;igned on, there are still more
cows than high-tech buildings at
the research park. Hughes is the
park's only tenant at this· point.
Carter, a UK official 'who oversees the marketing of the research
park, acknowledges that progress
has been slower than officials expected.
Still, UK has a good chance of
turning the former farm off Newtown Pike into a 735-acre showplace for the high-tech companies ,
Carter says.
.
The university is negotiating to
bring an "upscale" hotel to Coldstream, but doesn't have any other
potential tenants in sight, he said.
"I think we all would have
liked to have been a little further
along," said Carter, UK's vice president for management and budget.
"But I don't feel all that uncomfortable in terms of where we .are
now."

'On the downside' ..-.--- UK's struggles to develop Coldstream parallel a national slowdown of sorts in university-related
research parks; which enjoyed a
boom in popularity in the mid1980s.
UK, though, _may be hampered
by bad timinJ!; in terms of when it
started to develop the park, Carter
and several national experts said.
"We caught · the slope on the
downside," Carter said.
The university first started
talking about the.· future of the
former Coldstream Farm, which
housed UK agricultural operations,
in the mid-'80s. In 1987, the UK
board approved plans to develop
the farm as a research park, stipulating that the university -should
co_ntinue to own and control it.
UK at .one point had considered
developing the 'northwest part of
the farm, near Georgetown Road,
as a regional shopping mall, but
that idea had
hinged on· getting an interchange off Interstate
64-75,
which never happened. . Carter
said the idea of
the niall is essentially shelved.
Carter
In 1991, the
state bought Pin
Oak Farm in Woodford County for
UK, so that it could transfer all its
agricultural functions from Coldstream.
But the university says that at
least $25 million in improvements
are needed there 'before it can move
its farm operations completely.
-UK is asking for that money in
its 1996-98 state funding request.
Even if it gets the money, it can't
start relocating the farm operations
before July at the earliest
·

Working with the city
Meanwhile, the university was
working with the Lexington government to get the zoning and
sewers that would let it market the
land as a research park. The sewers were finished in 5/,ptember
1994.
Lexington paid for the sewers
in exchange for about 220 acres of
the Coldstream land, which will
eventually be used for parks and
bicycling or walking trails.
UK also has built l!J)me roads
around Hughes, erected a stone
entranceway and installed irrigation and landscaping. The park's
other roads are designed anil ready
to be built as soon as tenants are
signed.
·
The university has spent about
$600 000 on the park's infrastructure,' Carter said. The park's only
income right now- is from Hughes,
which signed a 75-year deal to
lease the land at about $130,000 a
year.
The Urban County Government
also is considering a plan to extend
Viley Road to improve access to
Coldstream. The plan, which will
be discussed at a Nov. 9 public
hearing, would extend Viley from
Leestown Road to -Russell Cave
Road. The section between New, ·town Pike and Leestown would be
a four-lane, controlled-access highway.
. Lexington businessman Lee
Todd, who helped attract Hughes
to Coldstream, says the park has
made more progress than a ca_sual
observer might see.
"I took Hughes' people out
there when it was a farm .and that
was it," said Todd, president of
local software company DataBeam.
"That park is much further along
than it was when Hughes decided
to come."

'A patient.business'
National experts and directors
of other university research parks
say that any dev.elopment must be
looked at as a long-term plan and
that it's not .uncommon for several
years to pass between buildings.
"People need to remember that
the .Research Triangle Park (in
North Carolina) saw six years go
by between Building No. "1 and
Building No. 2," said Fred Meade,
director of Penn State:S research
park. "Research parks are a patient
business."
UK's strategic plan calls for
leasing at least five of the 37 lots
and building the infrastructure for
50 acres by 1998.
Debbie Muse, membership director of the Association of University-Related Research Parks, -said
there are 135 such ventures in the
United States.
But some university research
parks have slowly shif:ted _into
more of a traditional real estate
development model, she said. That
means that companies might not
have as much link to the sponsoring university, she said.
·
"It takes· a lot of hand-holding
to make .it work," she said. "It
takes a !of of partnerships with the
university·-and the government." .

UK works with the state economic development cabinet and
with Lexington United, a local
group. Hughes, for instance, got a
$1.7 million incentive package from
the state.
But Todd says he would like to
see even more ties in that area.
Coldstream's development should
be a top priority for the future
governor's economic development
plan, he said.
"I'm not sure the state's vision
is really there yet," he said. "I'm
not sure there are enol/gh people
who wake up in the morning wondering about how to get business
out there."
But Todd, who is a former UK
faculty member and an alumnus,
said he doesn't see the university
shifting its focus into just filling
the park with tenants, no matter
what their outlook.
Some have questioned the fact
that Hughes does manufacturing,
not research and development the · traditional park mission. But
Todd said he thinks that many of
the spinoff companies that UK
originally expected to follow
Hughes were affected by the
national decline in the defense industry.
...
The pharmaceutical industry
- another · key market for· UK
because of its researcl_l strengths in
that area - 'also has been reluctant
to ,,act because of· the national
uncertainty over health care, Todd·
said.
"The -kind of companies we
need are the kind of industries that
aren't moving right now," Todd
said. "I still have some hope that
we can continue to focus on the
high-end companies."
Lecnard Goldman, president
and CEO of the Iowa State University Research Park Corp., said he
thinks that successful research
parks have to focus on helping
small companies grow instead of
"smokestack-chasing."
"There aren't many compelling
reasons right now for Fortune 100
companies to pick up stakes and
move to Lexington or Ames, Iowa,
or anywhere else," said Goldman,
whose park has attracted 30 companies in the last seven years. "It
has to be a kind of 'grow your own'
philosophy and game plan."
UK is still considering plans
that would call for a multi-tenant
building that would offer smaller
offices for companies that are just
getting-off the ground, Carter said.
"We've had Jots of inquiries
from people wanting to be there
with smaller businesses," he said.
·
Many also think that the Coldstream park will get a big boost if ·
it can lure a hotel and conference
center there.
That would be. seen as a key
feature by companies interested in
having a convenient place where
they could hold meetings and visiting clients could stay. It also might
spark interest by .being a high- , I
visibility project, Carter said.
But Bruce Wheaton, director of
the University of Iowa's Oakdale
Research Park, said having the
hotel doesn't guarantee success. "If ·
there are rooms and conference
facilities going begging in the immediate area, it may not-be much
Q.f_.!ln asse~
··
-· __
Carter said he . thinks that UK's
research ultimately. will lead the
n ... .-1, 4,-,,.. ,._, ,,.,.,..,.,._
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, , BY BEVERLY FORTUNE
HERALD-1.£AOER STAFF WRITER

Facts on U.S. largest native fruit

FRANKFORT - It's a ragged-looking fruit, .and it.
Pawpaws (Asimina triloba) are America's largest riative edible
has a funny name that seems out of place among
fruit, ~ometimes weighing 12 ounces. The trees look tropical with
highfalutin college words:
.
.
.
large, drooping· leaves and purple flowers. The pulp, typically
The national pawpaw germplasm repository.
orange, is studded with large brown seeds.
· That's what Kentucky State University ~11 become
Native to 25 states, the small, deciduous pawpaw tree often
with a $276,000 grant i( received in August from the
grows near creek banks and river bottoms as an understory tree,
U.S. Department of Agnculture. ·
shielded from the sun by its taller neighbors. T)le leaves tum golden
A pawpaw geimplasm repository essentially ,Js a.
yellow in the fall.
·
storage bank for pawpaw seeds, trees and buds - any
Pawpaw fruit is nutritious, a source of minerals, protein and.
part of the· plant that can be 1:sed t<i propagate
amino acid. "In times of famine, history tells of settlers surviving by
pawpaws," said Desmond Layne, director of the paweating pawpaw;;," said Desmond Layne, Kentucky State University
pawpaw researcher,
.
.
.paw research program.
· And a pawpaw? That's just another name for a
money tree, to hear Layne tell it
'
Layne estimates it will take 10 Baker.
--Layne expects pawpaws, which7
"But you can taste one paw•
years to' have reliable -information
grow wild on trees along Kentucky·
paw, it's delicious. Eat another that
for farmers.'
creeks, to become the next kiwi.
grew 6 feet away, it's terrible."
"The commercial potential is
"Our challenge is to come up
huge," he said. With ,high-qual\ty
with commercially desirable trees,"
Still, "There's a mystique about
pawpaw trees producing supenor
pawpaws that captures people's
he said.
fruit Layne thinks pawpaws,
interest," Layne said.
Seeds and a short shelf life now
whi~h taste a little like bananas,
make pawpaws less desirable than
He pointed to himself as an
could become "a whole new fruit
, example. When hired in 1993 to
. many other fruits.
industry in this country."
head KSU's pawpaw program, · "I
The possibilities for this "mir·
A limited supply, short season r.ad heard of pawpaws; .but I had
acle plant," as Layne calls it. seel!l
and inconsistent quality,. prompted never seen one."
boundless. The food industry env1·
MMA Earthy Delights, a specialty
sions pawpaws flavoring blend_ed
produce company in Holt, Mich.,
Three years later, he said, "I've
fruit drinks baby food and ice
that sells to hotels and restaurant been bitten by the pawpaw bug."
cream And ~mpounds in the bark
chefs, to stop carrying pawpaws in
■■■
show· promise as cancer-fighting
1993..
drugs and organic pesticides.
If you have pawpaw questions
Besides all that, the tree's
·"If someone could truly get a or. want to share information, write
drooping leaves and graceful shape
consistent product, I think there's a to Desmond R. Layne, 129 Atwood
make it a good ornamental for
commercial future for them," said · Research Facility, Kentucky State
Earthy Delights' sales manager, Ed University, Frankfort,.Ky. 40601.
edible land$caping.
Kentucky State's is the only.
federally funded pawpaw project in·
the country. The college has gath•
ered the world's largest collectjon
6f pawpaws, with 468 varieties.
Most are growing in orchards and
greenhouses on the university's reMonday, October 23, 1995
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
search farm in Franklin County ..
A . new orchard planned for
next spring will give KSU four
pawpaw orchards with a total of
Lucille C. Little has done it husband's death.
2,500 trees.
·
again.
·
Little donated to St. Claire
Layne and the national PawLess than three years after ·in·
of lier ·slsi:er, Dr.
Paw Foundation embarkoc on a
giving $500,000 to St. Claire Louise Caudill, who founded
joint venture to plant regional trial
pawpaw orchards in 1995 and 1996
Medical Center in Morehead, the hospital. The _gift to KET
at 15 universities, including KSU
the Rowan County native has was tq help assure the conand the University of Kentucky.
donated $1 million · to Ken- tinuation of ·the network's
Each orchard will grow the
tucky
Educational" Televi- outstanding education and
same 28 varieties of pawpaw.
sion, the largest single gift in entertainment programs at a
Farmers and homeowners will be
KET's history.
·
able to see the fruit growing, taste
Little
left
Morehead
as
a !ime of cuts
federal fundit and seek advice on which variet•
ies are best for their area, Layne
young woman to live in Lex- mg.,
.
.
.
said.
ington with her husband,
_With, bttle fanfare, Lucille
"We have an obligation to the
· Paul Little, who made a for- ,:, Little has used · the wealth
consuming public to do research
tune in the·· tobacco ':and· · 'she and her .41.te husband acbefore we go out advocating paw•
horse
businesses.-'. The: w;· ''. cumulated to give much back
paws as an alternative crop," said
Harold Benson, director of KSU's
Paul and Lucille Caudill Lit- ··to Kentucky and to make if a
land grant program.
tie Arts Endowment, through bett~r place in which to live.

:C-ucille Little's generosity continues -lior.or

m

w..

which the KET gift was
made, was created after her

We're all in her debt for her
generosity.

{,!_ J_)- ? fl
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Morehead· students begin
drive to c_ollect.coats for kids

Trau-~nc1~ to-1ioll0r

DMMUl\rtv· ■ LElo~mil~'m~a!:·•t.filrfutQ/1\;Kv~ ■:.W~ill«:''O'c'rdae,t25; 1995c; LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER.
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EIY·LINDA VANHOOSE
HERAllrLEADER·STAFF WRITER' ..

Ai

daylong horseback trail rid~
will honor the memory of
ongtime Eastern Kentucky
University . professor
Cecil
Orchard, who died Oct. 1.
-Ann Hughes, owner-of- Wild- wood Stables near Fort Boonesborough and a friend · of ··the
Orchard family, said the. ride
would be an appropriate.,way to ·
remember. Orchard; a social sciences professor' at Eastern for ·27
years and a horse-riding enthusi--.
ast who inspired Hughes to ·open
her own stables.
.
"Dr. Orchard was · a very
patient man, loved his family artd
church, and was very tolerant of
other people," Hughes sai~"And
he.taught me a lot about hotSeS."
·Tlie event··will'-~'at 9:30
a.ni, ;laturday, N"o.V:,_4, .:.at..f(,he '.

Sug-ar _C~eek'.Resorfln southern
Jessamine Cciunty·•1ust off U.S. 'Z1
2
arti~~
enc~l-ged to bdng
their horses the night before and
camp at the. location both Friday
and Saturday'. night. Riders will
, need to bruig. a_ negative Coggins
paper on each_horse.
A chili supper will be served
after the six-hour-plus ride on Saturday. Cost is $20 a rider. For
information; call (606) 5'2:1:6673.

!

B

EREA

The-Berea-College Appalachian C¢nter has scheduled its 22nd
annuaf Celebration of. Traditional
Music for Friday through Sunday.
Old-time· concerts on Friday
. and SaturdaY. will begin at 7:30
. p.m..iri Plielps<Suikes Auditorium.
Featured .mus1cians will include
J..P•.:andj\nmi.cleene Fraley, John

LExlNGTON,

KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1995

\!~-considers community college future:
\ ~7~ember task force will met;t .this week to
discuss the future of the University of Kentucky
Community College system. Chairmen of the
Fuiiii'es Commission are Ben Carr, chancellor of
the community colleges, and William Sturgill, a
Lex1ngtori businessman and.former UK trustee.
The. panel will meet Thursday and Friday in
Letii1gton. The first Futures Commission, headed
by tlie late Bert T. Combs, convened in 1988 and
stuilli:d the system for a year. Fourteen members
a£ the:new commission served on the previous
commission.
45:! ·:
: •.
•.
- ___.,_21
~

Hartford, Giny.- Hitwlieraiid-Kay
Justice, and Walter McNew. Tickets, which are available at the
door, are.._$6 for adults and $3 for
children.
•·· ..
At 10 p.m., after boih concerts,
Joe Tarter,._ofi.~ea will-:lead folk
and sqiia,re cliiike· sessions in the
Berea · College A,lumn.i .Building.
Music "wilL'be provided by the
Rabbit Hasli :it"ling'-~;- .:..t
On-· Saturoay;>Lcithiif,,festival
events will include .-fustrufuental
workshops and ; :'~µorinarices
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.rn:.m'the Alum, ·
niBuilding. At 2 p.1n.;'Jol:in ·Hwtford.will lead a .SYJ!IW5ium/4iCEd

&~ C....ptus

-~>

· The Distinguished Alumni
Awards went to -1959 graduate
Marshall'Long, a member of the
Kentucky legiiature from Shel-·
byville, and George Beury, a 1954
_graduate from Louisville, who has

CAMPUS NOTEBOOK

-c~~ . .5½___ _:5!1'

Haley, a -legendary blind 1iddler
from Ashland: Along with an
account of Haley's life, Hartford
will demonstrate Haley's unorthodox playing technique.
On Sunday at 9 a.m. in the
Alumni Building, a concert ·of
hymns performed by the festival
musicians will close the festival.
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Students experience life,
study in Appalachian areas

UK
JoAnn Ewalt, a doctoral ·student in the University of Kentucky's Martin School of Public
PolicY. and Administration, · has
won the "Best Student Paper"
award, given by the Southeastern
Conference of Public Administration.
Ewalt, of Lexington, won the
honor for her paper titled "Wei- ·
fare Reform Experiments in the
States: Exploring Linkages
Between Public Opinion, Socioeconomic Factors and Public Policy."

The award was ~ecentlt presented during the group's- animal-:
meeting in Savannah, Ga This is
the third coo§eclltive year a Martin -School doctoral' student has--·
won the award.
Another Martin School doctor- al student,' Dwight Denison of ·
Pocatello, Idaho, received an honorable mention in the competition.
-i ::.'.

.

-.

UK _professor Alan DeYoung
recently won the National Rural
Education· Association's 1995
annual award for outstanding research.
His book; The Life and Death::
?/ a Rural American High School·
F'arewell LittkKanawha, was the·
:ulmination of- , a-, three,year ·
research project and fcicusecl .on ,
the dynamics and,afterriiath of-"a ·
:ountywide rural" school' consoli-.
jation effort in:Braxton County;·
W.Va.
- .. :,
DeYoung is a professor in the !ducational policY. studies and_
!valuation .department of the Colege of Education, and is also affil- ·
ated with the UK Appalachian
2enter and the department-of sociJlogy. He-joined the Universitf.:in
1977.
_,_•. ,,:;;,:,
The next research undejtakmg
'or DeYoung will be in the·Repubic of Kazakhstan, where--he will'.
;tudy tfie dynamics o_Ls,hool'
:eform in the fol"!ller Soviet repub-'.
ic. He was awarded a J. William,
'ul_bright Scholarship tci under-_.
:ake the project during the spring,
;emester and will coordiriate his ·
!fforts with the Kazakh-American
,tudies Center at UK: .
CENTRE.

. :::..

_Centre College· recently hon-"
ired,a Kentucky legislator;,a Pres-.
Jyteriafr minister" arid a- ·young
:ivic. leader as part of i1;,uecent ·
1omecoming festivities ..

~:c - :;

made a career of promoting interfaith and interracial comniunitv
service.
~
Brian Gardner, a lawyer, active
volunteer and 1981 graduate from
Lexmgton, received the Young
Alunmi Award.

_BY CHAD WIWAMSON
HE-RALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Matthew Sherald had . an
opportunity to go to Africa for his
college internship. Instead he
chose to come to Barliourville in
southeastern Kentucky.
Sherald, who is originally from
Alexandria, Va., heard about the
Appalachian Semester program at
· Union College at the international
internship _office at James ivladison University, which he attends
in Harrisonburg, Va.
"This is sort of a semester
abroad for me," Sherald said. Ari.
anthropology major ;vith a concentration on Appalachian studies, it made more sense for hinl to
come to Kentucky, he said.
The Appalachian Semester
· program, ·celebrating its 25th.
anniversary this year, offers students· a chance to· study in
Appalachia for a semester, combining classwork with internships
to offer students an opportunity to
explore the region beyond the
stereotypes. Past program participants -will' be honored Saturday
· during Union College's Homecom- ing.
- · ·· · ·•-: . . · · For Sherald, the internship has
included working with a citizens
gi:oup compiling the oral histories
of Harlan County residents on the
Sup_erfund site. The goal is . to
blend the environmental aspects
with the conflict of the needs· for
jobs, he said. ·
-_
"You can't have· both -at ihe.
_same time so people· have to
choose one," he said.
Breaking stereotypes
The program, created by the .
Methodist Church to focus attention on problems in Appalachia,
was originally intended to draw
Union students into a deeper
study of their environment. Now
the focus has shifted to recruiting
out-of-state students to help bring
new eyes to !lie culture while also.
bringing down" stereotypes, said·
director Debo.rah _Thompso11- ·
When she came to Barbourville
in· 1974 for the Appalachian
Semester program, Lisa Jean
Heefner admits she was- nearing
the end of her rope. A student at
Drew University in New Jersey,
she had had difficulty finding an
internship before· coming to·
l.rnion.
Hoefner worked with ·non-communicative children in an effort to
teach· them new- ways to express ·
their thoughts. Rather than using
-~ord~ Heefner chose photogra, phy·as way·_for the children to
' "speak" to the community, which
might ha_ve otjleiwise given up on
them.
·
.. ·-· · - ·

a

I

"(I'll never forget) the excitement on those kids' faces when
people began listening to them
with their oicture," she said.
The lessons she learned during
that semester are ones Hoefner,
now a Methodist minister in New
York, have carried with her in the
years. that have followed. 1n particular she has worked with
churches to adopt social workers.
"We need to keep good workers from getting frustrated," said
Hoefner, who will be -attending
this weekend's anniversary homecoming.
For Wayne Gilchrest, now a
U.S. representative in Maryland, .
the Appalachian Semester program in '71 gave hinl his first
encounter with hunger in America.
·-"lt'made me sensitive to poverty issues ... not just rural, but
urban and suburban," he said.
Th~ program does include
classwork time and ·during the
first five weeks students are
involved in classroom study and
meetings with local and regional
community leaders. The semester
offers 15, hours of course credit
transferable to the students' home
institutio11Students begin their. internships during the sixth week working from Tuesday to Thursday
with classes scheduled for Mondays ·and Fridays. •Students also
take .field trips to areas r;,nging
from Berea square dances - to
descents into mines.
-The field trips-have given sfu:dents an•,added chance to see particular parts of Appalachian
culture that the internships would
not have let them. Country dancing is one thing Rebecca Reynolds
said she will never forget.
"'IJ!e interaction dancing is so
different," Reynolds, a sociology
student from New Jersey, said.
"There's no eye contact dancing in
the city."
But most frequently the coal
mines are some of the memories
students said they· will carry·
home with them. Reynold&
remembered a father who came to
speak at his daughter's elementary school class.
"He came straight from the
hoot owl shift, just covered in coal
dust He was so completely honest
and telling us why he does what
he does," she said. "It was just
really cool to see that."
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-candidates:focus on·
colleges
!3Y JAMIE LUCKE
. HERALD-LEADER POUTICAL WRITER

LOUISVILLE '- Republican
candidate for governor Larry
Forgy last night suggested that he
would move toward ·mergirig the
vocational school.s and community
colleges if he becomes governor.
Meanwhile, Democrat Paul Patton predicted he might go down as
"the higher education governor'' for
demanding more efficiency from all
parts of the system.
·
During a debate sponsored by
the League of Women Voters and
broadcast on Louisville public television, Forgy called for more "interiljce" between post-secondary
vocational and technical schools
and the University 9f Kentucky
community colleges.
"This state has got to take a
very serious look at when it merges
these two systems in some way.
It's something about which a consensus must ~ built," said Forgy.
After the debate, Forgy said he
was·not·proposing a· merger of votechs and UK community colleges;
Instead, he said he wants to build a
consensus for a study of whether
more coordination 'is needed. "But
I'm going t<i' build a consensus for
·-it. I don't intend to pop it out fullblown like KERA (the Kentucky
Educational Reform Act)."
During the debate, Forgy said:
"What I'd like to see is the young
tool and die maker coming out of
vocational schools with some appreciation for Shakespeare and
some general understanding of the
government of the United States so
that they are.both appreciative of
the country and live a better life
because they have some academic
background. That's where we have
to move in vocational education."
Forgy criticized Patton, the
lieutenant governor, for not speaking out against higher education
budget cuts during the current
administration.
. "The fact is you all have done
nothing for public higher education
in this state except cut, cut, cut in
the last four years."
But Forgy, who has promised ·
to cut taxes, did not make a
specific funding commitment to
higher education should he become
governor.
Patton, who also promises tax
cuts, repeated his guarantee that

the education budget at .all levels
a role for area development diswould at least keep pace· with _ tricts under welfare reform.
inflation. He admitted that promise
Asked how·to prevent juvenile
does not impress the higher educa- .· crime, Patton talked about his $40
lion community. But he said Kenmillion plan to· expand juvenile
tuckians want lower taxes..
court options, detention and school
"The quality and training of. discipline programs. Forgy said the
the work force is the first priority,"
real problem is the breakdown of
said Patton. "It will be one of the
the family and society, which he·
greatest challenges that faces the
said has been caused by the welnext governor - to try _to improve .• fare program. He repeated his plan
that entire system: with01,1t addi-'
to not provide extra welfare paytional resources. . . . I may very
ments for children born while a
well be known as the higher educafamily is receiving benefits. _·
lion governor because I know how
Afterward, one of the league
important it is."
· • members who questioned the canPatton also repeated his calls:·.: -Oidates said she was disappointed
for an end to turf battles between- .- in the responses to questions about
, vocational schools and comm~ty
vocational education and preventcollege;i and a~ all_ lev~ls of higher - ~ ing juvenile delinquency.
education. "ThIS s1tuat1on needs to · ·
·
, be resolved and I intend to address
"They don't understand pre1 it."
· . · · ..
_.
vention and they have no plan for
Asked how they·-would deliver
our state's children," said Carolyn
welfare services that Congress
Self, associate executive director of
seems ready to hand over to the'·.· the Pennyroyal Center, a mental
states, Forgy said the transition · · health, mental retardation and subcould be accomplished without adstance abuse center.
ditional state personnel or bureau-.
"At least I could not get them
cracy. Patton suggested using area
lo· focus on prevention, and they
development districts to administer
would give us no plan for our
ELECTING I welfare. Forgy also has suggested
state's children."
A GOVERNOR
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Colleges' bias policies
fall under scmtiny
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EoucATION WRITER

LOUISVILLE ~ The state's plan for desegregationin its public colle1,,es is almost certain to get another
look in the coming year because of recent court cases
and a changing climate for affirmative action, the
committee that 0\'ersees it said yesterday. ·
The Kentucky Plan for Equal Opportunities also is
coming under attack from the political arena and from
some of the colleges it regulates, said staff members
from the Council on Higher Education.
.
· The committee decided to recommend to the council·
that it extend the plan through the end of 1996, while it
designs another one. It will consider the matter at its
Nov. 1~ meeting.
A new affirmative action plan also might be linked'
to an existing process that ties some of universities'
funding to how well they meet certain performance
goals, staff members said.
-· .
The Kentucky Plan sets forth goals for universities
·on recruiting black students and keeping them in
school. It also sets goals for the number of. black
administrators, faculty and professional staff members
that schools should have.
It does not address other minority groups.
Under the current system, if colleges don't meet
those goals,
--they are not allowed to request new
degree programs without a waiver
from the council. That provision
has drawn fire from college presidents, who say it unfairly hurts
students by denying them academic offerings.
The council's staff members
told the Committee on Equal Opportunities yesterday that recent
court cases mean that Kentucky
will have to prove the steps it takes

are specifically intended to fight
discnmination.
·For instance, a recent federal
appeals court decision found that
scholarships reserved for black students at the University of Maryland were unconstitutional because
they relied solely on race as a
preferential factor, said· Dennis
Taulbee, the council's legal counsel
"When you have racial reinedies, they must be tightly constructed and strictly construed," he
said.
Charles Whitehead, the committee's chainnan, said he was "very
concerned" about the future of the
plan. But Kentucky should be able
to show why it needs an affirmative action plan for higher education, he said.
"We think we can demonstrate
that the plan has been good for
Kentucky," said- Whitehead, who
also sits on the council. "We've
been taking care of higher education needs that had to be met, and
Kentucky has benefited."
Kel)tucky was cited in 1980 by
the federal Office of Civil Rights for
having vestiges of a segregated
system. In 1982, the federal government accepted the state's first fiveyear plan to provide equal opportunity for black students.
The council enacted the current
version of the plan in 1990. Two
years later, the legislature passed a
law that required the council to
link degree program approval to
how well universities met the
goals.

Af?.~,..J;~~ Ad;"~
(c.,.J; .. u.,J.)

that would revoke the council's:
authority to link degree pro~·
approval to affirmanve acti~n·
goals, Republican gubernatonal
candidate Larry Forgy also has
questioned the need for the Kentucky Plan.

Universities_have responded.to
the plan by setnng up scholarships
for black students, developing programs to recruit them and black
faculty, and taking steps to try to · Peterson said that some
keep them at their school.
,,
changes
that might be considered
Even so, when the universities' ·
could
include
focusing special pro-progress was last evaluated, in
grams
on
"economically
disadvanJuly, ·more than half of them had
taged"
students,
or
broadening
the
. failed to meet the suggested goals:
Kentucky
Plan
to
include
all
minorBut several universities have ities and not just blacks.
. charged that their goals are really
quotas, which would be illegal, said
The Rev. Louis Coleman, a
Roy Peterson, who oversees !lie Shelbyville civil rights activist,
plan for the council.
urged the committee not to back
"We've been in a semantical down from its current plan.
discussion, of when does a goal
"I'm really concerned that we're
become a quota," Taqlbee said.
"Some say when there are sane- · going to go in circles from generations or consequences attached to a tion to generation," he said. "We're
going to be here 20 or 30 years
goal, it becomes a quota."
State Sen. John David Preston, from now,.saying the same things,
R-Paintsville, has pre-filed a· bill unless the council gets some teeth."
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·Love of seniors leads
to Donovan position
BY BARBARA WARD

homemaker, Johnson spent a
lot of·time around the elderly
en Arleen Johnson as a child, including grandparbuys birthday cards. ents who lived nearby.
she skips the ones with
But she didn't key in to that
bad jokes about getting older.
affinity as a career source
"Every year is a gift. a Cele- until later. "I didn't know what
bration of rime," said Johnson, I wanted to do until after I got
who last month took over the out of college and got my first
Donovan Scholars Program at job," she said.
the University of Kentucky.
After graduatini;t in socioloJohnson. 47, described as g-; from Berea College, Johnenthusiastic and upbeat by son found a job as a social
family and friends, gets even worker with Berea Hospital
more so when she talks about Extended Care Facility, a
the 550 participants in the nursing home. and something
Donovan program, which clicked: "The people all had a
allows anyone 65 or older to story. ·I never found the nurstake l,1( academic or other ing home depressing. I know
classes at no charge.
that sounds strange, but I
"They are great people. loved the stories they'd tell."
They're
bright.
They're
After that job, she got her
involved.. They:'.re creative.._ master's in social work. wilh a
This is an exciting place to be."
focus on aging, from L1\,
Her predecessor applauded where she received her doctorher promotion. "1n all the world, ate in medical behavioral sci•
if I'd been asked to choose ences, .igain emphasizing
someone. she would have been gerontology, in 1984.
it,'" said Roberta James, who
"It didn't surprise me that
headed the program from 1987 Arleen went into that type of
through June and is now a field." said her sister. Ann
Donovan scholar herself.
Walker. "She's always been a
Johnson comes to the posi- very caring, sensitive sort of
tion with 10 years experience person, and she has a gt'eat
at UK. all of it in gerontology- respect for older people."
related positions: "I've always
Although Johnson has only
admired older people."
been in ha- new job a monlh. she
The daughter of a West has a number of goals already
V.irginia coal miner and a sec for the Donovan program:
HERA1.I>LEAOER STAFF WRITER

ffl

■ ~laintaining the quality
while increasing participation.
including among minorities
and those who might not
know it is open to anyone
older than 65, not just those
who went 10 college.
II Increasing the scholarships that the Donovan program gives to srudents
stud)·ing gerontology.
-■ Adding courses in compu!ers. care-giving, retirement
planning, healchand nutrition.
■ &,tinning Dono\-an programs m L'K's community collegc system
ln addition to the Donovan
;:rnwam. john..-.on also oversees
t'dUCl,tlon and community ser\'1.Cl'S at L'K's 5.-mder.;-Brown
U'fl.1a- on Aging, including contim.img t'duc!.tion for those in a
\-an't}·nffacetso{workingwith
the dcllly.
Although her retirement is
)'Clf'j awar, Johnson is already
tuckma- a'o\.ty some plan& She
and hm.band '.\lickey Jones. a
chtmn::11 t'fWflW'. ov.11 properry m 51. Croix in the Virgin
Islands. and she would like to
. :.i:-.-nd pan of the year 1here and
s;rinJit and fall ht!re. She'd also
like to kt't"p up her hobbies of
snow sknnJ;t aod snorkeling.
And she'd hke to kl'l'P working
a btt ·rm ,1tom,i;t: to reure and be
a [)11r,,1\-an h's great fan."
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In Morehead: Registration is
being accepted for the 1995 Wilm:i
E. Grote Symposium for the
Advancement of Women Nov. 9 to
11 at Morehead State Universirv.
The theme is "Women's Wellness:
Balancing and Leveraging," with
presentations on the physical,
emotional and spiritual facets of
female health. Fees until Nov. 3
are $70, including materials, a welcome reception, a banquet Nov. 10
and a continental breakfast and
lunch Saturday. After Nov. 3, the .
fee is $90. Students ma v attend all
sessions, except for meal functions, at no charge, but must register in advance. lnforrnation: (606)
783-200!..
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Health-insurance rates may
rise for families
· Couples without children likely to pay less in alliance
By Gll. LAWSON

Staff Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The rates for
the new health-insurance plans for
public employees are causing sticker
shock for some, but pleasant surprises for others.
Enrollment of more than 130,000
state government and school employees began this week, and employees
who buy family plans to cover their
children will probably see higher
rates. The plans take effect Jan. I.
But for those who need insurance
to cover only themselves and a
spouse, the premiums are"likely to be
lower. The reason is that couples no
longer have to buy family coverage;
the state's new purchasing pool has
established a separate category for
adult couples.
For example, an HMO family plan
offered· by Lexington-based Healthwise now costs a state employee $230
a month. A similar Healthwise plan in
the alliance will cost $266 a month for
family coverage, but just $187 a
month for a couple.
The higher rates drew much of the
attention during a legislative hearing
yesterday on the Health Purchasing
Alliance, which was created under the
state health-care-reform law to negotiate lower· premiums on behalf. of

consumers.

About 25 percent of the state and
school employees purchase family
coverage. The state pays $175.50 a
month to cover them; the employee
must par. the cost of covering his or
her family members.
The alliance is a collection of mostly private insurance plans that are offered to members. Individuals and
small businesses may join voluntarily.
Some lawmakers said the alliance
was to blame for higher rates, while
others charged the insurance industry
with profiteering. Representatives of
public-employee groups expressed
concern about some of the rates, especially for family coverage.
All public employees are required
to be part of the alliance. State and
school employees, along with employees of the University of Louisville,
Northern Kentucky University and
some cities and counties, are signing
up now. The others must join by July.
Officials of several state universities, including the University of Kentucky, said they will need more state
money because of the higher rates.
Some officials said they had been able
to negotiate lower rates on their own.
While some officials acknowledged
that they may not be comparing the
same type of coverage, Eastern Kentucky University President Hanly
Funderburk said: "What it amounts to
is we're going-to be paying more and.
be getting less."

Officials representing cities and
teachers said it was too soon to know
how they will be affected. A few
cities, such as Newport and Paducah,
want to enter the alliance now because they will save money, but
Owensboro is worried that coverage
will cost more, said Bill Thielen of the
Kentucky League of Cities.
Some members of the Interim Appropriati9ns and Revenue Committee
questioned whether the higher rates
were a result of government interference in the insurance market.
Rep. Porter Hatcher, D-Louisville,
said insurers "have no choice but to
speculate" about rates because the
state's reforms gave more access to
people with illnesses.
But others accused the insurance
industry of attempting to kill the reform law with high rates. "Their objective is to kill the alliance; they do
not want to compete," said Sen. Nick
Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green. The committee approved a resolution asking
the alliance to seek lower rates.
Helen Barakauskas, executive director of the alliance, said the alliance
planned to negotiate new rates every
six months. She questioned some of
the claims being made by the universities. Rates should come down when
insurers lose customers and reduce

prices to win them back, she said.
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·Patton; Forgy debate higher:.edu~ationri
....

By AL CROSS

Political Writer
In their final one-on-one encounter

County government. Pike County gov- with sheep-killing dogs and you have education, and "it will be one of th
emment is minuscule compared to blood on your lir,s, it's a sign of some- greatest challenges that faces the-ne,
what we're aboul to enter."
thing," he said. 'We need a change iri governor to try to improve that eii.ti1
Patton. in closinf replied, '"That is this state so that parties ahd people. system without additional resoLg"ce:

Wednesday night, the candidates for the only thing thats happened in this know that ii they don't serve the peo- which is in fact going to be the cas,
governor suggested different ways to race at which I take personal offense, pie correctly then, in fact, they are not .. but I very well may be known as th
reform higher education and gave and he knows that. I think he does it going to be re-elected." · .. , _- • .. highe, education governor because
very different descriptions of the to IIY to needle me. ... It's a lot bigThe candidates' closing irtalemenlij; know"how imponant that it is." •
choice voters face on Nov. 7.
~er tban anything he has ever admin- concluded a debate that was calmer
Forgy told him, "If you're gonna t
Republican I.any Forgy spoke as if 1stered, from the standpoint of being than most of their encounters, but the higher education governor, yoµ',
community colleges and vo· , the person ultimately re-· that delved niore deeply Into hlgher gonna have the greatest conversic
calional schools must even- TJi
p
: 'iJ'Onsible."
education than before.
·
since Saul was knocked off the liar.
tually ~ merged, while
C
!Of ; Patton said llis coal firms
Forgy called tor "inore unity" be- ... on the road to Damascus."
Democratt~ U. Go~. Paul
also were larger than any- . hyeen commu,µ~ ."'llleges and tech- .. He said. the Jones administr'!'ti<
Patton said he might be .
thing forgy's nm.
. rucal schools, nonng that only 2S per, has :•done nothing for pub he high,
known as "the higher edu, •
'.'As a county jud~ec- cent QI .fOmmunlty-<;011~ students:, edu!'3lion in· this stale except cut, et
cation governor," making
·
utlve in - perhaps jn Mr. eventually get four-year degrees.'
cut m the last four years. You say ye
the system more efficient. .
Forgy'& view - a· rinky- · . "Th~ stat~ has got to ~• a very·· we're not a part of those decision
In a 'JV debate sponsored,. • .
.
din~ county up 'In !!astern &er1ous loo!< ~! when it merges th";"e Your office was ab<>ul ~ far _fro
by the League of Women
•
,•
Kentucky, at least I did .. two systems in some. way," M Sllld. here to the end of that studio from 11
Voters, Forgy returned to '
,..,
. · show I can sit where the , Afterward, be said, "I did not say we · governor's office during that per1_od
his basic theme that state _ _ _ _ _ _ : buck stops. , .. . I've need a merger of tha· systems,' "but . ,Asked about tobacco, Patton• sa
government needs new
· changed a
and I said he would build a consellSWI on : the state must !I}' to expand matk<
management alter 24 years of Demo- changed the economy of Kentucky." the issue as his administration devel,.. for all c_ommodit1es, and add val?•
cratic rule. Patton said he has proved
Forgy, who was state budget direc- op~.
.
. . . . . · them within the state. Forgy sa,a I
he can bring change through govern- tor in 1967-71 said after the debate
What I would like, to see IS the would acnvely encourage farmers
ment.
that he "did nc',i denigrate Pike Coun- young tool-and-die maker coming out find "10,000 solutions" to the dedi,
Patton cited his record of "amazing ty" but "it is simply not comparable" of the vocational schools with some of tobacco, which he said would con
progress" in IO years as Pike County to' state government.
appreciation for Shake~eare and arounp 2015. "It's unfortunate Ke

R
ace

GOVERNOR

county

Judge-executive, prompting Forgy to
In his closing Forgy said the state some general understandmg of the tuck}' wotind up with such a co·nu
say to the audience watching on Lou- needs a two-part)' system like Tennes• government of the United States, so ve'rstal crop," he said, "but it is!! b

isville's WKPC-15:

"Paul, you're gonna have to raise
your vision a little bit. There are more
state employees and schoolteachers in
this state than there are people in
Pike Collnty, and everything that you
-----·-- - - - - ' - - · · · 1..-- • na,,,.
,1_ •• . ; , "

see, which has produced governors that they are both app_rec,iative of the . pition to Kentucky."
such as GOP presidential candidate
Lamar Alexander, and he listed .
prominent Kentucky political figures
imprisoned for corruption.
"I'm not saying my opponent is
,..,,;,h, nf thni:"' thina-.: h11t if vn11 nin

country and live a bener life because -. Both said. women would ·. pl
they have some academic back-. prominent roles in the new admm
ground. That's where we have to , tration. Patton said his record s~o1
move in vocational education."
he will. Forgy said his appoin~e
Patton said he considers vocational . would include "people of all ra~1
and technical schools cart of hie:her creeds, colors, national origins."."
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-~.---Grant enables· foniier UK: athletes'.~
·to help'. teens- ·conftortt->probl¢111S
.

. .

..

-

'

The 10 fonner UK athletes iii)
the program devote about 30 hours''
·a week to working with school-.
·o•Anctre Jenkins is througli ·
based ~d co~unity-based pto-i
butting heads with 300-pound ·Tengrams m low-income, highccrime.
nessee linemen. These days he
areas. Participants are trained in
·tackles the problems of Fayette
c.onflict resolution, violence preven· County grade-school students.
tion, cultural diversity, media liter-,
·~ Jenkins is one· of 10. fonner ·
acy
and academic support
·,
University of Kentucky athletes
·•
Bob
Bradley,
assistant
director.:
'Participating in a program span- of UK athletics, said the focus of"
sored by UK and Americorps that's
the program was narrowed to al-·
·designed to help children and teenlow for "maximum contact'' andI
.agers confront the growing issues
effectiveness.
,of.. violence and cultural diversity
Mike Collins, a form~ UK·)
. so· they might better succeed in
awimmer based at Russell Cave,,!
school.
·
:l;l,id he was excited about the•·
The .university is one of five
prospect of reaching students be-:,
colleges and universities nationally
fore the problems of violence and· 4
chosen to participate in the proacademic failure arose;
. ·
'.
gram. The program was launched
"We get the chance to get to the·
by Northeastem University's Cenkids before they have too much·
ter for the Study of Sports in
pressure," he said.
•..
;.i
· America and UK's involvement
Recently, Jenkins was finishing ·
will be directed out of the UK
up paperwork at Bryan Station·
:athletic program's Center for Aca: demic Tutorial Services.
High School when he was ·approached by a student who had;
•· UK was selected because of its
Just been suspended for smoking in·
history of involvement in the Lex· the hallway.
.
ington community, said Richard
Lapchick, the center director.
The boy told Jenkins, a fonner,
UK football player, he had wanted·
. "UK's athletics program has
to be suspended as an excuse to get ·
demonstrated its commitment to do
out of school. The boy's father had
the right thing and equip its young
murdered his mother, Jenkins said,
people to be role models," he said.
"It comes at a time where the need
and the ~nger from it had built up
for athletic support was never
WJthm him to the point of apathy
gresit~r," he said.
to everything else.
. : . The program, now three weeks
For the next two hours Jenkins
old, will build on what has already
talked to the boy, trying to con.been established with the Winburn
vince him to redirect the anger he
Academy, a school-based afterfelt toward something constructive,
hours neighborhood center worksuch as his education. In the weeks
·ing with children and adults in the
since there has been marked imWinburn area. The project will also
provement in the student, ..Jenkins.',.
workwith students at Russell Cave
said.
'
-Elementary, Mary Todd Elemen"I guess that means we're dotary, and Bryan Station High
ing something a .little special," he
School.
,
said.
The program, "Athletes in
Service to America," uses fonner
UK student-athletes who have completed their NCAA eligibility as
·irainers and tutors to students in
::!ll"ea schools.
"We are getting the job done,".
said Sterling Ward, a fonner UK
·tootball player who serves as site
ail'ector for the project
',7 ''·ward described the · program
:yesterday at a press conference at
.lJK's Commonwealth Stadium announcing a grant of $200,000 for
,\!le program.
.. UK funding for their part of the
{lrogram comes from a one-year
grant of $140,000 of federal grant
money_ and approximately $60,000
from the UK athletics program.
J:he federal grant money, renewable on a yearly basis, comes
through Northeastern from Ameri.Qirps, a federally funded organization designed to encourage volunteerism in young. people.

.

'

.

BY CHAD WIWAMSON

HERALO-l£ADER STAFF WRITER

ROSTER· ..
The University-Of Kentucky's Athletes in Service to America are:_
Mike Collins, swimming -· · .
. Tedi Eberhart, womeri's basketball
. D'Andre-Jenklns,.football and track·
Quincy Murdock, football ·
Donnie Redd, football
• •·.
. Stacey Reed, women's basketball
Maurice Stewart; swimming
Robert 'Stinson, ·football
Dean ,Wilks, football
Frank Willl~ms, football .• ~ ,·-.

l!AJ-1:I

'l)v
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Patton,·
Forgy want
college turf
wars to end
BY ANGIE MUHS

Larry Forgy

HERALD-LEADER E□i.JCATION WRITER

Both gubernatorial candidates
Larry Forgy and Lt. Gov. Paul
Patton say they're strong supporters of higher education, but each is
convinced that turf battles among
competing schools must end.
Forgy, the Republican nominee,·
and Patton, the Democratic candidate, also have ·some sharp criticisms for the colleges. · "---, · The candidates say they JVlll1t
to see more statewide coordination
of higher education - everi if it
means reining in individual universities. The Council on Higher Eau.
cation should take on a stronger
role and step in sooneY·to 'sefile
disputes over .programs, such·· as'
the yearlong controversy over"
proposed engineering school in Pa;·
ducah, they say.
1-,' .,,, 1
''We have a system of higher
education driven by each individual institution," Patton said.,
"That's not i:he way to· do .-it,
because that results in the kind of
controversy you bad in Paducah."
Forgy says universities too often force the council to make the
tough decisions for them. But, he,
said, that doesn't give the council
·an excuse to shrink away. from
controversy. ...,, .. , ,
"There wili conie a. time wh~n'
it will dawn _on public hig\ler
education -aarn.irustrators that thebest way to restore the confidence
'in higher education, and therefore
put- it in a position where they're
_able. to get -the kind. of funding
increases that' are necessary/is ,to
'make the hard decisions on dupli- _
'cation, to make the hard decisions
on buildings," Forgy said. "That.,
;will restore their natural place in.,
the pecking order of · appropria- ,
:tions."
.
. ·'•Ji";-,_.'°"'s~•~·
Neither candidate will commit
to the biggest higher education
issue in the eyes of its supporters ·1
~ the colleges' plans to seek. a 7 '
percent funding increase in the
1996 General Assembly.
Instead, Forgy and Patton have
'tlashed on their responses to that
'question, although both have said
higher education funding has
lagged in recent years.
,{; ,,i,\

a;

j

•

bigger funding increase if it simply
received its proportionate share of
any new money the state gets.
Overall, though, Patton and
Forgy's views on higher education
show few of the same schisms that
mark their stands on elementary
and secondary education. In their
speeches and in recent interviews,
they have tended to focus their
attention on different areas.
1Here's what issues the candidates are talking about in higher
education:
·

::1, '-,~,

, Patton has promised he would'
pever cut the purchasing power of
'any education budget - effectively
guaranteeing them a funding _in.crease equal to the rise·in,irif!ation.
:, Forgy has called that -~ledg~
~hollg_w. He , says that und~·· hiii"

~

-·

Forgy has an extensive background in higher education. He was
a member of the Council on Higher
Edu.lion from 1977 to 1982, and a
trustee of the University of Kenlucky from 1987 to 1990. Forgy
also worked at UK as a vice
president for business affairs for
five years in the early 1970s, and is
a current trustee of Georgetown
College.
· ·
That knowledge, · Forgy says,
has led hlm to conclude that higher
education needs reforms that
would improve efficiency and coordination.
Forgy has questioned the use of
colleges' extended-campus programs, where schools offer classes
in off-campus locations, such as
local high schools and storefronts.
He has cited figures showing that
at least one public college is offer,ing classes in 90 of Kentucky's 120
counties.
"Everybody wants to open a
branch in a storefront," he -said.
"What is that doing to quality?"
Forgy also is calling for a
review of the way the higher education system is controlled.
He said such a review should ·
focus especially on whether the
state's vocational-technical schools,
which are ·under the state Workforce Development Cabinet, should
be merged with the community
colleges, which .are contrqlled by
the University of Kentucky.
The study also should examine
whether the community colleges
should stay with UK, Forgy said.
Forgy would not say which
alternative he favors, saying that
he did not want to prejudge any
study. But in a debate last week, he
seemed to hint that he would favor
merging tlie community college
and vocational systems.
"Maybe the system is just fine_
the way it lies/' he said. "But there·
are a lot of very serious people in
this state who think it's not, and
they are not simply people outside
the system of higher education.
There are substantial numbers of
people in the community college
system who do."
Even if the vo-tech and community colleges remain separate, they
must find better ways to coordinate
their programs; he said.
Forgy_ also has called' for the
Gouncil on Higher Education to
~~ ~ ~o_ilgh_app~~. ~~l~~

!~ _
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won't or can't do it themselves.
Forgy said he thinks that the
perception among the public and
legislators that the state higher
education system is inefficient has
contributed to its lag in funding. ·
But the colleges should get more
attention, he said.
"Higher education in this commonwealth has been a stepchild
over the past several years" Forgy
:3<1id during a recent debat~. ."That
is a question we must address."

I Paul

Patton

·

Like Forgy, Patton also has
been vocal about wanting to see
the Council on Higher Education do
more to coordinate the state universities, even if it means telling them
no. _
_
"I want some entity in charge
of deciding what we need, where ·
we need it and how it could be
most efficiently done," Patton said.
"I think the Council on Higher
Education is the body to· do that,
and I think they can do that
without encroaching upon the autonomy of the various institutions."
Pation has· been a trustee· of
Pikeville College, a private college,
for more than 20 years. He said he
also has donated about $750,000 to
public and private colleges.
Patton has sounded several
themes besidei, his "no cuts" budget pledge when talking about high-.
er education. He has touted distance learning, the use of two-way
interactive TV to broadcast
courses, _as a way to improve
efficiency.
·
- ''We have got to produce-more
education with limited resources, .
both time and money," he said.
"There's just not much more of.our
financial resources that we can
devote to · education, and yet the
, '.'eed ~o ecl11cate_ ~o~ of o_ur people~
is gomg to continue to grow." •
Patton - who has said he
sometimes sees empty classrooms
as he tours the state's colleges also has indicated he would cast a
critical eye on requests for new.
buildings, which he has called "visible monuments."
"Physical facilities
the last
priority. Human capital of the professors is the first priority," Patton
said. ''We· need to only build new
space when there's no other way
we can accomplish what we need
to do."
:
,--Patton also has said he \vants
to see more attention paid to .the,
state's vocational-technical schools
which he said might have be~
more responsive to business needs.--The vocational schools -and
community colleges need to look at
ways to better coordinate their
activi_ties - without necessarily
merging, he said. Right now, the
two sySt ems are "encroaching" on
"?Ch_ Qther, he said.
·'
"I think
· ·
.
.
we do some children i
dISServ;ice by emphasizing that you
must have 'a traditional .four-year'
degree, when the fact is, they could
be more financially secure and
make a better living by going to a•

ar~
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Students- share
concerns,·of threats
to higher ~ducap.on
By GREG COLLARD

OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

WEST LIBERTY - Financial aid programs help Carole.
Wright of Morgan County fj.nance a college education.
,.
Colleen Collins must pay tu-ition herself for her son to attend the University of ·Kimtucky.
But both Wright and Collins
share concerns about two-.
threats to the accessibility of
higher education: the escalating cost of tuition and possible
federal cutbacks in financial
aid programs.
Without the federal Pell
Grant program, the 41-year-old
Wright and her husband would
not be able to send her. or. her_
two sons, Alex and Jeremy, tci
Morehead State University,.
where all three are currently
enrolled.
·, .
MSU's undergraduate tuition
this year is $840 per semester'
for in-state students. On top of,
that, all students are required
to pay another $160 in manda,
tory student fees e_ach semester.
·
·
That compares ta $535 per
semester m1986-87.
:·
The ·Kentucky Council on
Higher Education has recommended that MSU's tuition in-·
crease another 3.6 percent next
year and 3.4 percent in 1997-98. ·
"If it .weren't ·for the financial aid, I couldn't go to school
and my boys couldn't, either,"
said Wright, who is receiving
$1,145 a semester. The additional money pays for the
daily -commute from her Morgan County home to MSU.
Jeremy Wright, a freshman,
and Alex, a junior, also receive
Pell Grants. Both work parttime at West Liberty's Subway
restaurant when they're not
taking classes.

More tuition hikes
Don't expect the tuition -in,
creases to end anytime soon,
said Angela Martin, .director of.
budgetary information at
MSU. There is pressure to·
keep tuition rising at the level
of inflation, and she expected
the hikes over the next two
years . to come close to doing
that.
Colleges and universities
will have to continue hiking
tuition as long as Kentucky
does not fund higher education
like it should, MSU President.
Ronald Eaglin told the sclioors·
Board of Regents in September:

Don't qualify
Even the slightest tuition increase hits hard middle class families that barely earn too .
much money for .their children.,

to qualify for financial aid,
Collins said.
In 1993 she thought it would
be no problem to send her son,
Greg, to the University of Kentucky because she was sure he
would receive a Pell Grant.
But Collins made about
$1,000 too much, disqualifying
her son from the financial aid.
"They (universities) need to
realize that these small increases in tuition are hurting
regular working people," she
said.
Fortunately, Gr_eg's grandparents in Ohio are helping
pay his tuition at UK.
Colleen also puts money
aside each month for Greg's
tuition, and he works parttime as a waiter 'in Lexington
to pay his rent.
.
Higher education receives
about $700 million annually in
state funds, roughly the same
amount it ·-received in- 1990,
said Rep. Harry Moberly, a
Richmond Democr·at . who
chairs the · House Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
That's about 14 percent of Kentucky's annual budget.
Moberly said the next biennium will be crucial for higher
education. He· thinks colleges
and universities will get their
fair share of an expected· in- ·
crease in revenues, but "it will
be hard to achieve the goal" of
a 7 percent increase that the
Council on Higher Education
wants.
·
_ .. _
Revenue increases - will beoffset some by tax cuts that gubernatorial candidates Paul
Patton and Larry Forgy have
promised, Morberly said. And
it's still hard to gauge ·what effect federal cutbacks will have
on higher education.
· ·'' -;
Tuition increases in the la~t
10 years have been eyen more
dramatic within Kentucky's
· community college system.
.
- In-state students paid -only
_$260 per semester to .. att_end .
ACC .in 1986-87. They now PI/-Y.
$490 per semester -:--: _an 8_1_ P~r-:
-cent increase. . ·-·; _.-,-.-.,,l ''fW:\;;j
, . _. At community colleges such~·
i a:S-ACC, the rates are expected.
r to increase another 4. percent
over the next two years. ·
Tuition rates at ·Kentucky's
doctoral institutions, the University of Kentucky and the
University of Louisville, are
$1,130 per semester, That's up
30 percent from 1992-93.
Undergraduate rates_ for instate students. at UK and the
University of Louisville are expected to increase 6.1 percent·
over the next two years, ac--cording to the Council on
Higher Education.. _::':.:. -

The Republican effe~

Fcir familier ~lich ,as the
, Wrights, the Republican-led

Congress could make attending college even more of a financial hardship.
Congress is considering·
axing a direct lending program
implemented last year -that
made it easier for students to
obtain student loans, said Tim
Rhodes, who is in charge of financial aid at MSU.
Before, students had to get
their loan applications approved by schools and then go
to banks to get their money.
"It was a real cumbersome
process that would take weeks
and there were many -pitfalls
in the process where loans
could get into trouble," Rhodes
said.
Now students can get their
loan approved and receive
their money from the college
they attend, eliminating banks.
that acted as a middle man.
Student loans are especially
important to middle class students who fail to qualify for
Pell Grants, Rhodes said.
Another program that could
get axed is, the Perkins Loan,
Rhodes said. The loan program
is named after the late Eastern
Kentucky Congressman Carl
n:Perkins.
· ·
Only 5 percent interest is· attached. to such loans, but stu-.
dents who meet low-income requirements .do not have to pay
that interesf until'' after they
graduate. . ., -.,,...
. _
MSU · processes about
$500,000 in· Perkins -Loans annually, Rllodes said.·
-"There is a danger that Congre-ss will take the sulisidy
away, which would mean all
students would have to pay
.that interes~ while in scl/,ool,"
Rhodes said;
·... ·" · ... • .
That worries. Carole Wright.
Daughter· of migrant farm
workers, married 1;1t 17' :with
just a fifth-grade education,
she has been struggling for· a
quarter ·of acentury, to -!Jetter·
herself..
··.
·
She earned her GED in 1982
and an associate's degree from
MSU in . 1989 in ornamental
horticulture.
. _
For the last five years, she's
op·erated her own greenhouse.
"But it's hard to compete for
someone small like me," she
said.. "I'm going to have to do
something else to survive." .
·She'.s hoping to get a Perkins
Loan to help make ends meet
while attending school.
If that doesn't work out, i:n.;'.if
the Pell. Grants ·are curtailed,
she will hav~ to put her own
educational plans on hold.
❖~t!\
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Brescia College
offers guarantee

up 6.3%

OWENSBORO - Brescia College announced yesterday that its
board of trustees has voted to
launch a program that would guarantee graduates a job offer or admittance to graduate school within
12 months of graduation.
A student who failed to receive a
legitimate offer could return to
Brescia tuition-free under the "career-focused liberal arts" program.
· The Brescia board elected two

for largest:~;
charities
AsSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON - Americans
boosted their donations to the na:
lion's 400 largest charities by 6..3
percent last year, according to, ,ll
survey that showed the -Salvation
Army the biggest recipient for 1ai
third straight year.
·
· ••
The Chronicle of Pliilanthropy·
reported yeste,-day that the 400
non-profit organizations in its annual survey received $22.4 billiQn.
or about $1 of every $6 donated to
charity nationwide.
,.!'◄
The Salvation Army rai~
$726 million in 1994 from individ,
uals, businesses- and foundations,,
up from $683 million a year earlier~
The American Red Cross
ceived $497 million and remained
in second place for the second yeii:{
in a row despite a 7 percent drop jii,
donations.
-· -":··,.~
..
... T
Second Harvest, a national net-·
work of food banks, 'ranked 'thir~,1
with $425 million. Most ·oC!ts'.'
donations were food and oth'e,:
grocery products.
..,, __.__, -~~.
The Chronicle said Red Cross
officials attributed its decline 1i,_'.
donations to the lack of any sliigle'.
.major, dramatic natural disaster In'
the last 'two years to capture public•
attention.
.~, · · r · ·:!-,,~
The Chronicle said comn:iunitf
foundations saw the biggest rise In;
donations, a 29.2 percent increase.'.
Public affairs groups posted a 14;ll'.
percent gain.
: ..
Other increases included muse'·
urns, 11.2 percent; universities, 10.6
percent; hospitals, 32 percent; other health charities, 5.1 percent;
public broadcasting, 0.6 percent;
and Jewish fund-raising groups, 0.3percent.
·
· ~- .. ,.,;-·
"Only· United Ways·· experi,
enced a decrease, and the drop was,
small - less than 1 percent,''. tne
Chronicle reported.
,J
Rounding out the 10 charities,
receiving the largest donation$;·
were the United Jewish Appezj,,,
$382 million; YMCA of the· USA,,
$376 million; American Cancer !»
ciety, $373 million; Catholic Chari-ties USA, $336 million; Harvard
University, $289 million; Boys arid'
Girls Clubs of America, .$286. million, and the University of Pennsyl:
vania, $260 million.
_ .i, ~0 ,,__:,

re-.

•I,

new trustees: Diane Marcum, a vice

president of the Disney Co., and
Sister Barbara Jean Head, treasurer
of the Mount St. Joseph Ursulines.
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College guarantees students' success:
Brescia College announced Saturday that its
board of trustees has voted to launeh a program
that would guarantee graduates a job offer or
admittance to graduate school within 12 months
of graduation. If a student failed to receive a ·
legitimate offer, the student could return to Brescia tuition-free under the "career-focused liberal
arts" program. ·
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. MOREHEAD. - ' Dorothy
Conley, 80, Williamsburg, formerly of Morehead, retired -li6rarian and .faculty member at Morehead State University, widow of
FE. "Chick" Conley, died Wednesday. Services 2 p.m. Surtday; Lee
Ceinetery. No visitation. Arrangements, Northcutt & Son Home for
Funerals.
·-,_;_d,' .
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JGroup to study
lJK college system
-The Futures Commission, a
flrGUP of 38 Kentuckians represent-

mg business and industry, IS studying aspects of the University of
Kentucky's community college system and will report its findings next
year.
The commission will review
funding, access, economics, workforce development and post-secondary technical education, among
other subjects.
The relationship between the
community colleges and the state's
technical schools has been discussed recently by the gubernatorial candidates, legislators and educators.
The rising number of Kentuckians attending college is attributable
in part to the availability of the
state's 14 community colleges.

